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1 – Introduction
1.1 –

MOTIVATION

The most commonly used passenger transportation mode is currently road transportation. This
holds true for both leisure activities and for commuter traﬃc. However, due to the negative
eﬀects on the environment and due to the large number of traﬃc jams in the morning and
afternoon rush, governments aim to reduce the number of cars on the road. One of the key
ingredients to reduce road transportation is to increase the utilization of public transportation.
In order to do so, the public transport sector should, among other factors, increase the quality
of their services. The quality of a public transport system is measured by, among other factors,
its ability to transport passengers with a seat from their origin to their destination on time.
In a perfect world, the public transportation services are always on time and provide enough
capacity for every passenger to sit. As a consequence, the usage of the public transportation
service gives a high passenger satisfaction and the passengers are willing to use the public
transport the next time again. However, in practice the world is not perfect. Passengers might
face large delays and/or seat shortages. As a result, the passengers who own a car may switch
to their car for their next journey.
Unfortunately, unexpected incidents are unavoidable in public transportation services. If
these unexpected incidents have a large inﬂuence on the system, they are called disruptions.
Examples of disruptions are accidents, malfunctioning infrastructure or rolling stock, and
extreme weather conditions. It is of high importance to be able to react on these unforeseen
events in such a way that as much of the passenger service is upheld as possible. This is called
Disruption Management. In this thesis the focus is on disruption management for passenger
railway transportation. Note, however, that all presented models can be translated to other
public transport modes (e.g. subway) on rail as well. The models have to slightly adjusted,
according to the corresponding rules, in order to use them on public transportation modes that
are not on rail. There are three major resource schedules essential in rail transportation: The
timetable, the rolling stock circulation, and the crew schedule.
The timetable consists of arrival and departure times of trains at stations. The rolling stock
circulation contains the rolling stock compositions appointed to the trips to meet the expected
1

passenger demand. This appointment of compositions to trips can be translated to duties for
every physical train unit. The train drivers and conductors are assigned to the trains on the
trips in the crew schedule. This assignment can also be translated to crew duties for every
crew member. These three resource schedules are created long before the operations take
place. The timetable is communicated to the passengers such that they can schedule their
journey. However, if a disruption occurs during the daily operations, it means that (some of)
the tracks between two stations are blocked. As a consequence, the planned resource schedules
become infeasible and they need to be rescheduled. The objective is to ﬁnd new schedules
where the passengers are faced with the least amount of inconvenience. This is mainly achieved
by minimizing the amount of cancelled train services and by aiming to appoint the rolling stock
to trips such that the number of seat shortages are minimal.
In current practice there is a lack of decision support systems during disruptions. Here,
decision support systems are mathematical models programmed into computerized tools to
support the railway operators. Consequently, the three major resource schedules are usually
rescheduled manually with very little automated support. As a consequence, the ﬁrst concern
of the operators is to make the timetable, rolling stock circulation, and crew schedule feasible
for the earliest minutes to come. In this way they just want to survive the coming minutes.
By focusing on the minutes to come, the operators might postpone the problems during a
disruption. Furthermore, by only focussing on local decisions for the minutes to come, the
resulting resource schedules may be of bad quality. It might be that more trains are cancelled
than necessary. Decisions in the ﬁrst phase of the disruption have a large inﬂuence on the
consequences of the disruption on the railway network. The probability of not being able to
ﬁnd an overall feasible solution without cancelling additional trips later in time is substantial.
Furthermore, the passenger demand is not fully taken into account during disruptions when
rescheduling only the minutes to come. The current way of reasoning is as follows: Any train is
better than no train. However, a small train can, for example, still lead to angry passengers who
do not ﬁt in the train. Therefore, railway operators are looking for decision support systems
to aid their dispatchers in ﬁnding new resource schedules during disruptions. It is expected
that the throughput time and quality of disruption management can be improved by using
computerized support.
In academic literature, disruption management is handled with a three stage procedure.
In the ﬁrst stage a new timetable is developed, whereafter in the second stage, with the new
timetable as input, the rolling stock circulation is rescheduled, and in the ﬁnal stage, with both
the new timetable and the new rolling stock circulation as input, the crew schedule is altered.
Existing literature focusses on one (or at most two) step(s) of disruption management. For
instance, Veelenturf et al. (2015) and Zhan et al. (2015) are two papers focussing on timetable
2

rescheduling. Papers on rolling stock rescheduling are for example: Nielsen et al. (2012), Haahr
et al. (2014), and Sato and Fukumura (2012). Papers on rescheduling the crew also exist,
see for instance Rezanova and Ryan (2009), Potthoﬀ et al. (2010), and Abbink et al. (2009).
Some papers investigate an integrated model for rescheduling two resource schedules at the
same time: Walker et al. (2005) integrate timetable and crew rescheduling, and Cadarso et al.
(2013, 2015) integrate timetable and rolling stock rescheduling. An overview of the existing
literature on disruption management can be found in Cacchiani et al. (2014).
Unfortunately, there are still practical aspects lacking in the currently available models. As
a consequence, those models are not fully applicable on their own. Therefore, the focus in this
thesis is on developing algorithmic support for disruption management while including many
practical aspects, such that the models can better support the dispatchers during a disruption.

1.2 –

RESEARCH QUESTION(S)

The central research question of this thesis is:
“Which relevant operational details have not yet been included in the models for real-time
disruption management processes, and how can these white spots in the existing models be
ﬁlled?”
Real-time disruption management are the processes taking place from the time of the
occurrence of the disruption until the moment the new resource schedules are operational
again. In this time the three resource schedules need to be rescheduled in order to secure their
feasibility. This thesis develops models and algorithms to support this process. These models
and algorithms can then be turned into decision support systems.
Existing models and algorithms from literature cannot yet be turned into decision support
models for usage in practice due to the lack of certain real-life aspects. In this thesis ﬁve
important practical aspects are included in the disruption management models:
1. Creating a macroscopic globally feasible solution for all three resource schedules, instead
of focussing on one individual resource schedule. Here, macroscopic means that the
infrastructure is taken into account on a high level of abstraction.
2. Taking maintenance appointments required by certain rolling stock units into account
while rescheduling.
3. Dead-heading trips to transfer rolling stock units from stations with a surplus of inventory
to stations with a shortage of inventory are allowed to reduce the number of additional
cancelled trips.
4. Adjusted passenger demand is taken into account, because the passenger demand is not
static, but depends on the capacity appointed to the previous trips.
3

5. Checking whether a rolling stock circulation is feasible with respect to the available depot
tracks (the shunting yard) within a station.

1.3 –

OVERVIEW OF THE CONDUCTED RESEARCH

In this section an overview of the conducted research is presented by means of a short summary
for the Chapters 2 to 6.
Chapter 2: An iterative framework for real-time railway rescheduling. T.A.B. Dollevoet,
D. Huisman, L.G. Kroon, L.P. Veelenturf, and J.C. Wagenaar. Under review at Computers &
Operations Research.
In this chapter the ﬁrst aspect from the list in the previous section that is currently lacking
in disruption management models is identiﬁed and included. It has always been assumed that
combining the results of the individual steps of the disruption management process will lead to
an overall feasible solution during a disruption. This has, however, never been tested. Chapter
2 describes an iterative framework in which all three resource schedules are considered. This
framework is extensively tested on instances from Netherlands Railways. Results demonstrate
that an overall feasible solution can be obtained by solving the three stages individually in
an acceptable amount of time. As a result, the individual modules for rescheduling during a
disruption can indeed be applied in practice by means of an iterative framework.
Chapter 3: A comparison of two exact methods for passenger railway rolling stock
(re)scheduling. J.T. Haahr, J.C. Wagenaar, L.P. Veelenturf and L.G. Kroon. Under review at
Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review.
In Chapter 3 two diﬀerent approaches to solve the rolling stock (re)scheduling problem are
compared with each other. The ﬁrst approach is based on a Mixed Integer Linear Program
(MILP) solved by using Cplex. The second approach is based on a diﬀerent MILP, and
now solved by an extension of an existing column generation approach. The approaches are
compared and bench marked on various instances from railway operators in diﬀerent countries.
The approaches are used to create the daily schedules and to reschedule the schedules during a
disruption. The results demonstrate that both approaches can be used on networks of diﬀerent
operators in two diﬀerent countries. Furthermore, the results demonstrate that both models
are fast enough to be used in a real-time setting.
Chapter 4: Maintenance appointments in railway rolling stock rescheduling. J.C. Wagenaar,
L.G. Kroon, and M. Schmidt. Revision is under review at Transportation Science.
Chapter 4 addresses the Rolling Stock Rescheduling Problem (RSRP), while taking maintenance appointments into account. After a disruption, the rolling stock of passenger trains
4

has to be rescheduled in order to restore a feasible rolling stock circulation. A limited number
of rolling stock units have a scheduled maintenance appointment during the day: These
appointments need to be taken into account while rescheduling. In this paper we propose
three diﬀerent models for this. The Extra Unit Type model extends the Composition model,
which aims at rescheduling the rolling stock without maintenance appointments, by adding
an additional rolling stock type for every rolling stock unit that requires maintenance. The
Shadow-Account model keeps track of a shadow account for all units that require maintenance.
The Job-Composition model creates paths for train units such that maintenance units are on
time for their maintenance appointment. All models are tested on various instances of Netherlands Railways. The results show that the Shadow Account and Job Composition model are
able to eﬃciently take maintenance appointments into account during rescheduling. Depending
on the characteristics of an instance, either the Shadow-Account or the Job-Composition model
performs best.
Chapter 5: Rolling stock rescheduling in passenger railway transportation using deadheading trips and adjusted passenger demand. J.C. Wagenaar and L.G. Kroon. Under review
at Transportation Research part B: Methodological.
Chapter 5 discusses two other practical aspects. First of all, unscheduled dead-heading
trips are currently excluded from the rolling stock rescheduling models in current literature.
A dead-heading trip is an empty train sent from one station to another to increase the local
inventory during a disruption. The rolling stock resides at diﬀerent stations/ tracks throughout
the whole country during the day. As a consequence, some stations may have a surplus of units
in inventory, while other stations have a shortage during a disruption. Dead-heading trips have
already been used in practice to decrease the number of cancelled trains. Chapter 5 includes
these dead-heading trips in the RSRP. Furthermore, this chapter introduces the concept of
adjusted passenger demand. The major objective of the RSRP models is to uphold as much of
the passenger service as possible. This is done by cancelling as few trains as possible and by
appointing rolling stock compositions with enough capacity to meet the passenger demand
on the trips. However, the passenger demand depends on which compositions are actually
appointed to the trips (e.g. cancelling a trip leads to a larger passenger demand on the next
trip). This is taken into account in the proposed model as well. Results demonstrate that the
model is able to take both dead-heading trips and adjusted passenger demand into account,
while still being able to solve the problem in a reasonable computation time.
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Chapter 6: A comparison of optimization methods for solving the depot matching and
parking problem. J.T. Haahr, R.M. Lusby, and J.C. Wagenaar. Under review at Transportation
Science.
The ﬁnal practical aspect that is treated in this thesis relates to the Train Unit Shunting
Problem (TUSP). Up to this point it is assumed that all scheduled shunting movements are
feasible with respect to the available depot tracks at every station. In Chapter 6 diﬀerent
methods are developed to assign physical train units to scheduled train services in such a way
that the resulting shunting yard operations are feasible. It involves matching train units to
arriving and departing train services at a station, as well as assigning the selected matching to a
speciﬁc depot track. The chapter presents a benchmark of multiple solution approaches. To this
end, an approach based on constraint programming, an approach based on column generation,
and a randomized greedy construction heuristic are newly developed. These approaches are
compared with slightly adjusted existing methods based on a mixed integer program and a
two-stage heuristic. The models are tested on multiple real-life instances provided by either
Netherlands Railways and Danish State Railways. There is no model that outperforms all
other models. It depends on the characteristics of the instance which model can be used best.
Therefor, we demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of each of the approaches.

1.4 –
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Chapter 6: The author of this dissertation is one of the three main authors of this paper.
The contribution of the author was the following: collecting data and analyzing the data
sets from Netherlands Railways, developing and programming the constraint programming
formulation, verifying the solution methods by inspecting results from all methods, performing
benchmarks and experiments, and being main author of the sections: literature overview,
problem description, and constraint programming method.
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1.5 –

OUTLINE

The coming chapters consist of the papers as described before. All these chapters contain the
original version of the papers. As a consequence, all chapters are autonomous and some of the
notation, deﬁnitions, and introductions within chapters can be overlapping. Finally, Chapter 7
presents conclusions and ﬁnal remarks of this thesis.
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2 – Application of an Iterative
Framework for Real-time Railway
Rescheduling
This chapter considers the paper (Dollevoet et al. (2015)) which is under review at Computers
& Operations Research. The research leading to this paper has received funding from the
European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) in the ON-TIME project
under Grant Agreement SCP1-GA-2011-285243.

Co-authors: T.A.B. Dollevoet, D. Huisman, L.G. Kroon and L.P. Veelenturf

2.1 –

INTRODUCTION

Railway transportation plays an important role in the lifes of many people. They travel by
train to their work or school, or for leisure purposes. One of the most important criteria for
passenger satisfaction is the reliability of the journeys. However, disruptions like accidents,
malfunctioning infrastructure or rolling stock, or crew unavailability are inevitable in a railway
system. As a consequence, passengers face cancelled, delayed or overcrowded train services. It
is very important for railway operators to reduce the nuisance caused by these disruptions for
the passengers as much as possible.
As stated in the overview paper by Cacchiani et al. (2014): “the development of algorithmic
real-time railway rescheduling methods is currently still mainly an academic ﬁeld, where the
research is still far ahead of what has been implemented in practice.” The models and algorithms
from literature mainly deal with rescheduling either the timetable, or the rolling stock, or the
crew. It is currently unknown whether it is possible to combine the algorithms for individual
resources and come up with an overall feasible solution that is satisfactory for the passengers.
A solution is overall feasible if the three resource schedules are mutually compatible. This
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means that both rolling stock and crew are available for each trip in the timetable. This might
be one of the reasons why the models from literature have not been implemented in practice
yet.
In this paper, we make a ﬁrst step in bridging this gap between theory and practice, by
introducing an iterative framework for timetable, rolling stock, and crew rescheduling. We
show that a satisfactory, overall feasible solution can usually be found in only a few iterations.
This suggests that the approaches for rescheduling individual resources can be combined and
applied in practice during a disruption.
In the iterative framework, we use earlier published models and algorithms on (macroscopically) adjusting the timetable, rescheduling the rolling stock, and rescheduling crew schedules.
The framework ﬁrst computes a new timetable. Then, it reschedules the rolling stock, covering
as many trips in the timetable as possible. Trips that cannot be covered by rolling stock are
then cancelled in the timetable. Finally, the crew duties are rescheduled. Again, the objective
is to cover as many trips from the timetable as possible. If some trips cannot be covered by
crew, these trips are cancelled, and another iteration of the framework is necessary. Otherwise,
if all trips are covered by crew, the algorithm terminates. We emphasize that our framework is
very generic: Instead of the particular models and algorithms we use, other methods can be
used in the framework as well, as long as they solve a similar problem.
We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the iterative approach on real-world instances from
Netherlands Railways (Nederlandse Spoorwegen, or NS). We consider 976 instances in total.
In half of them, one of the tracks between two stations is blocked for a certain period of time.
Then, only limited train traﬃc is possible between these stations. In the other half, all tracks
between two stations are blocked and no train traﬃc is possible at all. The most important
objective is to minimize the total duration of the cancelled train services.
The contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, we introduce an iterative framework
to reschedule the timetable, rolling stock, and crew. This all-in-one framework leads to an
overall feasible solution for all resources. Secondly, we show that the algorithm converges to a
satisfactory solution for all considered real-world instances in a few iterations. This shows that
an integrated approach is not required to obtain solutions that are overall feasible. Thirdly, we
show that the framework and the underlying algorithms that we use are able to solve practical
problems and can be of great beneﬁt to railway operators. In this way, we hope to reduce the
earlier mentioned gap between theory and practice.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the relevant
literature. Section 2.3 contains a description of the iterative framework. This section includes a
short description of the algorithms we use to reschedule the individual resources. In Section 2.4,
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we present results on 976 disruptions on the railway network in the Netherlands. Finally, we
ﬁnish the paper with some concluding remarks in Section 2.5.

2.2 –

LITERATURE REVIEW

A disruption usually causes the timetable, the rolling stock schedule, and the crew schedule to
be infeasible. The timetable and rolling stock schedule might contain trips that make use of
infrastructure that is temporarily unavailable. These trips cannot be operated, which might
prevent some crew members to perform all tasks in their duties. As a result, the resource
schedules need to be adjusted. In current practice, this is mostly done manually. First, often
with the help of contingency plans, the timetable is rescheduled. Then, with the new timetable
as input, the rolling stock and crew tasks are rescheduled manually, one by one. This is a time
consuming process, so decision support tools are most welcome.
Most of the scientiﬁc literature on railway disruption management focuses on rescheduling
only one of the three resources. In this section, we will brieﬂy review the literature on
rescheduling the timetable, the rolling stock, and the crew. Fore a more in depth review we
refer to Cacchiani et al. (2014).
The literature on timetable rescheduling can be classiﬁed in two parts: Macroscopic
and microscopic timetable rescheduling. Macroscopic approaches to timetabling model the
infrastructure on a high level of abstraction and usually deal with larger disruptions. For
example, certain tracks might be unavailable for a couple of hours. Amongst others, Louwerse
and Huisman (2014), and Veelenturf et al. (2015) have recently developed a macroscopic model
for timetable rescheduling and have performed tests on the Dutch railway network. Zhan et al.
(2015) developed a diﬀerent macroscopic model and tested it on the Chinese railway network.
In contrast, microscopic models consider the railway infrastructure with a high level of
detail. By doing so, the propagation of delays can be modelled with high accuracy. These
models are usually applied to resolve smaller disturbances, e.g., few delays of up to half an
hour. We refer to D’Ariano et al. (2007) and Corman et al. (2011) for examples of microscopic
approaches to timetable rescheduling tested on the Dutch railway system and to Lamorgese
and Mannino (2015) for microscopic rescheduling cases tested and implemented on the Italian
and Norwegian railway network, respectively.
There are multiple papers with a focus on rescheduling the rolling stock. For instance,
Nielsen et al. (2012) adjusted the Composition Model from Fioole et al. (2006) and applied
it in a disruption management setting. In this model, the rolling stock rescheduling problem
is formulated as a multi-commodity ﬂow model. Here, the nodes correspond to stations and
the arcs represent the trips between stations, or waiting inside stations. Furthermore, there is
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also a composition graph describing the feasible transitions of compositions in the stations.
In the composition graph we have nodes representing trips for which rolling stock is required
and the arcs represent possible changes in the rolling stock composition between these trips.
Haahr et al. (2014) developed a unit based model for a similar problem, where a speciﬁc path
is created for each unit separately. The model is then solved by means of column generation.
The performance of these models is compared in Haahr et al. (2015c) (Chapter 3) on both the
Dutch and the Danish railway network.
The third resource is the crew. Multiple researchers have investigated crew rescheduling.
Rezanova and Ryan (2009) model the crew rescheduling as a Set Partitioning Problem and
solve it by column generation. In a similar fashion, Potthoﬀ et al. (2010) solve a Set Covering
Problem by column generation and Lagrangian relaxation. This latter approach is extended by
Veelenturf et al. (2012) with the possibility of retiming some of the tasks. Using a completely
diﬀerent method, Abbink et al. (2009) solve the crew rescheduling problem by means of an
agent based system. Here, agents correspond to crew members and can swap parts of their
duties.
All these papers show that models and algorithms can be used as decision support tools
for rescheduling one resource individually. However, it has never been tested whether these
individual rescheduling algorithms can be combined and lead to a solution that is overall feasible.
If, for instance, no train driver can be found for a particular trip, it means that this speciﬁc trip
cannot be executed. As a result, the timetable and rolling stock schedule become infeasible,
and need to be rescheduled again. In the next section we propose an iterative framework that
copes with these interactions.
There are few papers that investigate the integration of all or at least two of the rescheduling
steps. However, these papers focus mainly on small or less complex railway networks. Examples
are Walker et al. (2005), who integrate timetable and crew rescheduling, and Cadarso et al.
(2013) and Cadarso et al. (2015), who integrate timetable and rolling stock rescheduling.
Cadarso et al. (2013) also explicitly consider the eﬀect of the rescheduling measures on the
passenger demand and on the required seat capacity.

2.3 –

FRAMEWORK

In this section, the iterative framework for real-time railway rescheduling is introduced. Furthermore, we describe the interactions between the diﬀerent modules in the framework and we
discuss the modules individually. Note that the modules that we use have been developed with
a sequential approach in mind. Our framework performs this sequential approach iteratively.
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As a consequence, the models and algorithms do not need to be adjusted or reconﬁgured, but
they can be used without any modiﬁcations.

2.3.1 –

Framework

The real-time railway rescheduling framework can be used for disruptions which lead to a
temporary blockage of one or more tracks. In this paper, we assume that the duration of the
disruption is known and ﬁxed. The process can, however, be repeated as soon as there is new
information available about the duration. In other words, the process can be embedded in a
rolling horizon algorithm to handle the uncertainty regarding disruptions. A similar approach
has been suggested by Nielsen et al. (2012) for rolling stock rescheduling. Alternatively, the
uncertainty about the duration can be incorporated in the individual modules comprising the
framework. As an example, Veelenturf et al. (2014) develop a quasi-robust crew rescheduling
algorithm that takes into account the uncertainty about the duration of the disruption.
Due to the blockage of (some of) the tracks, the timetable becomes infeasible and needs to
be rescheduled. Furthermore, the crew and rolling stock schedules need to be adjusted as well.
A schematic overview of the framework can be found in Figure 2.1. The framework starts by
TTR

No

RSR

Yes

All trips
covered?

No

CR

All trips
covered?

Yes

Figure 2.1: Overview of the iterative framework.

rescheduling the timetable macroscopically (TTR). The timetable should be adjusted by means
of delaying or cancelling train services. The objective when rescheduling the timetable is to
ﬁnd a balance between cancelling as little train services as possible and minimizing the delay
introduced in the timetable. Output of this module is a disposition timetable that is feasible
with respect to the reduced infrastructure capacity.
The new disposition timetable is given as input to the module responsible for rescheduling
the rolling stock (RSR). Cancelled train services can result in the original rolling stock circulation
being infeasible. The goal when rescheduling the rolling stock is to assign a rolling stock
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composition (a set of combined rolling stock units) to as many trips in the disposition timetable
as possible. Here, a trip is a part of a train service between two stations where the rolling stock
composition can be changed.
It might be impossible to cover all trips from the disposition timetable with rolling stock.
In that case, the timetable should be rescheduled a second time, preferably in such a way that
rolling stock is available for all trips in the new timetable. One obvious solution is to cancel all
trips in the timetable without a rolling stock composition assigned to it, but one could also
consider more elaborate approaches. This process is repeated until a timetable is obtained for
which rolling stock can be assigned to all trips.
Due to cancelled or delayed train services, the original crew schedule might be infeasible as
well. The third module of the framework is responsible for rescheduling the crew (CR). This is
done by appointing a new duty to every crew member. A duty is a list of tasks to be performed
by a single crew member. A task corresponds to performing work (e.g., as a driver or as a
conductor) on a certain trip. The most important constraints in the crew rescheduling part are
the crew regulation rules (e.g., the presence of a meal break and a maximal working duration).
There might be tasks that cannot be assigned to any crew member. As a consequence, the
corresponding trip cannot be performed. In that case, the timetable should be adapted in such
a way that all trips can be covered with crew. After such an adjustment of the timetable, also
the rolling stock might have to be rescheduled again. To prevent several iterations in the loop
being necessary, the objective of the crew rescheduling approach is to assign crew to as many
tasks as possible. A summary of the iterative framework is shown in Algorithm 1. It needs a
Algorithm 1: Iterative framework
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Input: Characteristics of the disruption
Reschedule the macroscopic timetable (TTR).
Use output of TTR to reschedule the rolling stock (RSR).
if Not all trips are covered by rolling stock then
Timetable needs adjustments; go back to Line 2.
end if
Use output of TTR and RSR to reschedule the crew (CR).
if Not all trips are covered by crew then
Timetable needs adjustments; go back to Line 2.
else
Overall feasible schedule found.
end if

timetable, a rolling stock and a crew rescheduling approach. In Sections 2.3.3-2.3.5 we brieﬂy
describe the timetable, rolling stock and crew rescheduling algorithms we apply in this research.
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However, note that one can replace the particular approach we have chosen for a resource by
any other rescheduling algorithm for that resource.
As is common in practice, we reschedule ﬁrst the rolling stock and then the crew. One
reason is that drivers cannot run all rolling stock types and that the number of conductors
required for a trip depends on the length of the rolling stock composition. However, if these
dependencies are discarded, it might be possible to reschedule the crew ﬁrst, and then the
rolling stock. In that case, Lines 3-5 and Lines 7-9 are interchanged in the algorithm above.
We also test this variant of the framework. The results are presented in Section 2.4.3.2.

2.3.2 –

Interactions

There are several interactions between the diﬀerent modules comprising the iterative framework.
These interactions, indicated by arrows in Figure 2.1, are discussed in this section in more
detail.
First, at the time a disruption occurs, all modules require information on the current state
of the railway system. This includes all events that have taken place up to this time. These
events can no longer be changed. For the rolling stock and crew rescheduling modules, this
information furthermore includes the original rolling stock and crew schedule. The rolling stock
rescheduling module requires the passenger demand for each trip, such that enough capacity
can be provided.
The timetable rescheduling module requires more information on the current state. First, it
requires the timetable as it has ran up to the current time, in order to determine the location
of all trains. Second, it needs the time the disruption takes place (the current time), because
trains that have already departed cannot be cancelled any more. The timetable rescheduling
approach we use also requires the duration of the disruption as input. Finally, the location of
the blockage and the speciﬁc tracks that are blocked are required as input.
Another interaction is the exchange of information between the timetable rescheduling
module and the rolling stock and crew rescheduling modules. The rolling stock and crew
rescheduling modules need to know the newly constructed disposition timetable. This timetable
describes for all non-cancelled train services all departure and arrival times at the stations.
The interaction back from the rolling stock and crew rescheduling module to the timetable
rescheduling module consists of the trips for which no rolling stock or crew can be found.
The last interaction is an information stream between the rolling stock and the crew
rescheduling modules. The rolling stock schedule inﬂuences the transfer time for crew members.
For example, if the next trip of a crew member uses the same rolling stock, then the crew does
not have to walk to another train. Furthermore, not every crew member is allowed to run all
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types of rolling stock. We decided to make this interaction one-way: When rescheduling the
rolling stock, we do not keep track of which crew member is assigned to the trip. Therefore,
the crew rescheduling module should take into account which type of rolling stock is assigned
to a certain trip.

2.3.3 –

Timetable Rescheduling

We use two diﬀerent approaches for rescheduling the timetable in the iterative framework. The
ﬁrst time the timetable is rescheduled, we use a sophisticated approach, which is based on
Veelenturf et al. (2015). This approach considers the reduced infrastructure capacity caused
by the disruption. Thereafter, if the timetable must be adjusted because of a lack of rolling
stock or crew, we use a greedy approach. This combination of the sophisticated and greedy
approach ensures that the number of iterations is ﬁnite. Furthermore, it reduces computation
time. We now ﬁrst explain the sophisticated approach and then the greedy approach.

Sophisticated approach
If the timetable is rescheduled for the ﬁrst time, we use the approach suggested by Veelenturf
et al. (2015). Here, the macroscopic timetabling problem is modelled using an event activity
network. The events in this network represent the departures and arrivals of train services and
the activities represent the minimal times (e.g. running, dwell and headway times) which should
be scheduled between two events. The infrastructure capacity is modelled as the number of
available tracks, which means that the precise locations of switches and signals are neglected.
An important feature of this model is that it also takes the rolling stock capacity into account
by keeping track of the number of rolling stock compositions entering and leaving a station.
For each train service, it checks whether a rolling stock composition is available. If no rolling
stock composition is available, that particular train service is cancelled. Detailed information
about rolling stock types and coupling and uncoupling options are not considered. This means
that the rolling stock capacity is measured on the level of compositions instead of on the level
of units. This leads to a high probability that a feasible rolling stock schedule can be found for
the disposition timetable, in which all trips are covered by rolling stock.
The model is formulated as a MIP and then solved using a general purpose solver (e.g.,
Cplex). The aim of the approach is to cancel and delay as few train services as possible by
considering the reduced capacity and by deciding which train services should be delayed and/or
cancelled. The order of train services on tracks can be switched and rolling stock turnings can
be adapted.
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Greedy approach
The greedy approach, which is used in case the rolling stock or crew rescheduling module was
unable to cover all trips with rolling stock or crew, respectively, is quite basic. It cancels all trips
that are not covered by rolling stock or crew. If the rolling stock module was unable to cover
certain trips, this means that all other trips are included in a feasible rolling stock circulation.
If we cancel the tasks that could not be covered, then, by construction, we obtain a timetable
that is feasibly covered by rolling stock. Similarly, if the timetable algorithm was executed
because some trips could not be covered by the crew, and we cancel these trips, we obtain a
timetable in which all tasks are covered by crew. If, thereafter, the rolling stock module is able
to cover all remaining trips, we can skip the subsequent crew rescheduling approach and we
are done. In this way, we might possibly save one step in the next iteration.
Our choice for the greedy approach also implies that the iterative algorithm always terminates.
In every iteration, except for the ﬁrst one, it holds that another iteration is only performed if
at least one trip is not covered by rolling stock in the rolling stock rescheduling step and, after
cancelling this trip with the greedy approach, another trip is not covered by crew in the crew
rescheduling step. Otherwise, the framework terminates with a globally feasible solution. So, in
every iteration, at least two trips are cancelled. As a consequence, after

#trips
2

iterations all trips

are cancelled, and this is a feasible solution as well. However, in most cases a feasible solution
is obtained already after a few iterations, as will be shown in our computational results.

2.3.4 –

Rolling Stock Rescheduling

The rolling stock rescheduling module implements the approach of Nielsen et al. (2012). The
rolling stock rescheduling problem is formulated as a multi-commodity ﬂow model. The aim is
to appoint rolling stock compositions to trips and make sure that there is enough capacity for
all passenger demand. The objective is to minimize the number of non-covered trips and the
deviation from the original plan. Decision variables in the model indicate which composition is
assigned to each trip. Furthermore, the model contains decision variables to indicate the rolling
stock composition changes taking place between two consecutive trips. Not all composition
changes are allowed. For example, for a composition consisting of three diﬀerent units, it is
impossible to uncouple only the middle unit from the composition. The model is solved using
a general purpose solver (e.g., Cplex).
The number of available rolling stock units is given as input to the module. In order to
get some ﬂexibility, the number of rolling stock units which need to be parked at each station
during the night is not ﬁxed. However, it is heavily penalized if at a station less units are
available at the end of the day in the new schedule. Such end-of-day unbalances require
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additional deadheading trips during the night. Similarly, additional shunting movements are
penalized. Every new shunting movement must be communicated to local shunting crew and
must then be scheduled in between other shunting work. We want to minimize the additional
work for local shunting crew, and therefore penalize any new shunting movements.

2.3.5 –

Crew Rescheduling

The approach of Veelenturf et al. (2012) is used for rescheduling the crew. This approach is
based on Potthoﬀ et al. (2010) and combines column generation with Lagrangian relaxation.
It assigns new duties to crew members such that as many tasks as possible are covered by the
duties of the crew members. Furthermore, this approach allows to delay certain tasks by a few
minutes in order to reduce the number of non-covered tasks. However, in this paper we make
no use of the possibility to delay certain tasks.
The crew rescheduling problem is formulated as a Set Covering Problem. Here, the duty of
each crew member must be replaced by a new duty. The model contains decision variables
that indicate which replacement duty is assigned to each crew member. Because the original
duties can be replaced by many new duties, column generation is applied to generate promising
replacement duties. Besides the main objective of covering as many tasks as possible, another
objective is to have that the new duties deviate as little as possible from the original duties.
Every deviation in the duties should be communicated to the crew members. This takes time
and could lead to errors in practice.
In order to speed up the solution process, only a subset of the crew members is considered.
In particular, the crew members whose duty became infeasible due to the disruption and the
crew members in the neighbourhood of the disruption are included in the problem. The duties
of the other crew members are ﬁxed. In an iterative way, other neighbourhoods are explored as
long as non-covered tasks are left.

2.4 –

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the computational experiments that we have executed to assess the
performance of the iterative framework. We ﬁrst describe the cases that we have considered
and then discuss the results we have obtained. The iterative framework has been implemented
in Java using Eclipse Kepler. All computational tests are performed on a desktop with an Intel
Quad Core i7 processor and 4GB of RAM. We used Cplex 12.6 as solver for the MIP models.
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For the rolling stock and crew rescheduling phase, we reschedule the complete railway
network. We no longer focus on a speciﬁc part of the network alone. Furthermore, for the
rolling stock rescheduling phase, note that in the Netherlands we distinguish between long
distance train services and regional train services. A regional train service is scheduled to stop
at every station, while a long distance train service only dwells at the larger stations. The
rolling stock units available for long distance train services are diﬀerent from those available
for regional train services. For example, rolling stock units for regional train services accelerate
faster. In our experiments, it is not allowed to use rolling stock meant for long distance train
services for a regional train service or vice versa. This allows us to decompose the rolling stock
rescheduling problem into two independent problems: one rolling stock rescheduling problem
for the long distance train services and one for the regional train services.
In the crew rescheduling step we assume that drivers and conductors work in pairs. As a
consequence, by rescheduling the drivers we have immediately rescheduled the conductors.

2.4.2 –

Implementation

The models discussed in Sections 2.3.3-2.3.5 require certain settings and input data. In this
section, we discuss the details of the actual implementation of the iterative framework. The
main objective in our experiments is to minimize the total duration of cancelled train services.
Therefore, in each of the three approaches, this will be the individual main objective. For the
rolling stock and crew rescheduling this is done indirectly by focusing on covering as many trips
as possible with rolling stock and crew. If no rolling stock or crew is assigned to a certain trip,
this trip will be cancelled by the timetable rescheduling. The penalties for not assigning rolling
stock or crew to a certain trip depend on the duration of the trip. The values of the other
penalties and parameters are set at the values proposed in the original publications on these
algorithms. Note that the algorithms have been developed and tested in close collaboration
with NS.

2.4.2.1 –

Settings timetable rescheduling

The ﬁrst time the timetable is rescheduled, we apply the approach developed by Veelenturf
et al. (2015). Each next iteration, the timetable rescheduling module is called because either
the rolling stock or the crew rescheduling was not able to cover all trips. For these cases we
implemented the greedy timetable rescheduling approach which cancels all trips for which no
rolling stock or crew was found.
The timetable rescheduling approach of Veelenturf et al. (2015) requires the original
scheduled timetable as input. Every scheduled trip is represented by a corresponding departure
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and arrival event. Such an event contains the time it takes place, the corresponding station
where it takes place, and the scheduled track on which it takes place.
Next to the timetable, a description of the railway network is necessary. Furthermore, the
model requires parameters specifying the regulations between train services. Within the stations
a headway time of 2 minutes is considered in between two consecutive train services assigned to
the same track. This headway time of 2 minutes also applies to two consecutive train services
running in the same direction assigned to the same track in between stations. The headway
time of train services using a single track in opposite directions is 0 minutes.
Detailed settings for the rolling stock part of the timetable rescheduling module are necessary
as input as well. When a train service ends, the rolling stock of that train service may be used
by a starting train service at the same location. This is called a turning pattern. The minimum
time between these two train services is set to 1 minute. If a rolling stock turning is chosen
with a turn around time longer than 10 minutes and there is a shunting yard available, the
rolling stock is shunted away. In such a situation, 5 minutes after the train service has ended,
the rolling stock is shunted away, and 5 minutes before the new train service starts, the rolling
stock is considered to be back at a station track.
In the objective function, a single cancelled minute is penalized by 50,000 since minimizing
cancellations is the main objective. For each minute of arrival delay, a penalty of 1 applies.
Furthermore, an event may be delayed by at most 8 minutes. This ensures that train services
are not endlessly delayed in order to prevent cancellations. Note that we only take direct train
delays into account. Longer passenger delays, due to missed connections for example, are not
considered.
Another penalty is set upon deviating from a preferred turning pattern. For example, turning
patterns of the same series are preferred. A list of preferred turning patterns is given as input
and using a diﬀerent turning pattern is penalized by 10.
Finally, the model requires as input a duration that speciﬁes from what time onwards the
timetable should be equal to the original timetable. We set this duration to 60 minutes. This
means that from 60 minutes after the duration has ended onwards, all trains must be operated
as planned again.
All penalty values for the sophisticated timetable rescheduling approach are summarized in
Table 2.1.
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Description

Penalty

Cancelled minute

50,000

One minute arrival delay

1

Turning pattern deviation

10

Table 2.1: Penalties timetable rescheduling approach.

2.4.2.2 –

Settings Rolling Stock Rescheduling

The rolling stock rescheduling module based on Nielsen et al. (2012) uses many settings. In
our experiments, there are four diﬀerent rolling stock types available. There are two types for
the long distance train services, namely one with 3 carriages and one with 4 carriages, and two
types for the regional train services, also consisting of 3 and 4 carriages. Rolling stock units
can be coupled to each other to form a rolling stock composition. In this way more capacity
can be appointed to a trip. Only units of the same type are allowed to be coupled into a
composition. The maximum length of a composition is 15 carriages.
At the start of the day, each station with a shunting yard contains a starting inventory of
rolling stock units. This starting inventory denotes the number of available rolling stock units
per rolling stock type at that station. Next to the starting inventory, the desired end-of-day
inventory is needed per station. This is the amount of rolling stock units of a certain type that
preferably is present at the end of the planning period at the corresponding station. We set a
penalty of 100 per unit deviation from the desired end-of-day inventory.
Furthermore, an original rolling stock circulation is required for both the long distance and
the regional train services. This original circulation contains a list of trips, where a trip is deﬁned
as a part of the train service between two stations where the composition may be changed.
Every trip has the following characteristics: departure station, arrival station, departure time,
arrival time, successor of the trip (turning pattern), and the originally appointed composition.
The last information which the model requires is the start time of the disruption.
The largest penalty is set upon not covering a trip. A trip is not covered in the rolling
stock rescheduling phase if no composition can be appointed to the trip. The penalty for not
covering a trip equals 100,000 plus 1,000 times the duration of the trip in minutes. In this way
we minimize the number of cancelled train services, and if we have to cancel a train service,
then we prefer to cancel the train service with the shortest duration.
Next, we want to minimize the diﬀerences between the rescheduled rolling stock circulation
and the original rolling stock circulation. First of all, the deviation in the number of carriages
between the two circulations is penalized. A penalty of 1,000 is given per additional carriage on
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a trip and a penalty of 10,000 is given for every missing carriage on a trip in the rescheduled
rolling stock circulation in comparison with the original rolling stock circulation. The penalty
for missing a carriage is larger than the penalty for an additional carriage, because one missing
carriage means a capacity reduction of approximately 100 seats for passengers on that trip. By
doing so, we implicitly assume that the passenger demand used for the original circulation is
still accurate. Another option would be to incorporate how passengers react when a disruption
occurs. This issue is discussed, for example, by Van der Hurk et al. (2015). In that case, one
can penalize seat capacity shortages directly when rescheduling the rolling stock circulations.
The ﬁnal penalty is set upon deviating from the original shunting plan. If an originally
planned shunting movement (either coupling or uncoupling) is cancelled, then there is a penalty
of 100 for not performing that shunting movement. A penalty of 1000 is set upon newly added
shunting movements. For these shunting movements, new shunting crew must be arranged,
which could be a lot of work, so the penalty is larger than the penalty for cancelling a shunting
movement.
All penalties of the rolling stock rescheduling approach are summarized in Table 2.2.
Description

Penalty

Cancelled trip

100,000 + 1,000 · duration of the trip

End-of-day balance deviation

100

Positive carriage deviation

1,000

Negative carriage deviation

10,000

Cancelled shunting movement

100

New shunting movement

1,000

Table 2.2: Penalties rolling stock rescheduling approach.

In order to be able to solve the rolling stock rescheduling problem in short time, we use a
rolling horizon. Note that all trips before the start of the disruption are ﬁxed, so our complete
planning horizon is from the start of the disruption (ts ) up to the end of the day (t∞ ). Solving
the rolling stock rescheduling problem with the complete planning horizon can take long, so
we split it by means of a dynamic planning horizon. The ﬁrst part is from the start of the
disruption up to time ts + t
The second part is from

∞ −ts

2

ts +t∞
2

=

ts +t∞
,
2

this is exactly halfway the complete planning horizon.

up to the end of the complete planning horizon. The solution of

the ﬁrst part is given as input to the second part, such that a feasible rolling stock circulation
is found for the complete planning horizon.
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Furthermore, we use a ﬁxed computation time limit of 5 minutes per horizon. The optimal
rolling stock circulation, with respect to our penalties, is found relatively fast. However, proving
that this solution is optimal might take time. That is why we use a computation time limit of
5 minutes per horizon. In this time limit the optimal solution is almost always found, but not
yet proven to be optimal.

2.4.2.3 –

Settings Crew Rescheduling

The crew rescheduling approach of Veelenturf et al. (2012) uses penalties for not covering a
task and for deviations in comparison to the original schedule. In the schedule, we distinguish
between three types of tasks: tasks corresponding to operating a train service with a diﬀerent
start and end location, tasks corresponding to operating a train service with the same start
and end location (operating the same rolling stock back and forth), and tasks which do not
have to do anything with operating train services (e.g., training tasks). Since the aim is to
operate as many train services as possible, the ﬁrst two types of tasks get heavily penalized if
they are not covered, while the third one is penalized less.
The penalty for not covering a task which is not related to operating train services, called
local task, equals 250. For not covering a task related to operating train services, we test two
settings. In the ﬁrst setting, all tasks are treated equally and the penalty for not covering a task
is equal to 20,000 plus 100 times the duration of the task. In the second setting we make a
distinction between tasks in which the start and end location are the same (so called AA-tasks)
and tasks in which the end location is diﬀerent from the start location (so called AB-tasks).
It can be argued that the rolling stock schedule remains feasible if an AA-task is cancelled.
However, if an AB-task is cancelled, rolling stock rescheduling is deﬁnitely necessary. Therefore,
in the second setting, we prefer not covering an AA-task over not covering an AB-task. For
not covering an AA-task the penalty will be 3,000 plus 100 times the duration of the task. For
not covering an AB-task the penalty remains 20,000 plus 100 times the duration of the task.
It is expected that this second option leads to more cancellations in the crew rescheduling step
but to less cancellations in the rolling stock rescheduling step.
The ﬁxed costs for changing a duty equals 400 and for each new task in a duty a penalty
of 50 applies. Each new transfer between tasks which was not present in any duty in the
original crew schedule is penalized by 1. If the driver is directly sent home by a taxi (since no
replacement duty is available which complies with the rules), a penalty of 3,000 is used.
The new duties may not take longer than the original duties and at maximum 5.5 hours may
pass without a break of at least 30 minutes. The transfer time in between tasks on diﬀerent
rolling stock compositions equals 10 minutes.
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The penalty values used for crew rescheduling are diﬀerent than the ones used for rescheduling the rolling stock. The penalty values are all commonly used in literature. All three modules
have the same overall objective: cancelling as little train services as possible.
The penalties used in the crew rescheduling approach are summarized in Table 2.3.
Description

Penalty

Cancelled task setting 1

20,000 + 100 · duration of the trip

Cancelled AA task setting 2

3,000 + 100 · duration of the trip

Cancel AB task setting 2

20,000 + 100 · duration of the trip

Cancel local task

250

Change duty

400

New task in duty

50

New transfer in duty

1

Send driver home by taxi

3,000

Table 2.3: Penalties crew rescheduling approach.

The approach of Veelenturf et al. (2012) also has an option to slightly delay tasks to have
less tasks which cannot be covered. In our experiments we did not allow these delays, since
then the crew rescheduling is interfering with the timetable rescheduling.

2.4.3 –

Experiments

In this section, we present the results for complete and partial blockages on various settings
of the framework. First, we test the general framework and discuss the associated results.
Thereafter, the diﬀerences are presented between the general framework and the variant where
the order of the rolling stock and crew rescheduling step are switched. Finally, we test whether
having a lower penalty for not covering AA-tasks leads to less cancelled trips overall.

2.4.3.1 –

Results of the general framework

First, the results of the general framework are presented. Table 2.4 gives an overview of the
number of cancelled train services and the average total duration of the cancelled train services.
These numbers include the train services that inevitably need to be cancelled because they are
scheduled on the blocked tracks. Recall that for each location, duration, and type of disruption,
we have 61 possible start times of the disruption. Each number in the table represents an
average over these 61 instances. That leads to a total of 976 instances to test the framework
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upon, because there are two locations where a disruption occurs, four diﬀerent durations, two
diﬀerent types (complete and partial), and 61 diﬀerent start times.
Cancelled trips

Cancelled minutes

Duration (min)

TTR

RSR

CR

TTR

RSR

CR

60

14.33

0.20

0.75

284.46

5.08

19.30

Ht-Ut

80

19.64

0.15

1.23

413.39

2.72

34.05

Complete

100

25.36

0.13

1.72

526.71

2.28

47.38

120

31.00

0.16

1.97

638.54

3.05

53.64

60

5.33

0.03

0.89

88.51

0.56

21.39

Ht-Ut

80

9.67

0.16

1.41

136.80

2.80

36.56

Partial

100

9.34

0.05

0.77

167.95

0.69

22.26

120

12.00

0.41

1.54

209.36

11.92

38.89

60

8.00

0.03

0.84

124.80

0.43

27.44

Ht-O

80

11.69

0.39

0.98

214.98

12.90

36.85

Complete

100

13.00

0.13

1.39

226.15

2.20

48.66

120

16.00

0.08

1.62

249.61

1.21

50.57

60

4.00

0.02

0.61

59.51

0.21

18.54

Ht-O

80

5.69

0.28

0.74

106.31

9.87

23.43

Partial

100

6.66

0.00

0.93

120.71

0.00

32.15

120

8.00

0.00

0.85

141.61

0.00

29.00

12.48

0.14

1.14

231.84

3.50

33.76

Type

All cases

Table 2.4: Results of the General Framework. The ﬁrst column denotes the location and the type
of disruption and the second column the duration of the disruption. The third, fourth and ﬁfth
column denote the average number of cancelled train services in timetable, rolling stock, and crew
rescheduling. The sixth, seventh, and eighth column show the average total duration of all the
cancelled trips in timetable, rolling stock, and crew rescheduling in minutes.

First consider the number of cancelled train services. As expected, most of the train services
are cancelled in the timetabling phase. Remember that in case of a complete blockage, all
tracks are blocked. As a result, the module cancels most of the train services operated on those
tracks. If these train services would not be cancelled, they would queue up in the railway system,
causing knock-on eﬀects over the whole country. As a result, we observe more cancellations for
complete blockages than in case of partial blockages. Furthermore, as expected, the number
of cancelled train services when rescheduling the timetable increases if the duration of the
disruption increases. This holds for both complete and partial blockages.
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Secondly, we observe that train services are cancelled in the rolling stock phase only rarely.
This can be attributed to the timetabling algorithm, which increases the probability that a
feasible rolling stock schedule exists that does not need to cancel any additional train services.
Consequently, almost no train services are cancelled in the ﬁrst iteration of the rolling stock
rescheduling module.
This does not hold for the crew rescheduling stage. On average 1 to 2 train services are
cancelled in that stage. In case of a complete blockage, the average number of tasks for which
no crew can be found is increasing in the duration of the disruption. We do not see this pattern
for the partial blockages. One explanation could be that the longer tracks are completely
blocked, the more diﬃcult it becomes to get the crew members home on time. In case of
partial blockages, it is easier to get crew members at home since still some train services are
operated. However, this does not mean that we can conclude that partial blockages lead to
less or more cancelled train services due to lack of crew in general. On the one hand, partial
blockages cause less gaps in duties by cancelled train services due to timetable rescheduling,
but on the other hand due to the lack of gaps there is less buﬀer to adapt duties.
The numbers of cancelled minutes of train services follow a similar pattern as the number
of cancelled train services for both complete and partial blockages.
Complete blockages
Iteration

Cumulatively stopped after RSR

Cumulatively stopped after CR

1

-

193 (40%)

2

450 (92%)

482 (99%)

3

488 (100%)
Partial blockages

Iteration

Cumulatively stopped after RSR

Cumulatively stopped after CR

1

-

228 (47%)

2

475 (97%)

485 (99%)

3

486 (99%)

488 (100%)

Table 2.5: Iterative behaviour of the general framework. The ﬁrst column denotes the iteration.
The second column gives the number of instances for which a feasible overall solution is found after
rescheduling the rolling stock. The third column gives the number of instances for which a feasible
overall solution is found after rescheduling the crew.

Next, we consider the iterative behaviour of the framework. In Table 2.5, we indicate the
amount of instances that turn out to be feasible after each module for all iterations. As can be
seen, for both the complete and partial blockages, at least 40% of the instances are solved in
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one iteration and 99% in two iterations. Furthermore, among the instances which stop in the
second iteration, most are already stopped after the rolling stock rescheduling step. In other
words, for more than 90% of the instances the crew rescheduling step is performed only once.
All instances are solved in at most three rolling stock and three crew rescheduling steps, thus
after three iterations.
The computation times are presented in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. In both ﬁgures, the left side
gives an overview of the average computation time for each of the modules in the iterative
framework. The computation time of a single instance of, for example, the crew rescheduling
module is the total time it takes to reschedule the crew (so all iterations combined). On the
right side a histogram of the total computation time is shown. It gives an overview of the
percentage of instances that are solved within 0-3, 3-5, 5-7, 7-9, and 9-11 minutes. Note
that the regional and long distance rolling stock rescheduling step can be solved in parallel.
However, we have solved them sequentially. As a consequence, the total time it takes to solve
an instance is the sum of the computation times for timetable rescheduling (TTR), rolling
stock rescheduling for regional (RSR R) and long distance train services (RSR L), and crew
rescheduling (CR). For both complete and partial disruptions more than 80% of the cases are
solved within 5 minutes and less than 6% of the runs take more than 7 minutes. Note that the
total computation time averaged over all instances is almost similar for complete and partial
blockages: 3.8 and 3.9 minutes, respectively.
1
0.8
Fraction

Time(s)

150

Gdm-Ut
Ht-O

100

50

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0
TTR

RSR R

RSR L

0-3min

CR

(a) Average computation times

3-5min

5-7min

7-9min 9-11min

(b) Computation time distribution

Figure 2.4: Computation times for complete blockages in the general framework. Here R abbreviates
the regional train services and L the long distance train services.
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0.2
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0
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RSR L
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(a) Average computation times

3-5min

5-7min

7-9min 9-11min

(b) Computation time distribution

Figure 2.5: Computation times for partial blockages in the general framework. Here R abbreviates
the regional train services and L the long distance train services.

Figure 2.6 shows the average computation time per step in the framework for complete
(left) and partial (right) blockages. As explained above, at most three iterations are needed
within the framework. This explains why the rolling stock and crew rescheduling phases appear
three times in the ﬁgure. Note that the sophisticated approach for timetabling is only applied
in the ﬁrst iteration. The computation time for this approach is reported in the ﬁgure. In the
second and third iteration, the greedy approach for timetabling is applied. The greedy approach
cancels the trips without rolling stock or crew. This can be done instantaneously. Thus, the
computation times for the greedy approach all are 0 and are not reported in the ﬁgure. There
is no third iteration necessary for crew rescheduling for any of the instances during a complete
blockage, so we have left that one out of the ﬁgure.
Also, there was no third iteration required for any of the Ht-O instances with partial
blockages and not for any of the regional train instances with a complete blockage between
Ht-O. Note that for the second and third iterations, the average computation time is computed
over the instances for which a second or third iteration was required, respectively. It can be seen
that in case of a complete blockage, the timetable rescheduling step takes a couple of seconds,
while in case of a partial blockage, it takes about half a minute. The average computation
time spent in crew rescheduling is less than half a minute and is in case of a partial blockage
lower than in case of a complete blockage. Rescheduling the rolling stock takes most of the
time: The average time required is a couple of minutes and again less for instances with partial
blockages than for instances with complete blockages.
Summarizing, the total average computation time is the same for partial and complete
blockages. However, the division of the computation time over the rescheduling steps diﬀers.
Partial blockages require more time for the timetable rescheduling, but that is compensated by
requiring less time for rescheduling the rolling stock and crew.
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Gdm-Ut
Ht-O
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Ht-O
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100

100
Time(s)

Time(s)
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0
TTR
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R2

R3

L1

L2

L3

CR1

CR2

TTR

(a) Complete blockages

R1

R2

R3

L1

L2

L3

CR1 CR2 CR3

(b) Partial blockages

Figure 2.6: Computation times for each of the steps in the general framework. Here R abbreviates the
regional train services and L the long distance train services. R1 abbreviates then the ﬁrst iteration
for the regional train services, etc.

2.4.3.2 –

Crew First Variant

As discussed in Section 2.3, the order of the rescheduling modules can be changed in the
iterative framework. In this section, we consider the variant where we reschedule the crew
before rescheduling the rolling stock in each iteration. In practice, this is often not possible.
First, the number of conductors required for a certain trip depends on the number of carriages
that are operated for the trip. This number of carriages might change in the rolling stock
rescheduling step. Secondly, drivers have a license to operate a subset of all rolling stock types.
Again, the rolling stock type for all trips is only known after rescheduling the rolling stock.
However, in this section, we assume that the crew schedule can be generated independently of
the rolling stock schedule. In this case we are able to reschedule the crew before the rolling
stock. This special variant of our framework will be referred to as the Crew First Variant. The
Crew First Variant is interesting, because some rolling stock constraints are taken into account
in the timetable rescheduling step of Veelenturf et al. (2015). Consequently, less iterations
might be required to ﬁnd an overall feasible solution. Therefore, we have tested this setting.
The results are presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 and Figures 2.7 and 2.9.
In Table 2.6 the number of cancelled train services and the average duration of the cancelled
train services are presented. There is not much diﬀerence in terms of the number of cancellations
and the duration of the cancelled train services in comparison with the general framework.
However, if we look at the number of iterations in Table 2.7, we see that at most two rolling
stock iterations are necessary now. Furthermore, the percentage of instances solved in one
iteration is very large (about 90%). In the general framework, about 50 to 60 percent of
the instances needed at least two rolling stock rescheduling steps (see Table 2.5). With the
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Type
Ht-Ut
Complete

Ht-Ut
Partial

Ht-O
Complete

Ht-O
Partial
All cases

Duration (min)
60
80
100
120
60
80
100
120
60
80
100
120
60
80
100
120

Cancelled trips
TTR RSR CR
14.33 0.20 0.79
19.64 0.10 1.23
25.36 0.13 1.72
31.00 0.12 1.97
5.33 0.03 0.89
9.67 0.16 1.41
9.34 0.05 0.77
12.0 0.33 1.71
8.00 0.03 0.84
11.69 0.39 1.00
13.00 0.05 1.39
16.00 0.08 1.62
4.00 0.02 0.61
5.69 0.26 0.79
6.66 0.00 0.93
8.00 0.00 0.85
12.48 0.12 1.16

Cancelled minutes
TTR
RSR
CR
284.46 5.08 19.77
413.39 1.69 34.05
526.71 2.28 47.38
638.54 2.02 53.64
88.51 0.56 21.39
136.80 2.80 36.56
167.95 0.69 22.26
209.36 9.00 43.02
124.80 0.43 27.44
214.98 12.89 37.25
226.15 0.74 48.66
249.61 1.21 50.57
59.51 0.21 18.54
106.31 9.31 24.85
120.71 0.00 32.15
141.61 0.00 29.00
231.84 3.06 34.16

Table 2.6: Results of the Crew First Variant. See Table 2.4 for the description of the columns.

Crew First Variant, only one percent of the instances need a second rolling stock rescheduling
step. As the rolling stock rescheduling step is the most time consuming step, this leads to a
decrease in the average computation time, as can be seen in Figures 2.7 and 2.9. Here, both
the computation times of the General Framework and of the Crew First Variant are displayed.
We note that the average computation time equals 2.8 and 3.2 minutes, respectively, for the
instances with complete and partial blockages in the Crew First Variant. This is about one
minute (about 25%) faster than in the general framework. The distribution of the computation
times per step in the Crew First Variant is the same as in the general framework (see Figure
2.6), therefore we do not show such a ﬁgure again.
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Complete blockages
Iteration

Cumulatively stopped after CR

Cumulatively stopped after RSR

1

-

428 (88%)

2

481 (99%)

488 (100%)

Partial blockages
Iteration

Cumulatively stopped after CR

Cumulatively stopped after RSR

1

-

451 (92%)

2

483 (99%)

486 (99%)

3

488 (100%)

Table 2.7: Iterative behaviour of the Crew First Variant. See Table 2.5 for a description of the
columns.
1

180
160
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Gdm-Ut Crew First
Gdm-Ut General
Ht-O Crew First
Ht-O General

0.8
Fraction
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Time(s)
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0.4
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0
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(b) Computation time distribution

(a) Average computation times

Figure 2.7: Computation times for complete blockages in the Crew First Variant. Here R abbreviates
the regional train services and L the long distance train services.
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Figure 2.9: Computation times for partial blockages in the Crew First Variant. Here R abbreviates
the regional train services and L the long distance train services.
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2.4.3.3 –

Diﬀerent Costs Variant

In the previous section, we demonstrated that computation times could be reduced by changing
the order of the rolling stock and crew rescheduling steps. This might not be applicable in
reality because it depends on assumptions which do not always hold in practice.
Another idea to save time for the rolling stock rescheduling phase is to consider rolling
stock properties already in the crew rescheduling module. If a crew task with a diﬀerent start
and end location (AB-task) is cancelled, it causes a gap and leads to an infeasibility in a rolling
stock duty. However, if a crew task with the same start and end location (AA-task) is cancelled,
it is assumed that the gap in the rolling stock duty does not make the duty infeasible. During
the crew rescheduling phase we could aim to prefer cancellations of AA-tasks over cancellations
of AB-tasks, by having diﬀerent penalties for not covering these tasks (as discussed in Section
2.4.2.3). This could result in less cancellations in the next rolling stock rescheduling step. We
refer to this as the Diﬀerent Costs Variant. In the Diﬀerent Cost Variant, we ﬁrst reschedule
the rolling stock, and then the crew in each iteration. Hence, the costs are changed compared
to the base case discussed in Section 2.4.3.1.
Type
Ht-Ut
Complete

Ht-Ut
Partial

Ht-O
Complete

Ht-O
Partial
All cases

Duration (min)
60
80
100
120
60
80
100
120
60
80
100
120
60
80
100
120

Cancelled trips
TTR RSR CR
14.32 0.21 0.74
19.64 0.16 1.21
25.36 0.13 1.70
31.00 0.20 1.97
5.33 0.03 0.87
9.67 0.16 1.36
9.34 0.07 0.77
12.00 0.41 1.61
8.00 0.02 0.89
11.69 0.39 1.02
13.00 0.13 1.48
16.00 0.07 1.69
4.00 0.02 0.62
5.69 0.28 0.80
6.66 0.00 1.05
8.00 0.00 0.97
12.48 0.14 1.17

Cancelled minutes
TTR
RSR
CR
284.46 5.36 20.97
413.39 3.00 35.26
526.71 2.30 52.71
638.54 3.62 56.84
88.51 0.56 29.18
136.80 2.80 42.82
167.95 0.97 25.51
209.36 11.92 49.66
124.80 0.21 32.66
214.98 12.90 40.12
226.15 2.20 56.67
249.61 0.95 57.97
59.51 0.21 19.84
106.31 9.87 30.79
120.71 0.00 41.46
141.61 0.00 39.90
231.48 3.55 39.52

Table 2.9: Results of the Diﬀerent Costs Variant. See Table 2.4 for a description of the columns.

In Table 2.9, the results of the Diﬀerent Costs Variant are presented. As expected, the
number of cancelled train services and corresponding minutes in the crew rescheduling step
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Figure 2.10: Computation times for complete blockages in the Diﬀerent Costs Variant. Here R
abbreviates the regional train services and L the long distance train services.
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Figure 2.11: Computation times for partial blockages in the Diﬀerent Costs Variant. Here R
abbreviates the regional train services and L the long distance train services.

have increased in comparison to the general framework. This is due to the fact that it is now
cheaper to cancel AA-tasks. The percentage of cancelled AA-tasks with respect to all tasks
cancelled due to lack of crew has now increased from 28% to 38%. However, this has not led
to a decrease in the number of cancelled tasks due to lack of rolling stock. Instead, it has led
to a very slight increase in the duration of the cancelled trips due to lack of rolling stock. Most
likely this is caused by the fact that in total more crew tasks are cancelled.
In terms of computation times, there are no signiﬁcant diﬀerences as can be seen in
Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11.
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demonstrate that this is indeed the case. If only AA-tasks get cancelled in the crew rescheduling
module, then the next rolling stock rescheduling step is redundant.
By not doing the redundant rolling stock step, we can save one iteration. As a result, in
total we are able to save 42 iterations in case of a complete blockage, and 30 iterations in case
of a partial blockage in the General Framework. No iterations can be saved by not doing a
redundant rolling stock rescheduling step in the Crew First Variant, because there were no
redundant rolling stock rescheduling steps. For the Diﬀerent Costs Variant, we are able to save
in total 61 iterations in case of a complete blockage and 74 in case of partial partial blockages.
Table 2.10 shows the average computation time required to solve the instances with and
without the redundant rolling stock rescheduling step. As can be seen, on average around
10 seconds of computation time is saved for the instances with a full blockage and around
5 seconds for the partial blockages for both the General Framework and the Diﬀerent Costs
Variant.
Type
Complete
No redundant
Complete
Redundant
Partial
No redundant
Partial
Redundant

Module
RSR L
RSR R
Total
RSR L
RSR R
Total
RSR L
RSR R
Total
RSR L
RSR R
Total

General
290.59
96.42
448.41
296.84
101.08
459.32
250.52
96.40
460.06
251.68
100.50
465.32

Crew First
207.87
74.47
344.71
207.87
74.47
344.71
192.69
75.27
383.06
192.69
75.27
383.06

Diﬀerent Costs
285.48
95.90
442.16
294.66
103.86
459.30
241.93
92.21
443.21
243.82
102.61
455.49

Table 2.10: Average computation times: the ﬁrst column denotes whether instances with a complete
or partial blockage are solved and whether the redundant rolling stock step is performed or not. The
second column denotes for which part of the framework we present the results (RSR L, RSR R, or the
total framework). The third, fourth, and ﬁfth column denote the average computation time required
to solve the instances for diﬀerent variants of the framework.

Figures 2.13, 2.14, and 2.15 present the computation time distribution for the General
Framework, the Crew First Variant and the Diﬀerent Costs Variant, respectively. Every ﬁgure
presents both the distribution when redundant steps are performed and when not. For both
the General Framework and the Diﬀerent Costs Variant, around 5%-10% more instances can
now be solved within 0-3 minutes.
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Figure 2.13: Total computation time distribution for the General Framework
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Figure 2.14: Total computation time distribution for the Crew First Variant.
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2.4.4.3 –

Evaluation of contingency plans

We have described our iterative framework as a tool for real-time rescheduling. However, it can
also be applied in a diﬀerent setting. NS and Prorail are currently implementing the framework
to test the quality of their contingency plans. These contingency plans describe what to do
in case of a disruption, such as a blockage of one or more tracks. If a track is blocked, the
contingency plan prescribes which train services to cancel in the timetable, and how to adjust
the turnings in the rolling stock circulation. After manually inserting the timetable from the
contingency plan as a disposition timetable, the rolling stock and crew are rescheduled by the
framework. This allows to investigate whether a feasible rolling stock and crew schedule exist
for the given contingency plan, given a certain start time and duration of the disruption.
If a feasible solution exists for a certain given percentage of possible start times and
durations, the contingency plan is accepted. However, if it is not always possible to cover all
tasks from the disposition timetable by rolling stock and crew, the contingency planner has a
detailed look at the cause of these issues. For instance, it is possible that several tasks cannot
be covered by rolling stock, because the total travel and turn around time in the contingency
plan is larger than in the original timetable. In such a case, the contingency plan needs to be
adjusted. In another situation, where, e.g., for a certain instance one task cannot be covered
by a driver, it could be possible to cover this task by allowing a small violation of a labour rule.
In such a case, the contingency plan will be accepted.

2.5 –

CONCLUSION

Most studies on disruption management in passenger railways focus on the rescheduling of one
resource (timetable, crew or rolling stock) schedule at the time, see Cacchiani et al. (2014).
However, it was not yet investigated whether these approaches could be combined to ﬁnd an
overall feasible solution. Therefore, we presented an iterative framework considering all the
resource schedules in this paper.
This framework is tested with existing models on a large number of disruption scenarios
of Netherlands Railways. The experiments demonstrate that with this framework a railway
operator is able to ﬁnd a new timetable, rolling stock, and crew schedule in short time in case of
track blockages. Furthermore, few trips tend to get cancelled in the rolling stock rescheduling
and the crew rescheduling modules.
Our computational experiments show that the framework does not need many iterations
between the diﬀerent modules. The general framework and the diﬀerent costs variant solves
40 (47)% of the full (partial) blockage instances after one iteration and already 99 (99)% after
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two iterations. This indicates that the chosen models perform well on an individual basis and
do not come up with solutions which make it hard to reschedule the other resources.
The Crew First Variant performs even better by solving 88 (92)% of the full (partial)
blockage instances after one iteration. However, this variant might not be applicable in practice,
because there are crew speciﬁc rules depending on the rolling stock circulation.
Our framework is able to ﬁnd a new feasible timetable, rolling stock circulation, and crew
schedule after the occurrence of a disruption. The potential of this framework is signiﬁcant.
Railway operators can use it for real-time railway disruption management in practice. It provides
a feasible schedule based on infrastructure, rolling stock, and crew constraints. The fact that
this framework uses individual rescheduling modules for each resource allows railway operators
to use their own preferred approaches for the rescheduling modules.
The interchangeability of the rescheduling modules makes the framework also useful for
researchers. They can test whether their suggested approaches for rescheduling one resource
type also performs well on a global scale where the other resources are considered as well.
We see several interesting directions for future research. Firstly, it would be interesting to
compare our results to those obtained with a microscopic approach as a timetabling module.
By using a microscopic representation of the infrastructure, the running and headway times can
be computed more accurately. Our framework allows to replace the macroscopic timetabling
module by a microscopic one, or by a model that incorporates both microscopic and macroscopic
aspects. Secondly, it would be interesting to improve the feedback loop from the rolling stock
and crew rescheduling modules to the timetabling module. By adjusting the solution of the
timetabling module instead of cancelling the trips that cannot be covered by rolling stock or
crew, solutions might be obtained that are overall of better quality.
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3 – A Comparison of Two Exact
Methods for Passenger Railway Rolling
Stock (Re)Scheduling
This chapter considers the paper (Haahr et al. (2015c)). The corresponding paper is published
in Transportation Research Part E: Logistics and Transportation Review.
Co-authors: J.T. Haahr, L.P. Veelenturf and L.G. Kroon

3.1 –

INTRODUCTION

In passenger railway rolling stock (re)scheduling one of the main goals is to make eﬃcient
plans that can accommodate all passengers or, if that is not possible, that minimize the seat
shortages. In the planning process, a railway operator tries to match the demand by ﬁrst
selecting an appropriate timetable followed by a matching rolling stock schedule, and ﬁnally, by
appointing the drivers and conductors to operate the trains in the timetable. We focus in this
research on the second stage where a rolling stock schedule must be found given the timetable
and passenger demand. Not only the planning process, in which a long time ahead a rolling
stock schedule must be determined, is considered, but also the real-time construction of rolling
stock schedules due to disruptions.
If during operations an unexpected event causes the timetable, the rolling stock, and crew
schedule to become infeasible, then these schedules need to be rescheduled. To ensure that the
operations can be resumed quickly, new feasible schedules must be found promptly. The major
diﬀerence between rolling stock scheduling in the planning phase and rolling stock rescheduling
during disruptions is the time available to come up with a solution. Next to that, during the
rescheduling phase there is less ﬂexibility since the trains are already running, and choices made
before the disruption occurred cannot be reversed. A natural consequence is that it may not
be possible to assign rolling stock to all train services, i.e., some train services may need to be
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cancelled. Therefore in the rescheduling case it is highly undesirable, but considered feasible,
to assign no rolling stock to some services.
There is a body of literature tackling the problem of assigning rolling stock to passenger
train services. These papers focus either on the planning process or on the rescheduling process.
The majority of the approaches existing in literature considers one speciﬁc network, and are not
benchmarked against other approaches. In this paper we want to make a start with comparing
diﬀerent approaches, as well as comparing them on diﬀerent networks. We hope to encourage
other researchers to do the same.
We consider two rolling stock (re)scheduling approaches for self-propelled train units. The
ﬁrst approach is based on the algorithm introduced by Fioole et al. (2006). This approach
makes use of a general purpose solver (CPLEX) to solve a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)
for rolling stock (re)scheduling. The second approach is a new approach, which extends the
algorithm introduced by Haahr et al. (2014), and which involves path generation for individual
rolling stock units. The method of Haahr et al. (2014) does not consider the order of rolling
stock units within a train composition. However, this order is of signiﬁcant importance to
determine which units can be coupled/ uncoupled to/from a composition. For example, at
certain stations only the unit at the rear of a composition can be decoupled. Therefore we
introduce an extension which considers the order of rolling stock units within compositions.
This new path based formulation requires adaptations to the column generation heuristic
introduced by Haahr et al. (2014). Furthermore, in order to improve the performance in terms
of computation time, a row generation variant of the algorithm is introduced as well. The
advantage of a path based model in comparison to a ﬂow based model (e.g. the model by
Fioole et al. (2006)) is that unit speciﬁc constraints such as maintenance required by speciﬁc
units can be included.
Although the MILPs of the two approaches are diﬀerent, they are set up such that they
solve exactly the same problem. Since both solution methods are exact solution methods, they
will come to solutions with the same objective value. Note that the solutions themselves can
diﬀer if multiple solutions with the same objective value exist.
We benchmark both approaches on rolling stock scheduling and rescheduling instances of
Netherlands Railways (NS) and the Copenhagen Suburban Railway Operator DSB S-tog. In
the scheduling instances a timetable and the passenger demand are given. The methods must
assign rolling stock compositions to every train service such that the seat coverage of passenger
demand is satisfactory while minimizing operational costs. For the rescheduling instances, the
original rolling stock schedule, an updated timetable, and passenger demand are given. As
the demand will be input, modelling the changed passenger demand during a disruption is
considered as out of the scope for this paper. In these rescheduling instances the main objective
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is to assign an appropriate rolling stock composition to as many train services as possible.
However, it is no longer a hard constraint that all train services need a rolling stock composition
assigned to them. The secondary objectives are to cover the passenger demand as well as
possible and to deviate as little as possible from the original schedule. All deviations from
the original schedule require additional shunting movements like couplings and uncouplings of
train units. Unplanned or cancelled shunting movements require additional communication and
coordination with shunting personnel; in some cases even additional shunting personnel must
be arranged. Introducing deviations to the planned schedule is thus not preferred, especially
since the available time is limited to communicate all changes to the involved crew members.
The remainder of this paper has the following structure. First, the contributions of this
paper are discussed in Section 3.1.1. Thereafter, a literature overview of the existing literature
is given in Section 3.2. The problem description and assumptions are discussed in Section 3.3.
The mathematical formulations for the two solution approaches are discussed in Section 3.4. In
Section 3.5 computational experiments are presented. The paper is concluded in Section 3.6.

3.1.1 –

Contributions

This paper has several methodological and practical contributions. The methodological
contribution is the introduction of a new rolling stock (re)scheduling approach by: i) extending
an existing column generation formulation, and ii) introducing a new row generation method.
The new mathematical formulation is a path based MILP formulation for the rolling stock
(re)scheduling problem. In this formulation the order of units within compositions is taken into
account. Finally, a row generation method is adopted for a signiﬁcant speedup in runtime of
the solution approach.
The practical contributions are: i) realistic tests on DSB S-tog and Netherlands Railways
instances, ii) a comparison between diﬀerent rolling stock (re)scheduling approaches, and iii)
comparisons of diﬀerent instances within diﬀerent countries. Note that this is the ﬁrst work
that actually incorporates the order of units within compositions in test instances of DSB S-tog.
The transition (i.e. composition) rules have been made in co-operation with DSB S-tog. A
comparison is made between diﬀerent rolling stock (re)scheduling approaches by testing them
on the same data sets. These approaches are benchmarked on two diﬀerent railway networks
with cyclic timetables, namely a large train service network in the Netherlands and the suburban
network in Copenhagen, Denmark.
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3.2 –

LITERATURE OVERVIEW

Two main categories of rolling stock (re)scheduling problems in passenger railways have been
studied in literature. The ﬁrst consists of assigning both carriages and locomotives to trips.
Each carriage can be coupled individually and independently to a convoy (or composition), but
at least one locomotive is required to pull the convoy. The other branch of research consists of
assigning self-propelled train units that are not required to be pulled by a locomotive. These
units consist of a ﬁxed number of carriages and have their own traction engines. It is common
that these train units can be coupled together to form larger train compositions.
The problem of assigning locomotives and/or carriages to trains can be applied to passenger
trains (see e.g. Brucker et al. (2003), Cordeau et al. (2001), Cordeau et al. (2002), and Lingaya
et al. (2002)), but also to freight trains (see e.g. Ahuja et al. (2005), Bouzaiene-Ayari et al.
(2014), Fügenschuh et al. (2008), Rouillon et al. (2006), and Vaidyanathan et al. (2008)). The
models used in most of these papers are based on a multi-commodity ﬂow formulation, which
are therefore referred to as ﬂow-based models. In these mentioned papers, the approaches
are tested only on a single network from one country and are not benchmarked against other
approaches.
The problem of (re)scheduling self-propelled units is also considered in multiple publications
(see e.g. Alﬁeri et al. (2006), Borndörfer et al. (2015), Cacchiani et al. (2010), Cadarso and
Marı́n (2011), Cadarso and Marı́n (2014), Fioole et al. (2006), Haahr et al. (2014), Nielsen
et al. (2012), and Peeters and Kroon (2008)). Most of these papers use ﬂow-based approaches.
The papers Cacchiani et al. (2010) and Haahr et al. (2014) assign paths (a list of subsequent
trips) to individual units. Approaches assigning such paths to individual units are from now on
referred to as path-based approaches. In the current path-based approaches the order of units
within the composition are not considered. Also for the research on (re)scheduling self-propelled
train units it holds that the approaches in the papers are only tested on a single network from
one country and that they are not benchmarked against other approaches.
For more references, with respect to papers considering rolling stock (re)scheduling approaches, we refer the interested reader to Cacchiani et al. (2014) and Piu and Speranza
(2014).
As explained before, in this paper we consider two rolling stock (re)scheduling approaches
for self-propelled train units. The ﬁrst approach is based on the algorithm introduced by Fioole
et al. (2006). This approach makes use of a general purpose solver (CPLEX) to solve a MILP
for rolling stock scheduling but could actually be used for rescheduling as well as demonstrated
in Nielsen et al. (2012). The second approach is an extension of the algorithm introduced by
Haahr et al. (2014) which involves the generation of paths for individual rolling stock units.
This algorithm makes use of column generation to solve a MILP. We note that Cacchiani et al.
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(2010) also investigated a path-based model for the rolling stock scheduling problem. Column
generation in combination with rolling stock (re)scheduling is also considered by Peeters and
Kroon (2008). However, a diﬀerent decomposition method was performed that did not involve
the generation of paths for individual rolling stock units.
The advantage of the path-based formulation based on Haahr et al. (2014) is that it
models rolling stock unit duties explicitly, thereby enabling dealing with unit speciﬁc constraints
naturally; a good example of such constraints are units requiring a maintenance appointment at
a workshop. An optimal solution of the MILP formulation of Fioole et al. (2006) only contains
information on which compositions are assigned to which trips and how compositions change
between trips. However, it does not produce paths for each individual rolling stock unit. In
a post processing step, a simple heuristic can construct these individual routes, because an
integer ﬂow can always be decomposed into unit valued path ﬂows (see Ahuja et al. (1993)).
However, taking constraints on individual units into account is not possible. For a discussion
and other solutions for this problem we refer the reader to Wagenaar et al. (2016) (see Section
4).
Table 3.1 gives a summary of the mentioned papers in rolling stock (re)scheduling. Here, we
classify every paper, including ours, based on 6 characteristics. Note that we do not compare
the papers based on their computation times and practical results, as the approaches of these
papers are all tested on diﬀerent instances with diﬀerent complexities. Therefore, in this
current paper a start is made to gain more insight into the practical value of the approaches by
comparing diﬀerent approaches on the same instances.
From the table it can be concluded that the current path based models (Cacchiani et al.
(2010), Cordeau et al. (2002) and Haahr et al. (2014)) do not take the order of units within a
composition into account, while the model in the current paper does not neglect this important
issue. Some of the ﬂow based approaches take the order of units within the composition into
account (Alﬁeri et al. (2006), Fioole et al. (2006), Lingaya et al. (2002), Nielsen et al. (2012),
Peeters and Kroon (2008) and Wagenaar et al. (2016) (see Section 4)) or can be adapted to
do so (Borndörfer et al. (2015)). However, as discussed above, the disadvantage of these ﬂow
based approaches is that it is not possible to put constraints on the duties of individual rolling
stock units.
For a general overview of models for railway rescheduling during disruptions and disturbances
we refer the reader to Cacchiani et al. (2014), and for an overview on disruption management
processes in general we refer to Jespersen-Groth et al. (2009).
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Paper
Alﬁeri et al. (2006)
Borndörfer et al. (2015)
Brucker et al. (2003)
Cacchiani et al. (2010)
Cadarso and Marı́n (2011)
Cadarso and Marı́n (2014)
Cordeau et al. (2001)
Cordeau et al. (2002)
Fioole et al. (2006)
Haahr et al. (2014)
Lingaya et al. (2002)
Nielsen et al. (2012)
Peeters and Kroon (2008)
Wagenaar et al. (2016)
This paper

Scheduling (S) or
Rescheduling (RS)
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
RS
S
RS
S + RS

Locomotives & Carriages (LC) or
Self-Propelled units (SP)
SP
SP
LC
SP
SP
SP
LC
LC
SP
SP
LC
SP
SP
SP
SP

Path or
Flow based
Flow
Flow
Flow
Path
Flow
Flow
Flow
Path
Flow
Path
Flow
Flow
Flow
Flow
Path

Order within
composition
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Single or Multiple
(national) networks
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Multiple

Benchmark
methods
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Table 3.1: An overview of existing literature and their contributions. In total 6 characteristics are included: 1. Is the focus on scheduling or
rescheduling? 2. Are self propelled units or locomotives and carriages considered? 3. Is the model path or ﬂow based? 4. Is the order of units
within a composition taken into account? 5. Is the formulation tested on a single or on multiple networks? 6. Are multiple solution methods
compared?

3.3 –

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In this section we describe the rolling stock (re)scheduling problem in more detail, and the
assumptions we make.
The rolling stock scheduling problem consists of assigning a rolling stock composition to
every trip in the timetable of one planning horizon, e.g., one day of operation. The rolling
stock rescheduling problem consists of assigning rolling stock compositions to as many trips as
possible for the remainder of the day after the timetable is adapted due to a disruption. A trip
is a part of a train service, as speciﬁed by the timetable, between two major stations where
the composition of a train can be changed. A trip consists of a departure station, departure
time, arrival station, and arrival time. Furthermore, a composition is an ordered set of coupled
rolling stock units. The assignment of rolling stock compositions should be done such that it
minimizes the number of seat shortages for passengers, the total number of carriage kilometers,
and several other objectives. Consequently, the rolling stock (re)scheduling problem essentially
is a multi-criteria decision problem.
For each trip a maximum length of the allowed composition is given to ensure that the
length of the composition assigned to a trip is not longer than the length of the shortest
platform amongst all platforms where the train has a stop. Platform lengths along the network
may diﬀer, so diﬀerent trips may have diﬀerent maximum composition lengths.
After a trip has been operated, the composition is usually assigned to a next succeeding
trip. Such a combination of two succeeding trips is also called a connection (note that this
also holds for end stations of a line). It is allowed to ﬁrst change the composition before it is
used on the next trip. However, the transition from one composition to another must follow
certain business rules. Depending on the direction in which the trip is operated and the station
layout, it is stated on which side of the composition it is allowed to add (couple) extra rolling
stock units and on which side it is allowed to decouple units. Such a composition change is
called a transition.
The possibility of coupling and decoupling units requires that we keep track of the order of
the rolling stock units within the composition. Most of the time it is only allowed to (de)couple
on one side of the composition. For example, in the Netherlands, if a train continues in the
same direction, coupling is usually done at the front of the train. This will speed up the process
since the rolling stock unit could, in this situation, already be placed there before the train
arrives. Decoupling will most likely take place at the rear of the train if the train continues
in the same direction. As a consequence, the train can leave before the decoupled unit is
shunted away. Figure 3.1 shows an example of a transition network illustrating how diﬀerent
composition transition rules work. An explanation of the Figure is given in the caption. Keeping
track of the order of the units within a composition makes the problem more complicated than
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Compositions

Trip 1
Station A

Trip 2
Station B

Trip 3
Station C

Trip 4
Station D

Trip 5
Station E

Station F

Empty Composition

Source

Sink

Reverse

Front add

Constant

Rear removal

Figure 3.1: An example of a transition network illustrating how diﬀerent rules aﬀect the possible
composition transitions from one trip to the successor trip. On the left the example compositions are
represented, and to the right the transition network is depicted. Any path from the source to the
sink represents a transition scheme that is feasible. A train travels from one station to the next. The
transition rules depend on the station layout and business rules. Examples in the ﬁgure are: reversing
the composition (it returns to the direction it came from), only coupling units to the front, allowing
no change, and only allowing units to be decoupled from the rear.

a simple multi-commodity ﬂow problem. Furthermore, coupling or decoupling units requires
shunting personnel and time, and is therefore penalized in the objective function.
In this paper, we assume that shunting yards associated with certain stations have inﬁnite
capacity to accommodate all composition changes and to park decoupled rolling stock units.
After decoupling a unit, we require a certain minimum time duration before that unit can be
coupled to a new trip in another composition. This restriction reﬂects the time required to
move a decoupled unit to the shunting yard and from the yard back to a platform to be coupled
again.
For each trip an estimated passenger demand is given. It is not strictly required that
the capacity for passengers of the composition assigned to a trip is equal or larger than the
passenger demand for that trip. However, assigning a composition to a trip which cannot
accommodate all passengers is penalized.
In contrast, considering depreciation, maintenance and energy eﬃciency, having more
capacity than there is demand for a trip is also not preferred. Therefore, the number of
kilometers driven by all carriages is penalized as well. A trade-oﬀ between the number of
seat-shortages and the number of carriage kilometers must be found in the rolling stock
circulation.
We must ensure that the next day the rolling stock schedule can be applied as planned.
Therefore, the schedule must be such that at the end of the day the rolling stock units are
parked at the shunting yards such that at each shunting yard there are as many rolling stock
units as are required at the start of the next day (also called end-of-day balance). We allow
diﬀerences in the end-of-day balance, but against a certain penalty, since for each negative
unit diﬀerence a new deadheading trip should be planned during the night to re-balance the
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inventories. Deadheading is expensive in practice since it requires additional manpower and
causes additional rolling stock costs.
Especially in the case of rescheduling, it is of signiﬁcant importance that solutions are
found very fast. In case of a disruption, the trains need to keep running, which means that the
operator can not wait for one hour to decide how to adapt the resource schedules in order to
handle the ongoing disruption.

3.4 –

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS

In this section we introduce the mathematical formulations of the two solution methods.
We present a compact arc-ﬂow formulation ﬁrst, termed the Composition Model, which is
equivalent to the formulation presented by Nielsen et al. (2012) (based on Fioole et al. (2006)).
The Composition Model is a state-of-the-art solution approach for solving the considered
(re)scheduling problem, and therefore provides a baseline for comparison with other new or
extended approaches. The second presented approach is a path based formulation, which is an
extension of the model by Haahr et al. (2014). The existing formulation is extended to consider
the order of rolling stock units in train compositions in order to prohibit certain infeasible
composition changes - similar to the Composition Model. With this addition, the resulting
model enables greater expressive power. Rolling stock units can now be subject to unit-speciﬁc
constraints such as maintenance limitations. A common notation for both methods is presented
before both formulations in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 respectively.
In Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, the sets, parameters, and variables are introduced and explained
respectively.
Set
D
C
T
T↔
sr
tr
dr
U
Cr2

Description
Set of stations that have associated depot tracks
Set of all compositions
Set of all trips
Set of all connections
The ﬁrst trip of connection r ∈ T↔
The second trip of connection r ∈ T↔
The station at which connection r ∈ T↔ takes place
Set of train unit types
Set of all combinations of compositions (c, c ) allowed for
connection r. This means that composition c is allowed for
trip sr and composition c is allowed for trip tr
Table 3.2: List of sets and elements
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Parameter
sodud
eodud
compCosttc
transCostrc,c
eodCost

Description
Starting station inventory of unit type u ∈ U at
station d ∈ D
Target end-of-day inventory of unit type u ∈ U at
station d ∈ D
Combined costs of trip cancellation, trip seat shortages, and operational costs if composition c ∈ C is
used on trip t ∈ T
Coupling costs of changing from composition c ∈ C
to c ∈ C between trip sr and tr of connection r
The penalty for a single end-of-day balance shortage

Table 3.3: List of parameters and coeﬃcients

Variable
yct
r
zc,c


iud

Description
Binary decision variable deciding whether composition c ∈ C
is used on trip t ∈ T
Binary decision variable deciding whether composition c ∈ C
and c ∈ C are used for trip sr and tr respectively
Integer decision variable representing the end-of-day balance
shortage for unit type u ∈ U at station d ∈ D
Table 3.4: List of Variables

Both formulations are Mixed Integer Linear Programs, where the objective function is
deﬁned as:
Minimize:



compCosttc · yct

(3.1)

t∈T c∈C

+

 

r∈T↔ c∈C

+



r
transCostrc,c · zc,c


(3.2)

c ∈C

eodCost · iud

(3.3)

u∈U d∈D

The objective function consists of three parts: costs for assigning compositions to trips, costs
for assigning transitions between compositions, and costs for having end-of-day oﬀ balances.
Trip cancellation, seat shortage and operational costs are included in (3.1). The shunting costs
are included in (3.2), and the end-of-day shortage costs are accounted for in (3.3).
In both formulations, the relationship between the composition variables and the transition
variables is constrained in order to comply with the physical rules and business logic. For a
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given trip the rules stipulate which compositions are allowed on the following trip:


yct = 1

c∈C



ycsr =

∀t ∈ T

(3.4)

r
zc,c


∀r ∈ T↔ , c ∈ C

(3.5)

r
zc,c


∀r ∈ T↔ , c ∈ C

(3.6)

c ∈{c2 |(c,c2 )∈Cr2 }



yctr =

c∈{c1 |(c1 ,c )∈Cr2 }

Constraints (3.4) ensure that exactly one composition is assigned to each trip and Constraints
(3.5) and (3.6) ensure that a feasible path is found in the transition network, see Figure 3.1.
Note, that the empty composition is a valid composition; however, this composition assignment
has a high penalty, as it corresponds to canceling a trip. The composition assigned to the
incoming trip in a connection (ycsr ) must be equal to the actual incoming composition in the
chosen transition, as modelled by Constraints (3.5). Similarly, the composition assigned to the
outgoing trip in a connection (yctr ) must be equal to the actual outgoing composition in the
chosen transition, as modelled by Constraints (3.6).
These constraints do not consider the availability of rolling stock units and do not measure
the end-of-day shortages iud . In the following two sections we discuss how the two diﬀerent
models take this into account.

3.4.1 –

The Composition Model

The ﬁrst option to consider the availability of rolling stock is to keep track of the inventory of
rolling stock units at the stations. This option is applied in the formulation of Nielsen et al.
(2012), which is based on Fioole et al. (2006). In this section this formulation is summarized.
For this formulation additional parameters and variables are necessary to determine at each
station the inventory and the number of coupled and decoupled units. The parameters coupuc,c
and uncoupuc,c indicate how many rolling stock units of type u ∈ U should be coupled or
uncoupled respectively if the composition changes from c ∈ C to c ∈ C. These values can not
be negative. For instance, if 2 units of type u need to be coupled during a composition change
from composition c to composition c , then coupuc,c = 2 and uncoupuc,c = 0. Furthermore,
we assume a certain processing time to shunt a decoupled unit to a shunting yard and to
get it back from the shunting yard. Therefore, a parameter τr− is used for each connection r
indicating the time when the units that are decoupled during connection r ∈ T↔ (in between
trips sr and tr ) are available again for coupling. Also a parameter τr+ is required for each
connection r indicating the time at which connection r takes place. This is the time the units,
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which need to be coupled to the composition between trips sr and tr , should be available.
The station at which connection r takes place is indicated by dr . Note that this is the station
where trip sr ends and where trip tr starts.
For connection r ∈ T↔ and rolling stock unit type u ∈ U, the non-negative integer decision
+
−
variables vr,u
and vr,u
indicate respectively the number of rolling stock units of type u that

are coupled to the composition between trips sr and tr , and the number of rolling stock units
of type u that are uncoupled from the composition between trips sr and tr . Furthermore, a
decision variable invr,u , representing the inventory just after connection r ∈ T↔ (τt+ ) of rolling
stock units of type u ∈ U at station dr , is required.
With these decision variables we can formulate the overall model, where constraints are
added to ensure that: i) the inventory is non-negative at each station and each time period
and ii) the end-of-day oﬀ-balance is correctly measured.

Objective: (3.1) − (3.3)

(3.7)

Constraints: (3.4) − (3.6)

+
r
=
coupuc,c · zc,c
vr,u


∀r ∈ T↔ , u ∈ U

(3.8)

∀r ∈ T↔ , u ∈ U

(3.9)

(c,c )∈Cr2
−
vr,u
=



r
uncoupuc,c · zc,c


(c,c )∈Cr2

invr,u = sodudr −





vr+ ,u +

r  ∈T

↔:
dr =dr ,
τr+ ≤τr+

iud ≥ (eodud − sodud ) −

vr− ,u

∀r ∈ T↔ , u ∈ U (3.10)

r ∈T

↔:
dr =dr ,
τr− ≤τr+



vr− ,u +

r∈T↔ :dr =d



vr+ ,u

∀d ∈ D, u ∈ U (3.11)

r∈T↔ :dr =d

iud ∈ Z+

∀d ∈ D, u ∈ U (3.12)

+
−
vr,u
, vr,u
, invr,u ∈ R+

∀r ∈ T↔ , u ∈ U (3.13)

Constraints (3.10) determine the inventory just after a connection takes place. The inventory
is equal to the start inventory at the station, minus all units being coupled to compositions
in earlier connections, plus all units which are available again after being decoupled from
compositions in earlier connections. Note, that since the variables invr,u are non-negative it
also ensures that the inventory is zero or positive at all times. Constraints (3.11) make sure
that the end-of-day shortage is captured. This is equal to the planned diﬀerence between the
start and end inventory, minus the realized diﬀerence between the number of units coupled
(departed) and decoupled (arrived) during the day at that station. Constraints (3.12) and
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(3.13) ensure the non-negativity of the number of (de)couplings, inventories and end-of-day
shortages. We note that the integrality of the end-of-day balance variables can be relaxed as
these will be naturally integer valued.

3.4.2 –

The Path Based Model

In Section 3.4.1 a ﬂow based model for the Rolling Stock (Re)Scheduling Problem is presented
that identiﬁes the correct number of units ﬂowing from station to station. The Rolling
Stock (Re)scheduling Problem can also be formulated using a path based model. In contrast
to the ﬂow based model, the path based formulation explicitly considers the route of each
individual rolling stock unit and in this way the availability of rolling stock is guaranteed.
The main advantages of this approach is the ability to model unit-speciﬁc constraints more
easily, e.g., mileage-limitations before next maintenance, or route-choices for units displaying
region-dependent commercials. We refer to Haahr et al. (2014) for a study using unit speciﬁc
constraints. In contrast, the main disadvantage is the added complexity of monitoring the unit
paths, in comparison to only considering the ﬂow of unit types in the Composition Model.
The number of possible paths for a rolling stock unit grows exponentially in the number of
trips, making the full path model computationally intractable. We therefore propose to solve
this model by using column generation, i.e., only a subset of all possible paths is considered. By
iteratively solving this reduced model (also known as the master problem) and adding columns
with negative reduced cost (found using a so-called subproblem) we are able to get an optimal
solution. We refer to Desaulniers et al. (2005) for a detailed introduction to column generation
and Branch and Price frameworks.
Recall from Section 3.1 that this model is an extension of the model presented in Haahr
et al. (2014). The model is solved using a Branch and Price framework, i.e, a Branch And
Bound (BAB) approach where columns are added dynamically (as needed to prove optimality)
at every node in the BAB search tree. The main diﬀerence is that we have to consider the
order of the units within a composition. For instance, the composition aba is diﬀerent from
the composition baa. This is important for the composition change rules in practice. The unit
in the middle of a composition can, for example, not be uncoupled. Therefore Constraints
(3.4)-(3.6) are used in this formulation as well.
In the remainder of this formulation, Pdu is deﬁned as the set of all paths for unit type u ∈ U
starting in station d ∈ D. A path describes a chronological list of trips that are performed by a
single rolling stock unit, i.e., a unit’s schedule for the planning period. The set of all possible

paths is thus denoted by P := u∈U ,d∈D Pdu . Shunting operations are implicit as a unit has to
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be uncoupled (and therefore shunted) whenever the unit exits a trip connection, and coupled
whenever the unit, going out of the shunting yard, enters a connection.
The (re)scheduling problem simply consists of assigning exactly one path to each unit,
subject to a number of constraints. Therefore, the master formulation contains additional
sets of binary decision parameters and variables. The ﬁrst set of binary parameters, αpt , states
for each path p ∈ P and trip t ∈ T whether path p covers trip t (αpt = 1) or not (αpt = 0).
The second set of binary parameters, βpd , takes the value 1 if path p ∈ P terminates at
station d ∈ D, and otherwise equals 0. The third set of integer parameters, μuc , indicates how
many units of type u ∈ U are assigned to composition c ∈ C. The binary decision variables
λp ∈ {0, 1} determine whether path p ∈ P is selected in the ﬁnal solution or not.
We note that the penalties in equations (3.1) and (3.2) of the objective function can be
included in the subproblem instead of in the master problem, or alternatively partially included in
both. Our preliminary results have shown that it is beneﬁcial for the overall column generation
convergence to put a part of the coupling costs in the subproblem. Without awareness of the
coupling costs in the subproblem it may generate paths that are unnecessarily expensive, and
possibly also incompatible in the master problem.
This leads to the following constraints in the master problem:
Objective: (3.1) − (3.3)

(3.14)

Constraints: (3.4) − (3.6)


αpt λp =
μuc yct
d∈D

∀u ∈ U, t ∈ T

(3.15)

λp = sodud

∀u ∈ U, d ∈ D

(3.16)

βpd λp ≥ eodud

∀u ∈ U, d ∈ D

(3.17)

p∈Pdu



c∈C

p∈Pdu

iud +



p∈Pdu

λp ∈ {0, 1}, yct ∈ {0, 1},

iud ∈ Z+
0

(3.18)

Without equations (3.4)-(3.6) the master problem solely consists of ﬁnding a set of rolling
stock paths. Together with Constraints (3.15) these constraints ensure that only feasible
compositions and composition transitions are made.
In comparison with the Composition Model the path-formulation does not consider inventories at the stations, since it models individual paths for rolling stock units, thereby implicitly
handling the inventories. The composition and path variables are linked by Constraints (3.15)
to ensure that the correct number of rolling stock units (and types) are assigned to each trip
composition. Constraints (3.16) ensure that exactly one path is assigned to every rolling stock
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unit. Note that it is necessary for all units to have a path in order to account for the end-of-day
balance. A unit’s path contains no trips if the unit stays at a depot for the entire period.
The end-of-day balance is enforced in Constraints (3.17). A slack (which is penalized in the
objective) is inﬂicted if insuﬃcient units terminate at respective stations. Finally, the domains
of the variables are shown in (3.18). We note that the integrality of the end-of-day balance
variables can be relaxed as these will be naturally integer valued.
The master problem ((3.1)-(3.6) and (3.15)-(3.18)) is solved iteratively while adding new
columns (path variables) that have negative reduced cost. A subproblem is solved, using the
duals of (3.15)-(3.17), to ﬁnd such columns or to prove that they do not exist. This problem
can be solved as a shortest path problem (or with resource constraints when unit-speciﬁc
constraints are enforced). When no columns exist with negative reduced cost we have solved
the LP relaxation to optimality.
A Branch and Price framework is required to solve the problem, as the LP relaxations of
the master problem are not necessarily integral. The framework setup and branching rules as
described by Haahr et al. (2014) are adopted. Here, branches can be made to stipulate that
the number of units on one trip are integral, and that the number of units originating or ending
in a station are integral.
In addition to these branching rules, we introduce a new type of branching on the composition
variables. Note that for any given trip, an optimal LP solution is not required to assign a value
of 1 to one of the composition variables, but can assign a fractional value to some of them as
long as the sum is 1. In such cases the branching rule partitions the trip’s composition variables
into two groups, such that the sum of the fractional values is non-zero in both groups. Note
that this is stronger than ﬁnding one variable to branch on. Given a trip t ∈ T with multiple
non-zero composition assignments in an LP relaxed solution, we obtain two branches:


yct ≥ 1

(3.19)

yct ≥ 1

(3.20)

c∈C1

and

c∈C2

where C1 and C2 deﬁne the described partitions. In each branch the sum of one group should
be greater than or equal to one. Consequently the sum of the other group is then zero. The
same reasoning holds in the other branch.
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Figure 3.2: A simpliﬁed example of the acyclic time-space network showing some of the possible
coupling arcs. Three stations (A,B and C) are illustrated where only two of them (A and C) have
associated depot tracks. An example of a feasible unit schedule has been highlighted using a dashed
path.

3.4.2.1 –

Subproblem Graph Example

An example of the subproblem graph is shown in Figure 3.2. Note that the underlying graph
is acyclic and the weights can be negative. We refer to Haahr et al. (2014) for an in-depth
description. Note, that the structure of the subproblem is the same as in Haahr et al. (2014)
even though we take the order of train units within a composition into account in the overall
method. The example contains three stations whose events (departures and arrivals) are shown
as vertically aligned vertices. Stations with associated depot tracks have a paired (gray color)
node, representing the depot (i.e. shunting yard). The graph contains one source (S) that
has one out-going arc to the ﬁrst events of all stations, and one target node (T) that has
one in-going arc for the last events on diﬀerent stations. Intermediate arcs represent train
movements (moving units between the depot tracks and a platform) and trips travelling from
one station to another. Mileage costs are set on trip arcs and coupling costs are set on shunting
arcs. Dual costs from the linking Constraints (3.15) are assigned to the trip arcs. Inventory
duals from Constraints (3.16) are assigned to the arcs extending from the source. Finally, duals
from Constraints (3.17), on the end-of-day balances, are assigned to the target node arcs. We
note that, without loss of generality, the subproblem can be changed slightly in implementation
as some nodes and edges can be altered or removed.

3.4.2.2 –

Alternative Formulations

A mixed integer program equivalent to the formulation in (3.14)-(3.18) can be obtained by
replacing the composition transition rules (Constraints (3.5)-(3.6)) with Constraints (3.21)
which are based on the composition variables only. For any pair of successive trips say t1 and
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t2 (i.e. a connection) we would require:
yct1 ≤



yct2

∀c ∈ C

(3.21)

c ∈Cc3

Here Cc3 is the set of allowed compositions in t2 following the composition c on trip t1 . These
constraints limit the origin composition c, for example yct1 cannot be set to 1 if the following trip
has an incompatible composition. Likewise, a similar set of constraints can be deﬁned that limit
the target composition. The resulting formulation has fewer variables and constraints, which
may provide a signiﬁcant speedup when solving the LP relaxations. As a column generation
framework relies on solving the LP relaxation many times, this could signiﬁcantly reduce total
computation time. However, preliminary results show that this alternative formulation weakens
the LP relaxation too drastically; the relaxed solutions are more fractional. The beneﬁt of
faster LP solution times does not outweigh the weaker relaxation in general.
Another equivalent formulation to (3.14)-(3.18) can be obtained by modeling the composition transition rules of Constraints (3.5)-(3.6) by conﬂicting path constraints as in Equation
(3.22). Given a full enumeration of all possible paths in the formulation presented in Haahr
et al. (2014) (which routes all rolling stock units without any restrictions on train compositions),
the composition rules can be enforced by including constraints that prohibit the selection of
pairs of conﬂicting routes. Therefore, the set Π is introduced, this set contains all pairs of
conﬂicting paths. A pair of paths is conﬂicting if by choosing both paths in the solution, it
means that one of the composition rules is violated, e.g. only allowing a unit to couple or
uncouple on one end of the existing train composition, or disallowing incompatible unit types
to be combined on train services.
λp1 + λp2 ≤ 1 ∀(p1 , p2 ) ∈ Π

(3.22)

For example, consider a sequence of trips { a, b, c, d } where no intermediate turnings
take place. Say path p1 services all trips, path p2 only services trips {b, c}, and path p3 only
services trips {b, c, d}. Assume that the station between trips a and b only allows units to
couple and uncouple at the front of the train, and that the station between trips c and d only
allows units to couple or uncouple at the back of the train. As a consequence, paths p1 and p2
cannot coexist, as the latter path cannot be coupled to the front of the train and uncoupled
from the back when path p1 is used as well. Thus (p1 , p2 ) ∈ Π. On the other hand, p1 and p2
are both compatible with p3 .
The obvious disadvantage of this formulation is the potentially large number of resulting
conﬂict constraints. This also turned out to be the case after testing this approach on the
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instances discussed in the computation results section. A delayed cut callback routine, that
generates the conﬂicting constraints as they become violated, can be adopted in a Branch-andCut method, and possible remedy this drawback, as only few paths are expected to enter the
Simplex basis. However, the non-static row-dimension of the formulation complicates an exact
delayed column generation as there is no obvious eﬀective solution approach for the resulting
subproblem, where new variables with negative reduced-costs must be found or proven to not
exist. Without formally knowing all the possible conﬂict constraints in advance, it is non-trivial
to formulate a subproblem that can account for all necessary dual contributions.
If a full enumeration of all paths is intractable, then a heuristic framework can be adopted
that pre-generates an initial set of paths. When all paths are known in advance, the set of
pairwise conﬂicting paths can be deduced and inserted into the formulation. A MIP solver
can then be used to solve the resulting formulation. A disadvantage of this approach is the
generation of the initial pool of paths. A set of initial paths must be generated, which must
contain good and non-conﬂicting paths. Some of the paths must be able to contain overlapping
trips without being in conﬂict. One approach can include all paths generated while solving
the LP-relaxation of the root node in the formulation presented by Haahr et al. (2014). The
resulting paths are not proven to be compatible, but this approach requires no special phase
for selecting initial paths. Applying this is, however, out of the scope of this paper. Therefore,
we use the version with composition constraints in the remainder of this paper.

3.4.3 –

Delayed Transition Constraint Generation

Preliminary results show that the LP relaxation of the formulation requires a signiﬁcant amount
of pivot operations to solve. This is highly undesirable since we are continuously solving the
formulation after adding columns in every iteration of the column generation process. We
discovered that solving the linear relaxation of the master problem with the Dual Simplex
Method was signiﬁcantly faster than using the Primal Simplex Method. However, in column
generation we unfortunately rely on the Primal Simplex Method as subsequent LP resolves can
be hot-started using the old optimal solution after adding new columns.
These observations did however lead us to experiment with the formulation in order to
improve convergence or runtime speed of the linear relaxation. Constraints (3.5) and (3.6) do
not only represent a signiﬁcant amount of constraints in the presented formulation, but also
have a large inﬂuence on which columns are feasible during the convergence process. As a
result, unnecessary columns are generated making the approach slow. When converging against
the optimal linear relaxation, these constraints are unnecessarily restrictive as the intermediate
set of states (fractional LP solutions) is not important. By removing these constraints from
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consideration initially, the advantages are three-fold: we achieve a smaller linear program to
resolve, we may gain a faster convergence, and ﬁnally we get better duals due to the omission
of equality constraints. In the method we therefore propose a variant that dynamically adds
Constraints (3.5) and (3.6) as they become violated once the linear program has converged.
This step merely consists of looping through the allowed composition transitions and checking
whether the current solution violates any constraint. This extension comes at the cost of more
complexity, but preliminary results demonstrated that the beneﬁts outweight the costs in most
instances.
For the sake of simplicity we only add the dynamic constraints once no negative reduced
cost columns can be found. Thus, the proposed variant searches for new columns ﬁrst, and
for violated constraints second. Note, after adding new constraints, the framework searches
for negative reduced cost columns again since a new constraint changes the solution. The
LP model has been solved to optimality once no columns can be generated and none of the
constraints is violated.

3.5 –

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present and discuss our computational experiments. We test both models
on a scheduling case from Netherlands Railways (NS) and on a scheduling case from the
Copenhagen Suburban Railway Operator (DSB S-tog). Additionally, we test the models on
diﬀerent rescheduling cases from both NS and DSB S-tog.
We start with describing the railway network characteristics for both networks. Thereafter,
we introduce the parameter settings we have adopted. These parameter settings are chosen
after several runs to benchmark their inﬂuence. Then, a comparison of the computational
results of the scheduling instances is made. Afterwards, the rescheduling instances are described
in detail for both the NS and DSB S-tog instances. Finally, we conclude the section with an
overview of the diﬀerent rescheduling results.

3.5.1 –
3.5.1.1 –

Railway network characteristics
Netherlands Railways

A single instance on the Dutch railway network that spans the major part of the intercity
network of NS is selected as computational case. Figure 3.3 shows the trajectory of the network.
The majority of the lines are in the western part of the Netherlands which is the busiest part
of the Dutch railway network. In total we consider the timetable of 16 distinct lines of a
certain weekday, namely the Monday. There are diﬀerent timetables required on the other days.
However, the diﬀerences between those timetables are small. Therefore, we only consider the
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timetable of the Monday as scheduling instance. Note that all trips of the 16 lines during the
day are taken into account. In general the frequency of the operated lines is half-hourly, but
some lines are operated on an hourly basis as can be seen in the table. This leads to a total of
2324 trips between 14 diﬀerent major stations. The longest trip is between Zl and Amf and
has length 67km, while the shortest trip is between Ledn and Gvc with length 16km.
Line

Amr
Asd
Shl
Amf
Ledn
Gv Gd Ut
Rtd

Ddr

500
700
800
1500
1600
1700
1900
2000
2100
2600
2800
3000
3500
8800
20500
21700

Zl
Dv
Ah

Ht

Stations

Frequency

Gv Gd Ut Amf Zl
Shl Amf Zl
Amr Zd Asd Ut Ht
Asd Amf Dv
Shl Amf Dv
Gv Gd Ut Amf Dv
Gv Rtd Ddr
Gv Gd Ut Ah
Asd Shl Ledn Gv Rtd Ddr
Asd Shl Ledn Gv
Rtd Gd Ut Amf
Amr Asd Ut Ah
Shl Ut Ht
Ledn Ut
Rtd Gd Ut
Rtd Gd Ut

hourly
hourly
half hourly
half hourly
hourly
hourly
half hourly
half hourly
half hourly
half hourly
half hourly
half hourly
half hourly
half hourly
hourly
hourly

Figure 3.3: The NS network considered in the test instances.

We have two diﬀerent rolling stock types available. A rolling stock unit of type a consists
of 4 carriages and has a passenger capacity of 405 seats, and a rolling stock unit of type b
consists of 6 carriages and has a passenger capacity of 597 seats. The maximum composition
length for all trips is 14 carriages in the considered network. This leads in total to 11 diﬀerent
compositions that can be appointed to a trip: a, aa, aaa, b, bb, ab, ba, aab, aba, baa, and the
empty composition meaning that a trip is cancelled.
There are many trips between stations where no shunting is allowed. As a consequence,
the compositions of those trips are the same as the ones appointed to their predecessor trips.
We use a preprocessing step to merge those trips. After preprocessing, the total number of
non-reducible trips is 727, i.e., in fact only 727 trip compositions need to be decided as the
rest will be ﬁxed due to the composition transition rules. Shunting is allowed at the stations
between the remaining trips. It depends on the station whether (un)coupling activities are
allowed at the front or the rear side of the incoming train. Furthermore, it is not allowed to
both couple and uncouple train units at the same time from the incoming train.
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Two unit types are used to perform all train services. The smaller unit type e is 42 meters
long and contains 150 passenger seats, the larger unit type f is 83 meters and holds 336
passenger seats. Platform lengths vary from station to station in Denmark as well, and the
current lines partition the composition lengths into two sets. The ﬁrst set allows only small
compositions e, ee, and f. The second set also allows larger compositions eee, fe, ef, and ﬀ.
There are also many trips between stations where no shunting is allowed. The original
number of trips and the number of remaining trips after merging are both showed in Table
3.5. Shunting is allowed between the remaining trips and it depends on the station whether
coupling and uncoupling take place at the front or rear side of the incoming train.

3.5.2 –

Rolling Stock Scheduling

In this section we start with describing the parameters used for the scheduling instances for
Netherlands Railways and DSB S-tog. Thereafter we present the results of the scheduling
instances.

3.5.2.1 –

Instance parameters

Here we will present the parameters used for the scheduling instances. We start in Section
3.5.2.1.1 with the parameters for Netherlands Railways and in Section 3.5.2.1.2 the parameters
for DSB S-Tog.
3.5.2.1.1 –

Netherlands Railways

In the scheduling phase of NS the goal is to determine the start and end inventory at every
station, and to appoint compositions to trips to fulﬁll the passenger demand. This is solved
in two steps. First a suitable initial ﬂeet distribution is found. Afterwards the found initial
inventory setting is used to create the rolling stock circulation.
In the ﬁrst step, our objective is to create a rolling stock circulation that covers all demand
while using the least amount of carriages. To this end, the model determines the number of
rolling stock units required at the start of the day at each station to create such a circulation.
We set a small penalty on the number of carriage kilometers. No penalty at all is set on the
number of shunting operations applied during the day, and no penalty is given for deviations
between the start and end inventory.
Our ﬁrst step provides us with a start circulation that contains in total 113 units of type
a and 58 units of type b. If this start circulation is used, NS is able to cover the forecasted
passenger demand.
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In the second step, we use the start inventory created in the ﬁrst step as ﬁxed input. It
is not allowed to deviate from this start inventory and the objective is then to ﬁnd a rolling
stock circulation that minimizes the costs using the objective coeﬃcients as shown in Table 3.6.
These penalty values are commonly used in literature, but we check the inﬂuence of changing
the Mileage and Seat Shortage penalty ratio on the results in Section 3.5.2.2.
Here, Cancel means the penalty for cancelling a trip, Mileage denotes the penalty for
driving a single carriage over one kilometer, Seat Shortage deﬁnes the penalty for having one
seat shortage per kilometer, Shunting refers to the penalty for doing a shunting operation, and,
ﬁnally, End diﬀ denotes the penalty for a negative diﬀerence between the preferred end-of-day
inventory and the actual end inventory at a station. Results are shown and discussed in Section
3.5.2.2.
Coeﬃcient

NS

Cancel
Mileage
Seat Shortage
Shunting
End diﬀ

1 000 000
1
0.5
1 000
10 000

Table 3.6: Penalty values used for the NS scheduling case

3.5.2.1.2 –

DSB S-tog

DSB S-tog provided us with a start inventory. Thus, for S-tog instances it is not necessary
to perform the ﬁrst step of scheduling, that was described for the NS instance. The start
inventory contains 31 units of type e and 103 units of type f .
Furthermore, we use distinct parameter settings for NS and S-tog since the characteristics
of the network and train unit ﬂeets are diﬀerent. The parameter settings for the S-tog network
can be found in Table 3.7. As can be seen, the only diﬀerence between the two settings is the
mileage penalty. This is, among other factors, because the rolling stock units of DSB S-tog
are measured by length in meters in contrast to the number of carriages. The length in meters
is substantially larger than the number of carriages.

3.5.2.2 –

Computational results

In this section we benchmark the two proposed methods for solving the rolling stock scheduling
problem on both NS and DSB S-tog instances. We compare both NS and DSB S-tog instances
on the scheduling phase. The mathematical formulations are equivalent and we have veriﬁed
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Coeﬃcient

DSB S-tog

Cancel
Mileage
Seat Shortage
Shunting
Start end diﬀ

1 000 000
0.1
0.5
1 000
10 000

Table 3.7: Penalty values used for the DSB S-tog scheduling case

that the optimal objective costs are identical for the two methods. The objective function is a
mix of several penalties where the exact balance between them is non-trivial to set. Due to
this, there is little justiﬁcation for solving to true optimality. In practice, it might be enough to
accept solutions that are within 1% of optimality, but to be able to compare the approaches
accurately we solve to optimality.
In order to justify the parameter values as presented in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, we investigated
the trade-oﬀ between the seat shortage and mileage costs. All other penalties are ﬁxed on
their value as given in Tables 3.6 and 3.7, only the mileage costs are increased. The results
are shown in Figure 3.5. As can be seen, there is a steady increase in mileage costs as the
seat cover moves towards 100%. However, when we get close to 99% we observe diminishing
returns. The ﬁnal percentages to get a 100% cover are the most diﬃcult percentages. The
passenger demand on some trips is too large, as a consequence train units from other stations
have to be transported in order to cover the trip with enough passenger demand. Consequently,
too large compositions are appointed to the other trips which leads to a solution with larger
costs. A cover of 100% is preferred by rolling stock planners, however not at all cost. In
practice a seat cover close to 100% with a rolling stock circulation that is not overly expensive
is chosen.
The settings of the parameters do not only inﬂuence the costs of the rolling stock circulation,
but also the computation time to ﬁnd the circulation. Information about how the computation
times are aﬀected by the diﬀerent penalties for seat shortages are provided in Table 3.8 for all
scheduling instances. Here A denotes the Path Based Model without row generation, B the
Path Based Model with row generation, and N the Composition Model. As can be seen, B is
able to solve the scheduling instances on average faster than A. This will be discussed in more
detail in Section 3.5.4. Furthermore, N is able to solve the instances even faster. All solution
times are acceptable for the planning phase. We assume that a solution method resulting in
optimal schedules within 15 minutes can be used in practice, because there is plenty of time
available in the planning phase.
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Instance

Obj

MC

SSC

SC

δ

Cover

B (s)

Columns

N (s)

NS
DSBmon
DSBfri
DSBsat
DSBsun

639 065
719 184
727 159
418 148
413 062

553 310
555 970
583 505
313 469
297 574

15 755
132 214
119 654
87 679
93 489

70 000
31 000
24 000
17 000
22 000

0
0
0
0
0

99.9%
98.5%
98.6%
98.3%
98.1%

465
119
37
10
4

14 340
5 937
3 627
1 052
1 266

19
19
12
7
2

Table 3.9: Scheduling Results. The columns respectively show the solved instance, the objective
value, the mileage costs, the overall seat-shortage costs, the costs for performing shunting operations,
the costs for negative diﬀerences between start and end inventories, the total seat cover percentage,
computation times in seconds and columns generated using the B method, and ﬁnally the computation
times for the N method.

3.5.3 –

Rolling Stock Rescheduling

In this section we discuss the computational experiments for the rescheduling instances. For
the instances we assume the demand to be the same as in the original situation. See, for
instance, Kroon et al. (2014) for a paper that takes dynamic passenger ﬂows into account by
means of a simulation step in the Rolling Stock Rescheduling Problem. This aspect is outside
the scope of the current paper. Note, however, that it is possible to use the approaches as
discussed in the framework of Kroon et al. (2014) without any adaptations.
In this section, we ﬁrst give a brief overview of the diﬀerent rescheduling cases for Netherlands
Railways (Section 3.5.3.1) and DSB S-tog (Section 3.5.3.2). Thereafter, the computational
results are discussed (Section 3.5.3.3).

3.5.3.1 –

Netherlands Railways

In the following we compare both models on diﬀerent disruption scenarios from NS. Consequently,
we have chosen 12 diﬀerent scenarios, of which an overview is given in Table 3.10. The instances
are sorted by the complexity of the problem. Note that a problem with many trips that have to
be rescheduled is more complex than a problem with little trains that need to be rescheduled.
The disruptions take place on the main parts of the network, causing one track to be blocked
for at least three hours in both directions. Consequently, there is no railway traﬃc possible
between the stations where the disruption takes place.
The parameter settings used for the NS rescheduling instances are given in Table 3.11. The
largest penalty is still on cancelling a trip, this is the most important criteria. The penalties
for carriage kilometers and seat-shortage kilometers are the same as in the scheduling case,
because in practice there is no time available to determine the optimal balance for every
rescheduling instance separately. Three new penalties are used in the rescheduling cases:
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Case

Disrupted area

Time interval

Number of trips

1
3
5
8
10
12
2
4
6
7
9
11

Gd - Ut
Gd - Ut
Rtd - Gv
Amf - Ut
Gv - Ledn
Asd - Ut
Gd - Ut
Rtd - Gv
Ledn - Ut
Amf - Ut
Gv - Ledn
Asd - Ut

07:00-10:00
11:00-15:00
11:00-15:00
11:00-15:00
11:00-15:00
11:00-15:00
16:00-19:00
16:00-19:00
16:00-19:00
16:00-19:00
16:00 - 19:00
16:00 - 19:00

2187
1662
1662
1662
1662
1662
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002
1002

Table 3.10: Diﬀerent disruption scenarios NS. The columns show the case numbers, the location of
the disruption, the aﬀected time-slot, and the number of trips needing to be rescheduled.

Shunting Unplanned, Shunting Cancelled, and End Diﬀ. Shunting Unplanned denotes the
cost for doing a shunting operation that was not originally scheduled. Every new (un)coupling
action requires shunting crew members to perform them. As a consequence, the shunting crew
needs to be rescheduled which costs time and consequently money. So, we want to minimize
the number of additional shunting movements. On the other hand, Shunting Cancelled stands
for the penalty for cancelling a scheduled shunting movement. Shunting crew members are
instructed to do planned shunting movements during the day, cancelling such a shunting
movement means that the tasks for those crew members have to be cancelled. This has to be
communicated to the involved crew members. Therefore, we want to minimize the number of
cancelled shunting operations as well. However, cancelling shunting movements is preferred
over adding additional shunting movements, because arranging new shunting crew members
for a task is usually more diﬃcult than cancelling a shunting crew task. Finally, End Diﬀ
denotes the penalty for having a negative deviation from the scheduled end-of-day balance.
This coeﬃcient is kept identical to the one used in the planned instance for the start-end-of-day
deviation.

3.5.3.2 –

DSB S-tog

For the DSB S-tog instances, there are also 12 diﬀerent disruption scenarios, see Table 3.12.
These instances are sorted on their complexity. The disruptions occur either on the Monday or
Friday instances, leading to 24 instances in total.
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Coeﬃcient
Cancel
Mileage
Seat Shortage
Shunting Unplanned
Shunting Cancelled
End Diﬀ

NS

DSB S-tog

1 000 000
1
0.5
1 000
100
10 000

1 000 000
0.1
0.5
1 000
100
10 000

Table 3.11: Penalty values used for the NS and S-tog rescheduling cases.

Case

Disrupted Area

Time interval

Number of trips

6
5
12
11
3
4
9
10
1
2
7
8

Val-Fs
Val-Fs
Kh-Kk
Kh-Kk
Val-Fs
Val-Fs
Kh-Kk
Kh-Kk
Val-Fs
Val-Fs
Kh-Kk
Kh-Kk

09:00-10:00
09:00-13:00
09:00-10:00
09:00-13:00
11:00-12:00
11:00 - 15:00
11:00-12:00
11:00-15:00
15:00 - 16:00
15:00 - 19:00
15:00-16:00
15:00-19:00

3550
3500
3550
3500
3000
2970
3000
2970
1920
1870
1920
1870

Table 3.12: Diﬀerent disruption scenarios DSB S-tog. The columns denote the diﬀerent case
numbers, the location of the disruption, the aﬀected time-slot, and the number of trips needing to be
rescheduled.

The same objective coeﬃcients are used as in the NS rescheduling instances. The only
diﬀerence is the mileage penalty, which is 0.1 instead of 1.0, because of the reasons mention in
Section 3.5.2.2.

3.5.3.3 –

Computational Results

All three approaches give the same results after rescheduling a disruption instance. Figure 3.6
gives an overview of the solution costs for the rescheduling results. Here, the objective value,
the mileage costs, and the seat-shortage costs are displayed per rescheduled instance. When
the diﬀerence between objective value and the sum of the mileage and seat-shortage costs is
large, then at least one additional trip is cancelled during the rescheduling. The other costs are
not shown, because they are very small in comparison. The objective value is largest in the
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will compare our models based on their computation times. In Table 3.13 an overview of all
computation times required to solve the diﬀerent instances with the diﬀerent models is shown.
First of all, the solution method B is substantially faster than the solution method A. However,
both models are considerably slower than method N . On the other hand, as explained before,
the Path Based Model has other advantages over the Composition Model.
We note that the computation times are inﬂuenced by the start time of the disruption - a
late disruption involves fewer trips than an earlier disruption, thus a late disruption is easier to
solve. We assume that solutions have to be found within 5 minutes in order to be useful in
real-time when a disruption occurs. In conclusion, both methods B and N are applicable for
usage in practice. They are able to to produce good results in relatively short time, consequently
the rescheduled circulation can be used by practitioners in real-time. On the other hand, too
high computation times are observed in some cases for the A approach.
NS

DSBmon

DSBfri

Case

A

B

N

A

B

N

A

B

N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

722
138
133
159
157
163
20
11
14
13
10
15

269
23
34
39
26
35
6
3
2
13
2
2

5
5
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
2
1
1

286
176
156
222
72
63
62
106
38
4
8
6

207
31
9
17
15
23
6
18
22
2
2
2

8
4
3
7
5
5
3
4
4
2
1
2

303
151
235
284
113
51
96
103
18
5
13
9

40
22
15
15
17
7
10
8
7
2
4
2

7
6
6
4
5
3
4
3
3
2
2
2

Average

130

38

3

100

29

4

115

12

4

Table 3.13: Computation time (in seconds) for solving the disruption instances.

3.5.4 –

Delayed Transition Constraint Generation

Finally, in this section we present details of the average computation time and average number
of columns and rows of the A and B methods in Table 3.14. The results show that the
dynamic row generation B method is on average around 5 times faster than the normal column
generation method A.
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A
Case
NS
DSBmon
DSBfri

B

N

Time

Columns

Rows

Time

Columns

Rows

Time

190
143
161

6 178
7 321
7 040

7 214
6 523
6 891

51
31
16

6 434
4 701
4 373

3 573
5 677
4 704

2
4
4

Table 3.14: The columns show computation time (in seconds), number of columns and rows generated
for solving planning and disruption instances. Each row shows the average over 1 planning case and
12 disruption cases.

Interestingly, the table shows that, on average, the number of generated columns decreases
in B for the DSB cases, but increases slightly for the NS cases in comparison with the A
method. However, we observe a consistent decrease in the number of rows.
Although the B method often results in fewer generated columns and rows than the A
method, there are cases (considering the non-aggregated results) where this is not the case.
There exist cases where the runtime of the B method is improved in comparison with the A
method even if there are more columns and rows are generated in total in the B method we believe this is due to the better convergence property of the B method, see Section 3.4.2.
Consequently, we conclude that the B method performs better for (re)scheduling the rolling
stock when the order of the train units within a composition are of importance.

3.6 –

CONCLUSION

In this paper a comparison is made between two rolling stock (re)scheduling models by testing
them on data sets from two countries (the Netherlands and Denmark). The results show that
the considered approaches are not limited or tailored to speciﬁc networks. Furthermore, it is
the ﬁrst time that the Composition Model is tested on instances of the DSB S-tog network in
Denmark and the Path Based Model on instances from Netherlands Railways.
In order to schedule a rolling stock circulation that can be used in practice, a sensitivity
analysis of the two models is carried out to determine reasonable values for the mileage and
seat-shortage penalties for the train services. The results demonstrate that a higher seat-cover
requires signiﬁcantly more kilometers to be carried out by the carriages. In practice, the
operator can decide which ratio between seat-shortages and carriage kilometers suits them
best. For the NS instances it was possible to provide a seat for all passengers, but for the DSB
S-tog case it was, with the diﬀerent penalties we have tested, not possible to provide a seat for
all passengers. This is due to the fact that the passenger demand is sometimes larger than the
capacity of the largest composition we can appoint.
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In the current tests the column generation approach of the Path Based Model has longer
computation times than the Composition Model. However, the computation times of the path
based model are faster than most models from existing literature that are able to take unit
speciﬁc constraints into account (see for instance Borndörfer et al. (2015), Cacchiani et al.
(2010), and Wagenaar et al. (2016) (see Section 4)). Therefore, we believe that the column
generation approach can be quite interesting, especially when we want to include unit speciﬁc
constraints, e.g. due to maintenance. Furthermore, we can conclude that adding dynamic row
generation to the column generation approach signiﬁcantly reduced the computation time.
Next to the scheduling instances, we have tested both approaches on rescheduling instances
in the Netherlands and Denmark. Disruption instances are smaller than the planning counterparts
since all trip decisions up to the start of the disruption are ﬁxed. So in some sense they are
easier. However, since we also want to minimize the deviations from the original plan, they
are also harder. The experiments show that both models are able to reschedule the rolling
circulation fast enough to be used in real-time in both countries.
The proposed approach is of high practical relevance for railway operators. As explained
before, in practice there is very limited time available to reschedule the rolling stock during
a disruption. Currently, this is still done manually in most of the countries. There are two
advantages by using a decision support system that is able to reschedule the rolling stock
automatically: 1) The process can be speeded up drastically and 2) The solution quality is
most likely much better (i.e. note that our solution approach always provides the optimal
solution, while it is doubtful whether the dispatchers are able to ﬁnd this solution manually).
In future research we want to consider unit speciﬁc constraints for the rolling stock, in
both a planning and a disruption context. Examples of interesting additional constraints are
maintenance appointments and minor rolling stock defects. In the former case units have to
reach a maintenance facility in time for an appointment, and in the latter case units with a
small defect have to comply with other unit-speciﬁc constraints.
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4 – Maintenance Appointments in
Railway Rolling Stock Rescheduling
This chapter considers the paper (Wagenaar et al. (2016)) which is accepted in Transportation
Science. In 2013 a preliminary version of this paper has won the ﬁrst place at the Trail Best
Paper Award and in 2014 a preliminary version has been granted a third place in the Student
Paper Award Competition of the Railway Application Section of INFORMS
Co-authors: L.G. Kroon and M. Schmidt

4.1 –
4.1.1 –

INTRODUCTION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Introduction

In passenger railway transportation, an extensive planning process is used to develop a satisfying
rolling stock circulation. First, in the strategic planning phase, the purchase of rolling stock
takes place and speciﬁc train lines are determined. A train series represents a line between
stations A and B and back again, with possible intermediate stations. In the tactical planning
phase, the timetable is created and train units are assigned to all trips within the timetable.
This results in a rolling stock circulation, usually involving anonymous rolling stock duties, i.e.
no physical train units have been assigned to the rolling stock duties yet.
In the operational planning phase, physical train units are assigned to the anonymous duties.
Furthermore, the rolling stock circulation is modiﬁed by taking into account speciﬁc operational
aspects, such as the short-term maintenance that is required by certain physical train units.
A train unit requires maintenance after a certain number of kilometers or a certain amount
of time since its previous maintenance appointment. A train unit requiring maintenance gets
a ﬁxed maintenance appointment, assigned by the maintenance company, at a given time
and location. In the operational planning phase, the rolling stock circulation obtained in the
tactical planning phase is modiﬁed in such a way that the maintenance appointments are met
by the corresponding physical train units. The latter means that they arrive at the appropriate
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locations on time, see for instance the maintenance routing models of Maróti and Kroon (2005,
2007).
In the real-time phase, the railway network inevitably experiences disruptions and therefore
fast rescheduling is required. There are three major resource schedules which need to be
rescheduled due to a disruption: The timetable, the rolling stock circulation, and the crew
schedule. In the Netherlands, the plan is usually to ﬁrst reschedule the timetable based on a
predeﬁned contingency plan. Then, with the rescheduled timetable as input, the rolling stock
is rescheduled, and, ﬁnally, with both the rescheduled timetable and rolling stock circulation as
input, the crew is rescheduled. However, in practice it could be chaotic and all rescheduling
steps are done disorderly. Therefore, a great need is required for computerized eﬀort during
rescheduling.
In this paper the focus is on the second step: The Rolling Stock Rescheduling Problem(RSRP). We assume that the timetable has already been rescheduled based on a contingency
plan. Given the rescheduled timetable, the RSRP aims to ﬁnd a new feasible rolling stock
circulation that upholds as much of the passenger service as possible. It is required that the
ﬁxed maintenance appointments are taken into account directly in the rescheduling process.
However, current rolling stock rescheduling models, see for example Nielsen (2011), assign
anonymous train units to the trips during a disruption. They assume that all train units of the
same type are interchangeable. That means, for instance, that there is no distinction between
train units that require maintenance and train units that do not. As a result, if maintenance
appointments are not taken into account, then the train units scheduled for maintenance will
probably not be in time for their maintenance appointments. Thus, when rescheduling the
rolling stock, the maintenance appointments of the train units must be considered.
In this paper, three MIP formulations for solving additonally constrained multi-commodity
ﬂow problems are used as solution method for this problem. The maintenance appointments
that have been scheduled in the operational planning phase are taken into account in these
model formulations. The developed models are able to reschedule the rolling stock in real-time
such that the maintenance appointments are still met by the corresponding train units as much
as possible.

4.1.2 –

Contributions and structure of the paper

Although there exist models for rescheduling the rolling stock circulation in the operational phase
including maintenance appointments, the current paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the
ﬁrst to include maintenance appointments in the real-time rescheduling phase. In other words,
existing papers schedule maintenance while in this paper existing maintenance appointments
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are taken into account. By including these maintenance appointments in the RSRP models, the
models are able to guide the maintenance units to their scheduled maintenance appointments
after the occurrence of a disruption.
The main contribution of this paper is the development and comparison of three MIP
models which are able to handle the complicating factor that physical train units of the same
type are not fully interchangeable due to their maintenance appointments.
The contributions of the current paper can be summarized as follows:
• We take scheduled maintenance appointments into account while rescheduling the rolling
stock, with the rescheduled timetable as input.
• We describe one straightforward extension of an existing model and introduce two new
models.
• We provide an experimental comparison of the three models.
The paper begins in Section 4.2 with explaining the maintenance problem in detail. Then a
literature overview is given in Section 4.3. Thereafter the Composition model from Fioole et al.
(2006) and Nielsen (2011) for rescheduling the rolling stock without maintenance appointments
is presented. This model is used as the base model for all three models that take maintenance
into account. The notation used for describing the maintenance aspects is explained in Section
4.5.
Following, three approaches for including maintenance in rolling stock rescheduling models
are given. Firstly, the Extra Unit Type model is discussed in Section 4.6. Secondly, the
Shadow-Account model is presented in Section 4.7. Finally, the Job-Composition model is
proposed in Section 4.8. Then, in Section 4.9, all models are tested on real life instances of
Netherlands Railways (NS), the main operator of passenger trains in the Netherlands. All
models use the same objective function. Therefore, we mainly compare the models with respect
to their computation time and the number of times a proven optimal solution is found within a
certain time limit. In Section 4.10, conclusions and topics for further research are given.

4.2 –

MAINTENANCE PROBLEM

In this section the maintenance problem is explained in detail. We start with some general
remarks on rolling stock scheduling. Thereafter we present an example of the maintenance
problem. Finally we discuss the assumptions that are taken into account in this paper.
Rolling stock units of diﬀerent types are available for passenger transportation. There
exist large diﬀerences between the diﬀerent types. First, there exist self-propelled train units
and carriages hauled by a locomotive. In this paper we focus on self-propelled train units.
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2. The maintenance appointments of the train units have been ﬁxed in the operational
planning phase, and cannot be modiﬁed in the real-time rescheduling phase.
3. In the Netherlands, usually less than 5% of the train units have a maintenance appointment.
Due to this fact, there is never more than one maintenance unit in a composition in
real-life. Therefore we make the realistic assumption that at most one train unit requiring
maintenance is present in each composition.
4. In the Netherlands, it is very unusual to both couple and uncouple train units from and
to an arriving train. Usually, either a coupling activity, or an uncoupling activity, or
no shunting activity at all takes place when a train arrives at a station. Therefore we
assume that coupling and uncoupling at a station at the same time is not allowed. Note,
however, that this assumption can be relaxed by slightly adjusting the models.
5. The passenger demand remains unchanged during a disruption. Including dynamic
passenger ﬂows in the rolling stock rescheduling problem is out of the scope in this paper.
We refer to, for instance, Kroon et al. (2014) for a paper that focusses on dynamic
passenger ﬂows during a disruption.

4.3 –

LITERATURE

Table 4.1 gives an overview of the literature related to rolling stock (re)scheduling. These
papers can be classiﬁed based on two characteristics: models developed for either scheduling
or rescheduling, and models where maintenance is included or not.
Scheduling

No maintenance

Real-time rescheduling

• Fioole et al. (2006)

• Nielsen (2011)

• Cordeau et al. (2001)

• Nielsen et al. (2012)

• Lingaya et al. (2002)

• Kroon et al. (2014)

• Brucker et al. (2003)

• Sato et al. (2009)

• Mellouli and Suhl (2007)

• Sato and Fukumura (2012)

• Peeters and Kroon (2008)

• Haahr et al. (2015c)

• Maróti and Kroon (2005)
Maintenance

• Maróti and Kroon (2007)
• Giacco et al. (2014)

• Wagenaar et al. (2016)

• Borndörfer et al. (2015)

Table 4.1: Overview railway literature
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4.3.1 –

Scheduling, no maintenance included

Fioole et al. (2006) formulate a MIP model to assign rolling stock to the timetable in the tactical
planning phase. The model is called the Composition model and is an integer multi-commodity
ﬂow model with additional constraints. This model is solved by CPLEX. The model can handle
complicated line structures, such as combining and splitting of trains. NS has been using this
model to generate rolling stock schedules since 2004. The model takes the order of the train
units in each composition into account. However, maintenance routing is out of its scope.
Peeters and Kroon (2008) consider the same problem, but they describe a Branch & Cut
approach as solution method.
Cordeau et al. (2001) describe the rolling stock scheduling problem as the routing of
locomotives and carriages through a railway network. The locomotives and carriages have to
be combined to form a train group which has to be routed through the network. Their problem
focusses on the tactical planning phase. They do not take the order of carriages into account.
The problem is modelled as an integer multi-commodity ﬂow model and is solved with CPLEX.
Similar problems are considered by Brucker et al. (2003) and Mellouli and Suhl (2007).
Lingaya et al. (2002) also study the problem of scheduling locomotives and carriages in
the tactical planning phase. However, they do take the order of the carriages in a train into
account. They consider a train as a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) stack, where carriages can be
coupled or uncoupled from the rear part of the train in LIFO order only.

4.3.2 –

Scheduling, maintenance included

There are several papers that take maintenance into account in the operational phase. First
of all, the problem was tackled in the airline industry before it was considered in the railway
industry. For instance, Barnhart et al. (1998), Talluri (1998), and Clarke et al. (1997) propose
models to solve the routing of maintenance for aircraft. Their models cannot be directly
translated to models for scheduling rolling stock with maintenance constraints in the railway
industry due to practical complications, such as the order of the train units in a composition.
One of the ﬁrst to include maintenance routing in the operational phase of the railway
industry were Maróti and Kroon (2005, 2007). They propose two diﬀerent MIP formulations
for maintenance routing of rolling stock for passenger trains: the “Transition Model” and the
“Interchange Model”. Both models use the scheduled rolling stock circulation as input, and
exchange train unit duties such that maintenance requirements are met. Both models are
designed for the operational planning phase.
Giacco et al. (2014) develop a MIP formulation for integrating maintenance planning in the
rolling stock planning problem in the operational planning phase. Their formulation does not
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consider the order of the train units in a composition. Train units have to undergo maintenance
after a certain time or a certain number of kilometers since their previous maintenance
appointment. These maintenance appointments are not ﬁxed, but determined by the model,
in combination with the rolling stock circulation. A commercial MIP solver is used to ﬁnd
eﬃcient solutions in short time. The model is tested on real-world instances of Trenitalia, the
main Italian railway company.
Recently, Borndörfer et al. (2015) introduced a hypergraph formulation to create a rolling
stock circulation for a generic week in a long distance railway network. The hypergraph
formulation is used for the tactical planning phase. In this model several practical requirements
are taken into account, such as scheduling of the maintenance for the train units. As in Giacco
et al. (2014), the maintenance appointments are not ﬁxed, but determined by the model.
The model is tested on real life instances of the German railway company Deutsche Bahn.
Circulations are found in between 10 minutes and 4 days of computation time. The model is
not applicable for rescheduling in real-time due to computation time limitations.

4.3.3 –

Real-time phase, no maintenance included

All of the above models are applicable in the tactical or operational planning phase of the
railway process. Maintenance requirements are taken into account to schedule maintenance
appointments for certain train units. During a disruption the rolling stock circulation becomes
infeasible, but the train units requiring maintenance still have their appointment. Furthermore,
during a disruption less time is available, and, as a result, fast models are required for
rescheduling.
Cacchiani et al. (2014) give an extensive literature overview on recent research within
passenger railway disruption management. Papers on rescheduling the timetable on microscopic
and macroscopic level, rescheduling the rolling stock, and rescheduling the crew are discussed.
We refer to this paper for all literature on timetable and crew rescheduling. In the current
paper the focus is on rescheduling the rolling stock, so the remainder of the discussed literature
is on rolling stock.
Nielsen (2011) extends the model of Fioole et al. (2006) to cope with rescheduling. He
formulates a MIP model with the adjusted timetable and the original rolling stock schedule as
input, and an adjusted rolling stock schedule as output. This model will be used as base model
in the current paper and is referred to as the Composition model. Subsequently, Nielsen et al.
(2012) propose a rolling horizon to solve the RSRP. The idea behind the rolling horizon is that
at the beginning of the disruption not all information about the duration of the disruption
is known: This information becomes gradually available. The rescheduling is periodically
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performed within a limited rolling horizon length, possibly taking new information into account.
At each time instant where an updated timetable becomes available, or when a certain amount
of time has passed without any update, the MIP model is solved for the rolling horizon time
window. This model is tested on instances of NS. Solutions with small deviations from the
original plan are found in a short time.
Kroon et al. (2014) consider real-time rescheduling of rolling stock during large disruptions
while taking dynamic passenger ﬂows into account. They use the rescheduled timetable as input.
Then they apply a two-stage feedback loop, where in the ﬁrst stage the rolling stock allocation
is rescheduled by using the model of Nielsen (2011) and in the second stage the eﬀect of the
rolling stock allocation on the passenger ﬂows is determined by means of simulation. This
passenger simulation provides feedback in terms of passenger delays due to limited capacity of
the assigned rolling stock. The feedback is then used in the optimization model to reallocate
the rolling stock again, in such a way that the total passenger delay is reduced. Given the
reallocation of the rolling stock, the passenger simulation is performed again and feedback is
given to the optimization model. This process continues for a number of iterations. Results
demonstrate that passenger delays can be reduced signiﬁcantly.
Haahr et al. (2015c) (Chapter 3) focusses on rescheduling the rolling stock by using a
path-based formulation instead of a ﬂow-based formulation such as Nielsen et al. (2012). The
advantage of this approach is that individual constraints could be set upon rolling stock units,
however, this has not yet been tested. Results demonstrate that the approach is currently not
as fast as ﬂow-based approaches.
Sato et al. (2009) give a formulation to reallocate resources in a railway network in case
of a disruption. Resources may refer either to rolling stock or to crew. The resources are
reallocated to trips in such a way that the resource allocation diﬀers as little as possible from
the ones in the original plan. They use two phases to solve the problem. In the ﬁrst phase
conﬂicts created by the disruption are resolved through changes in the resource duties. The
second phase is a local search heuristic which attempts to iteratively improve the rescheduled
resource duties. The algorithm is tested on one line of the Japanese railway network.
In a subsequent paper, Sato and Fukumura (2012) consider the problem of reassigning
locomotives to tasks in the case of a disruption in the railway network. A task consists of
hauling a number of carriages from one station to another. They ﬁrst enumerate possible
sequences of tasks, to determine the corresponding costs for each sequence. A MIP model
based on set-partitioning is used in order to assign locomotives to sequences of tasks with
minimum cost, and a column generation technique is proposed as a solution approach. Based
on the solutions found for instances of the Japan Freight Railway Company between Kuroiso
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and Shimonoseki in Japan, the authors conclude that locomotive reassignments can be found
within a practical amount of time.

4.3.4 –

Real-time phase, maintenance included

None of the above rescheduling models includes maintenance appointments. These appointments should be taken into account during rescheduling, otherwise the train units will most
likely miss their appointments. To the best of our knowledge no rescheduling models exist that
take maintenance appointments into account. In this paper we ﬁll that gap in the existing
literature.

4.4 –

COMPOSITION MODEL

We start with introducing the base model. This is the Composition model developed by Fioole
et al. (2006) and Nielsen (2011). As shown in Nielsen (2011), this model is fast enough to be
used during rescheduling. However the model does not distinguish between train units of the
same type. Therefore, the model does not include maintenance appointments of the rolling
stock.
Let T be the set of trips in the timetable and S the set of stations. A trip is deﬁned as a
train driving from one station until the next station at a ﬁxed point in time. Only stations
arr
where the composition of a train may be changed are taken into account. Denote sdep
t (st ) as

the station where trip t ∈ T starts (ends) and deﬁne τtdep (τtarr ) as the departure (arrival) time
of trip t ∈ T .
In many countries, such as the Netherlands, trips are part of a predeﬁned route. That
means either that a trip has a predeﬁned successor trip, or that the route ends after the trip.
Take Figure 4.4 as an example of a predeﬁned route between stations A, B, and C.
C

Stations

t2

t3

t6

t7

B
t1

t4

t5

A

time

Figure 4.4: Predeﬁned route
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t8

of trip t ∈ T , pq the incoming composition of a trip when composition change q ∈ ρ(t) is used,
and oq the outgoing composition when composition change q is used. For a given composition
change q ∈ ρ(t), αq,m denotes the number of uncoupled train units of type m ∈ M and βq,m
denotes the number of coupled train units of type m ∈ M .
For instance, the composition change ab → a takes place at station B in Figure 4.5, so
pq = ab and oq = a. Furthermore, αq,a = 0, αq,b = 1 , and βq,m = 0 for both m = a and
m = b.
The time at which coupling takes place just before the start of trip t ∈ T is denoted by
τt+

and the time at which an uncoupled unit is available after uncoupling after trip t ∈ T is

denoted by τt− .
The available number of train units of type m ∈ M at station s ∈ S at the beginning of
the planning period is denoted by i0s,m and the desired number of available train units of type
m ∈ M at station s ∈ S at the end of the planning period is given by the parameter i∞
s,m . This
is usually the end of the day.
Besides the deﬁned parameters, the model uses the following decision variables:
• Xt,p ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether composition p ∈ P (t) is used on trip t ∈ T .
• Zt,q ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether composition change q ∈ ρ(t) is used at the end of trip
t ∈ T.
• It,m ∈ Z+
0 denotes the number of train units of type m ∈ M in the inventory at station
sdep
immediately after time τt+ .
t

• Ct,m and Ut,m ∈ Z+
0 denote the number of train units m ∈ M that are coupled and
uncoupled at the start and end of trip t ∈ T , respectively.
• Ds,m ∈ Z denotes the deviation from the desired end-of-day balance at station s ∈ S for
rolling stock type m ∈ M .
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Model:
min f (X, Z, D)

(4.1)

subject to:

Xt,p = 1

∀t ∈ T

(4.2)

∀t ∈ T, p ∈ P (t)

(4.3)

Zt,q

∀t ∈ T, p ∈ P (σ(t))

(4.4)

βq,m Zt,q

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(4.5)

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(4.6)

∀s ∈ S, m ∈ M

(4.7)

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M, s ∈ S : s = sdep
t

(4.8)

∀t ∈ T, p ∈ P (t)

(4.9)

Ct,m , Ut,m , It,m ∈ R+

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(4.10)

Ds,m ∈ R+

∀s ∈ S, m ∈ M

(4.11)

Zt,q ∈ R+

∀t ∈ T, q ∈ ρ(t)

(4.12)

p∈P (t)



Xt,p =

Zt,q

q∈ρ(t):pq =p



Xσ(t),p =

q∈ρ(t):oq =p

Cσ(t),m =



q∈ρ(t)

Ut,m =



αq,m Zt,q

q∈ρ(t)
0
i∞
s,m + Ds,m = is,m −

It,m = i0s,m −





Ct,m +

t∈T
sdep
t =s

Ct ,m +

t ∈At





Ut,m

t∈T
sarr
=s
t

Ut ,m

t ∈Bt

Xt,p ∈ {0, 1}

We start with explaining the objective function (4.1). The objective function is a linear
function based on the appointed compositions to a trip, the applied composition changes just
after a trip, and the end-of-day balances at stations.
In order to deﬁne the objective function with respect to the appointed compositions,
ss
carr
, and Ft,p
. These parameters represent the empty
we introduce the parameters p0 , Ft,p

composition p0 ∈ P , the number of seat-shortage kilometers when using composition p on
trip t ∈ T , and the number of carriage kilometers when using composition p on trip t. With
these additional parameters we can deﬁne the ﬁrst part of the objective function as in Equation
(4.13). Here, a penalty value of κ is used for each cancelled trip. Note that a trip is cancelled
if the appointed composition is the empty composition. Furthermore, a penalty value of Δ is
used for each seat-shortage kilometer. Finally, a penalty value of ξ is used for each carriage
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⎛

kilometer.

⎞

⎜ 

ss
carr ⎟
κX
+
Xt,p (ΔFt,p
+ ξFt,p
)⎠
⎝
t,p
t∈T

p∈P (t)
p=p0

(4.13)

p∈P (t)

The second part of the objective function refers to the number of additional shunting
movements in comparison with the original circulation. Each additional shunting movement
gets a penalty of φ. To measure the number of additional shunting movements, we deﬁne the
parameter sadd
t,q . This parameter represents whether composition change q ∈ Q is an additional
shunting movement after trip t ∈ T compared to the original composition change taking place
after trip t. The number of additional shunting movements is then penalized in the second
part of the objective function, as shown in Equation (4.14).


φZt,q sadd
t,q

(4.14)

t∈T q∈Q

The ﬁnal part of the objective function penalizes the deviation from the end-of-day balances,
as shown in Equation (4.15).



Ds,m

(4.15)

s∈S m∈M

The complete objective function can then be expressed as in Equation (4.16).
⎛

⎞

⎜ 


⎟ 
ss
carr
κXt,p +
Xt,p (ΔFt,p
+ ξFt,p
)+
φZt,q sadd
Ds,m (4.16)
⎝
t,q ⎠ +
t∈T

p∈P (t)
p=p0

p∈P (t)

q∈Q

s∈S m∈M

Constraints (4.2) specify that to each trip exactly one composition is assigned, this
composition is in the set of allowed compositions, P (t), of that trip. Note that the compositions
of the trips before and at the start of the disruption are ﬁxed, because these trips are already
underway. For those trips the set of allowed compositions consists of only a single composition.
Constraints (4.3) state that if composition p ∈ P (t) is assigned to trip t ∈ T , then only a
composition that can originate from composition p can be assigned to the succeeding trip σ(t).
Constraints (4.4) state that if composition p ∈ P (σ(t)) is assigned to the succeeding trip σ(t),
then only a composition that ﬁts with composition p can be assigned to trip t ∈ T .
Constraints (4.5) specify the number of coupled train units at the beginning of a trip and
Constraints (4.6) specify the number of uncoupled train units at the end of a trip. Constraints
(4.7) specify the end-of-day balance at a station plus the total deviation from the scheduled endof-day balance. Their sum equals the initial inventory at the station (i0s,m ), minus all units that
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have been coupled onto a train and plus all units that have been uncoupled from a train during
the day. Constraints (4.8) keep track of the inventory of rolling stock type m ∈ M at station
sdep
immediately after the coupling time τt+ . The sets At and Bt are explained below in detail.
t
This inventory equals the initial inventory at the station, minus all train units that have been
coupled onto a departing train before time τt+ (all train units that have been coupled at the start
of the trips in the set At ), and plus all train units that have been uncoupled from an arriving train
before time τt+ (all train units that have been uncoupled at the end of the trips in the set Bt ).
Finally, Constraints (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) specify the domain of the decision variables.
Since Xt,p is binary, all other variables can be deﬁned as continuous variables, see Maróti (2006).
In Constraints (4.8), the subsets At and Bt are deﬁned as:
dep
+
+
1. At = {t ∈ T : sdep
t = st , τt ≤ τt }
dep
−
+
2. Bt = {t ∈ T : sarr
t = st , τt ≤ τt }

The set At contains all trips which depart from station sdep
before time τt+ . This is the set
t
of trips to which train units may have been coupled from station sdep
up to (and including)
t
the departure time of trip t. We take as an example Figure 4.5 showing 8 diﬀerent trips
{t1 , t2 , t3 , ..., t8 }. To explain the set At , we focus on trip t8 . Trip t8 departs from station B.
All trips that have departed from station B before and including trip t8 are the trips t2 , t4 , t6 ,
and t8 . So, At8 = {t2 , t4 , t6 , t8 }.
Furthermore, the set Bt contains all trips which have arrived at station sdep
before time τt+ .
t
This is the set of trips from which train units may have been uncoupled to the inventory of
up to the departure time of trip t. If we look at Figure 4.5 again, then all trips
station sdep
t
arriving at station B before the departure time of trip t8 are the trips t1 , t3 , t5 , and t7 . So,
Bt8 = {t1 , t3 , t5 , t7 }.
The output of the Composition model is a list of trips with compositions assigned to them.
Note that these compositions can be decomposed into individual duties for train units in a
postprocessing step, because an integer ﬂow can always be decomposed into train unit valued
path ﬂows, see Ahuja et al. (1993). However, this does not guarantee that there exists a
feasible individual duty for train units that have a maintenance appointment. This is because
the Composition model assumes all train units of the same type m ∈ M to be interchangeable.
As a consequence, no distinction can be made between train units requiring maintenance and
train units that do not require maintenance. Thus, individual maintenance constraints cannot
be imposed on the train units requiring maintenance.
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Therefore we describe in Sections 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 three extensions of the Composition
model that allow guiding individual train units to their maintenance appointments.

4.5 –

MAINTENANCE NOTATION

The notation for maintenance units we use throughout this paper is the following. Let M 
be the set of train units that require maintenance. Denote hm as the time that train unit
m ∈ M  has its maintenance appointment, gm as the duration of the appointment, and fm as
the location of the appointment. Furthermore, all maintenance units still belong to their regular
rolling stock type (e.g. a train unit of type a that requires maintenance is still a train unit
of type a). To that end, let bm ∈ M be the corresponding regular rolling stock type of train
unit m ∈ M  . Finally, train units with a maintenance appointment at the same time, at the
same location, and with the same corresponding regular type can have the same maintenance
type m ∈ M  . Then am denotes the number of train units with the speciﬁc maintenance
appointment.
Train units that require maintenance need to be in inventory at the right maintenance
location and in time for their appointment. The inventory is measured immediately after the
coupling time, τt+ , of every trip t ∈ T , see Constraints (4.8). Thus, to be able to measure
the inventory at the maintenance station at relevant points in time, we introduce for each
maintenance unit m ∈ M  an additional set of trips Tm . This set Tm contains the following
(dummy) trips:
arr
= τtarr
= τt+ := hm and sdep
(i): One trip t with parameters: τtdep


t = st := fm .
arr
= τtarr
= τt+ := hm + gm and sdep
(ii): One trip t with parameters: τtdep


t = st := fm .

= fm and hm ≤ τtarr ≤ hm + gm , the set Tm contains one
(iii): For each trip t ∈ T with sarr
t
arr
trip t∗ with parameters: τtdep
= τtarr
= τtarr , and sdep
∗
∗
t∗ = st∗ := fm , .

These trips are used to trigger the measurement of the inventory (i) just after the start of
the maintenance appointment, (ii) just after the end of the maintenance appointment, and
(iii) just after the arrival of a trip at the maintenance station at a time instant in between. The
trips t∗ may bring a maintenance unit at a too late point in time to its maintenance loaction.
Since these trips are used only to measure the inventory, no composition may be assigned to
these trips, so the set of allowed compositions P (t) for t ∈ Tm consists of only the empty
composition.
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4.6 –

EXTRA UNIT TYPE MODEL

The Extra Unit Type (EUT) model is an extension of the Composition model. By adding
an additional rolling stock type for every train unit that has a maintenance appointment,
maintenance constraints can be imposed on such a train unit.
Consider the same example as in Section 4.2. There are 25 train units, this time 10
train units of type a and 15 train units of type b. There are again 2 train units that require
maintenance, one of type a starting in Alkmaar with an appointment in Nijmegen at 16:00 and
one of type b starting in Den Helder with an appointment in Nijmegen at 22:00. That means
that the following rolling stock types are used in the EUT model: a (9 train units), b (14 train
units), a (1 train unit) and b (1 train unit). So, two additional rolling stock types have been
added to the model.
The train units that require maintenance are used to redeﬁne the set M by adding the
train units requiring maintenance: M := M ∪ M  . Furthermore, we introduce the decision
variable At,m , to denote the number of train units of type m ∈ M  that are not present at

their maintenance location immediately after the coupling time τt+ of a trip t ∈ Tm . Then,

Constraints (4.17) denote that maintenance units need to be in inventory at the time of their
appointment and during their appointment. Otherwise the decision variable At,m is equal to
the number of train units of type m ∈ M  that are not at their appointment immediately after
time τt+ for t ∈ Tm .
It,m + At,m ≥ am

∀m ∈ M  , t ∈ Tm

(4.17)

As a result, a penalty value θt can be set upon train units missing their appointment
completely and on being late for their appointment. The objective function (4.16) is extended
with Equation (4.18) for missing maintenance appointments.
 
m∈M 

θt At,m

(4.18)

t∈Tm

Together with Constraints (4.17) and Constraints (4.2)-(4.7) this forms the EUT model.
A drawback of this approach is that, by taking additional rolling stock types into account,
the number of possible compositions increases rapidly. As a result of Assumption 3. from
Section 4.2 that a composition contains at most one maintenance unit, we have that the
increase in the number of compositions by adding an additional rolling stock type due to
maintenance appointments only depends on the number of regular rolling stock types and on
the allowed composition length. Indeed, a composition of length k, measured in the number
of train units, consists of at most 1 train unit that requires maintenance and at least k − 1
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regular train units that do not require maintenance. Denote n as the number of available
regular rolling stock types. Adding one additional type leads thus to nk−1 · k new compositions
of size k. The maximum length of a composition, measured in the number of train units, is
denoted by c. Then, adding one additional train unit that requires maintenance leads to a
maximum total increase in the number of compositions that is equal to:
c


(n

k−1

k=1

=

c · nc+1 − (c + 1) · nc + 1
· k) =
(n − 1)2

(c(n − 1) − 1) · nc + 1
(n − 1)2

This is polynomial in n, since c is ﬁxed. In the Netherlands c is usually not larger than 5
and n not larger than 3, without taking maintenance appointments into account. Figure 4.6
shows a 3D surface plot of the above formula for c up to 5 and n up to 3. As can be seen, the

Additional compositions

number of additionally required compositions grows rapidly in c and n.
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Figure 4.6: 3d plot of the number of additional compositions required

4.7 –

SHADOW-ACCOUNT MODEL

To overcome the problem that the EUT model quickly grows when taking additional rolling
stock types into account for every train unit that requires maintenance, we introduce the
Shadow-Account (SA) model. We start with an introduction to the model in Section 4.7.1.
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Thereafter, in Section 4.7.2, we explain the shadow account part. Finally, in Section 4.7.3, we
explain the linking part.

4.7.1 –

Introduction

The second approach to include maintenance in the rolling stock rescheduling problem is to
create two parallel rolling stock circulations. The ﬁrst circulation takes care of covering all trips
with train units in the same way as in the Composition model. Thereby it does not make a
distinction between train units requiring maintenance and train units that do not. The second
circulation takes care of the maintenance appointments. To this end, a so called “shadow train
unit” is created for each regular train unit. A shadow train unit is not denoted by a rolling
stock type, (e.g. a, b, . . .), but by a ‘Shadow Account’ type (‘SA’ type), (e.g. 0, a , b , . . .),
representing maintenance appointments. A train unit with SA type 0 stands for a train unit
that does not require maintenance and a train unit with SA type a , b , . . . stands for a train
unit having a maintenance appointment. So, most train units are of SA type 0 and just a
few train units have a diﬀerent SA type. A train unit and its corresponding shadow train unit
are synchronized, resulting in matching regular and shadow rolling stock circulations. For this
reason the model is called the Shadow-Account model.
For instance, consider the same situation as in the previous section. There are 10 train
units of type a and 15 train units of type b. The same 2 train units require maintenance, one
of type a starting in Alkmaar with an appointment at 16:00 in Nijmegen and one of type b
starting in Den Helder with an appointment at 22:00 in Nijmegen. In the Composition part of
the model there are still 10 train units of type a and 15 train units of type b, however, in the
shadow account there are 23 train units of SA type 0, one train unit of SA type a , and one
train unit of SA type b .
See Figure 4.7 for the corresponding composition circulation of the train units of the
example. As can be seen, the composition circulation represents only the regular train units, it
is not clear which train units have a maintenance appointment and which train units do not.
On the contrary, in Figure 4.8 the SA circulation is visualized. In this circulation there is no
distinction between train units that do not require maintenance. They are all represented by
light gray lines. However, there is a distinction between train units that require maintenance
(dark gray and black lines), so this circulation is speciﬁcally used to create paths to the
maintenance appointments.
The two circulations have to match in, among other factors, terms of the lengths of the
assigned rolling stock compositions, otherwise the maintenance paths cannot be used. The
precise deﬁnition of the matching of the two circulations will be presented in Section 4.7.3.
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The constraints in the complete SA model can be decomposed into three diﬀerent parts:
The Composition part, the SA part, and the Linking part.
All constraints in the Composition part are exactly the same as the constraints in the
Composition model described in Section 4.4. So, the Composition part consists of constraints
(4.2)-(4.7). The other parts will be discussed in the coming subsections.

4.7.2 –

Shadow-Account part

The SA part creates a rolling stock circulation for the shadow train units. To that end, deﬁne
the set M  to be the set of SA types {0, a , b , . . .} and P  as the set of possible SA compositions.
The SA part of the MIP model consists of a second copy of Constraints (4.2)-(4.7), for the
shadow types M  instead of the regular rolling stock types. The same kind of variables are

used as well, e.g. the variable Xt,p
states whether composition p ∈ P  is used on trip t ∈ T .

We note that for the start inventory i,0
s,m of the shadow types m ∈ M it holds by deﬁnition

that the total number of SA train units in inventory at the start of the day is equal to the total
number of regular train units in inventory at the start of the day.

m∈M 

i,0
s,m =



i0s,m

∀s ∈ S

(4.19)

m∈M

This is not a constraint, but a condition that is to be satisﬁed by the data.
In a similar way as in the EUT model, we introduce the decision variable At,m denoting
the number of train units of type m ∈ M  that are not in inventory at their corresponding
maintenance location at time τt+ for t ∈ Tm . Then, Constraints (4.20) specify that either a
maintenance unit is present at the station where its maintenance appointment is scheduled
at the time of the appointment for the duration of the appointment, or the train unit is too
late or misses its appointment completely. Constraints (4.20) are only needed for maintenance
units m ∈ M  . As a consequence, the restriction m =
 0 is used in the constraint set. The
objective function (4.16) is then extended with Equation (4.18), just as in the EUT model.

+ At,m ≥ am
It,m

∀m ∈ M  : m = 0, t ∈ Tm

(4.20)

Constraints (4.20) are added to the SA copy of Constraints (4.2)-(4.7) to form the SA
part.
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4.7.3 –

Linking part

The Composition part creates a rolling stock circulation for the regular train unit types (e.g.
a, b, . . .). The SA part creates a second rolling stock circulation for the SA train unit types
(e.g. 0, a , b , . . .). The SA part should give a shadow account of the Composition part. That
means that the SA part should be linked to the Composition part.
Before introducing what we exactly mean by linking the SA and the Composition part, we
ﬁrst introduce the parameter Np as the total number of train units in composition p ∈ P .
Then the SA part is said to be linked to the Composition part if the following conditions are
satisﬁed:
1. For each trip t ∈ T , the lengths of the compositions assigned to trip t in the Composition
part and in the SA part are the same:
p∈P (t):Np =υ

{0, 1, . . . , c}

Xt,p =

p∈P  (t):Np =υ


Xt,p

∀t ∈ T, v ∈

2. For each trip t ∈ T , the numbers of uncoupled train units at the end of trip t are the
Ut,m =

same in the Composition part and in the SA part:
m∈M

m∈M 


Ut,m

∀t ∈ T

3. For each trip t ∈ T , the numbers of coupled train units at the start of trip t are the
Ct,m =

same in the Composition part and in the SA part:
m∈M

m∈M 


Ct,m

∀t ∈ T

4. At each point in time, the numbers of regular and SA train units in inventory are the
It,m =

same in the Composition part and in the SA part:
m∈M

m∈M 


It,m

∀t ∈ T

5. If a train unit of SA type m ∈ M  : m = 0 is assigned to trip t ∈ T in the SA part, then
its corresponding regular type bm ∈ M is assigned to trip t in the Composition part.
6. If at some point in time a train unit of SA type m ∈ M  : m = 0 is in inventory in the
SA part, then its corresponding regular type bm ∈ M is in inventory in the Composition
part.


Theorem 4.7.1. After including Constraints (4.21) the variables Ut,m & Ut,m
, Ct,m & Ct,m
,

are linked in the way as stated in conditions (1.), (2.), (3.), and (4.).
and It,m & It,m


p∈P (t):Np =υ

Xt,p −




Xt,p
=0

∀t ∈ T, υ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , c}

(4.21)

p∈P  (t):Np =υ

Proof : Constraints (4.21) are the same as condition (1.). Next we will prove in steps that
conditions (2.), (3.) and (4.) are true as well if Constraints (4.21) are satisﬁed.
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• Ut,m and Ut,m
. We will show that

Assume that

Ut,m >
m∈M

m∈M 

Ut,m =
m∈M

m∈M 


Ut,m
for all t ∈ T by contradiction.


Ut,m
for at least one trip t ∈ T . This means that at the

end of trip t more train units are uncoupled in the Composition part than in the SA part.
By Constraints (4.21) the lengths of the compositions in the Composition part and in
the SA part are the same for trip t. This holds for trip σ(t) as well.

It is assumed

that more train units are uncoupled at the end of trip t in the Composition part. This
is only possible if also more train units are coupled there, otherwise the lengths of the
compositions assigned to trip σ(t) in the Composition part and in the SA part are not
equal anymore. However, it is not allowed to both couple and uncouple train units at
Ut,m ≤

the end of a trip. This leads to a contradiction, and so
m∈M

The same proof holds in the other direction, thus
conclude that




Ut,m
=

m∈M 



m∈M 


Ut,m
≤

m∈M 


Ut,m
.

Ut,m . We can
m∈M

∀t ∈ T

Ut,m

m∈M

.


. We can use the same proof as for Ut,m and Ut,m
to ﬁnd that:
• Ct,m and Ct,m




Ct,m
=

m∈M 

• It,m and It,m
. Assume that



∀t ∈ T

Ct,m

m∈M

It,m >
m∈M

m∈M 


It,m
immediately after time τt+ of at least

one trip t ∈ T . The inventories at the start of the day are by deﬁnition equal on each

station, see Equation (4.19), so a diﬀerence between It,m and It,m
arises during the

operations. Note that, from Constraints (4.8), we have that:


It,m =

m∈M



i0s,m −

t ∈A

m∈M

=





i0s,m

−

Ct ,m +

 

t ∈B

t

Ut ,m

 

Ct ,m +

t ∈At m∈M

m∈M


t

Ut ,m

(4.22)

t ∈Bt m∈M

and



It,m
=

m∈M 



i,0
s,m −

m∈M 

=



m∈M 



Ct ,m +

t ∈At

i,0
s,m −

 
t ∈A
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t

m∈M 



Ut ,m

t ∈Bt

Ct ,m +

 

t ∈B

t

m∈M 

Ut ,m

(4.23)


This means that a diﬀerence between It,m and It,m
can only be caused by a diﬀerence in

Ct,m =

either the start inventory, Ct,m or Ut,m , but we just showed that
Ut,m =

and
m∈M

m∈M 

m∈M


Ut,m
. So, it holds that


m∈M

It,m =




It,m

m∈M 


Ct,m

∀t ∈ T

m∈M 


Theorem 4.21 is used for the ﬁrst four linking conditions. We now introduce the second set
of linking constraints for Condition (5.). These are Constraints (4.24). To this end, denote wi,p

(or wi,p
) as the rolling stock type assigned to position i ∈ {1, . . . , c} in composition p ∈ P (or

p ∈ P  ). Constraints (4.24) then state that when a train unit of SA type m ∈ M  with m = 0
resides in a SA composition on position i, then a corresponding regular train unit bm ∈ M
must reside on position i in the corresponding regular composition as well.



Xt,p
≤

p∈P 
 =m
wi,p



Xt,p

∀t ∈ T, i ∈ {1, . . . , c}, m ∈ M  : m = 0

(4.24)

p∈P
wi,p =bm

Finally, for condition (6.), we use Constraints (4.25): if a train unit of type m ∈ M  : m = 0
is in inventory in the SA part, then a train unit of type bm ∈ M must be in the regular inventory.

It,m
≤ It,bm

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M  : m = 0

(4.25)

Constraints (4.21)-(4.25) take care of synchronizing the two circulations (the Composition
part and the SA part). The complete SA model is hence given by the Composition part, the
SA part, the Linking part, and the objective function.

4.8 –

JOB-COMPOSITION MODEL

In this section the third model to take maintenance into account is introduced. This model is
called the Job-Composition (JC) model. This model is based on the concept of jobs. At the
beginning of a day, all train units are in inventory. During the day, each train unit is assigned to
a certain departing trip and fulﬁlls a number of successor trips until the train unit is uncoupled
and becomes part of the inventory again. A job is such a sequence of succeeding trips between
coupling and uncoupling. So, a job starts when a train unit is coupled to a trip, and the job
ends when the train unit is uncoupled from a trip. Note that a train unit may carry out more
than one job per day.
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The problem now becomes to appoint both regular train units and maintenance units to jobs,
while synchronizing the movements of the maintenance units with those of the corresponding
regular train units, just as in the SA model. In this way no additional compositions have to be
taken into account for every train unit having a maintenance appointment.
A complicating factor is that trains must be considered, to a large extent, as double sided
stacks. That means that, at both sides of a train, train units can be coupled or uncoupled in
principle only in Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) order. As a consequence, if a pair of jobs does not
correspond with a correct order of couplings and uncouplings per side of the train, then one
assigned train unit will block the other one when the latter is to be uncoupled. In such a case,
the two jobs are called incompatible. In Section 4.8.1 we characterize the pairs of incompatible
jobs, and in Section 4.8.3 we present constraints that prevent two incompatible jobs from being
chosen at the same time.

4.8.1 –

Jobs

In a preprocessing step, we create a list of all possible jobs during the day, and denote J as
this set of possible jobs. Let T (j) be the set of trips covered by job j ∈ J. Every job j ∈ J
has a start (and ﬁnal) trip denoted by λj (γj ). For all trips t1 , . . . , tn ∈ T (j) we have that
λj = t1 , σ(ti ) = ti+1 , and γj = tn . As can be seen from this notation, every job j ∈ J
takes place on a route r ∈ R, where R denotes the set of routes as deﬁned in Section 4.4.
Recall that the length of a predeﬁned route depends on the shunting rules at a station and
on the maximum turnaround time, as was explained in Section 4.4. The longer the maximum
turnaround time, the longer the route, and the more possible jobs exist. As a consequence, the
JC model contains more decision variables in that case.
Along each route r ∈ R runs a train vr , which consists of the actual train units that are
used on the trips within the route. Each physical train has two sides. For further convenience,
from now on these sides are called the A-side and the B-side of the train. We deﬁne the A-side
of train vr to be the front side of the train at the ﬁrst trip of its route r ∈ R. Then we denote
ζt as the side of train vr that is the front side during trip t ∈ T in route r ∈ R, and ζt−1 as the
rear side.
Between two succeeding trips on a route r ∈ R, turnings can take place. In Figure 4.4 a
route consisting of trips t1 , . . . , t8 with 3 turnings is shown. When train vr turns, its front and
rear side are exchanged. Note that turnings only take place at stations between two trips, not
during a trip itself. So, in order to keep track of which side is the front side during trip t ∈ T ,
we need to keep track of the number of turnings taking place in route r(t) up to the start of
trip t. To that end, denote hturn
as the number of turnings taking place in route r(t) up to
t
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the start of trip t ∈ T . Then, ζt can be determined as in Equation (4.26).
ζt =

⎧
⎨ A

If hturn
is even or 0
t

⎩ B

Otherwise

(4.26)

Coupling can take place before the start of trip t ∈ T . Recall that in the Netherlands it is
predeﬁned in the station rules whether a train unit is coupled to the rear or to the front of the
train. Let ηt denote whether a train unit has to be coupled to the front (ηt = 0) or to the rear
(ηt = 1) of the outgoing train on trip t. Either the A-side or the B-side can be the front side
of the train, this depends on the number of turnings taking place up to the start of trip t. We
deﬁne the coupling side ωj ∈ {A, B} as the side where coupling takes place before the start of
job j ∈ J. The coupling side is determined as in Equation (4.27).
ωj =

⎧
⎨ ζ λj

If ηλj = 0

⎩ ζ −1
λj

Otherwise

(4.27)

At the end of trip t, a train unit can be uncoupled from the composition. Just as with
coupling, it is predeﬁned in the station rules, whether a train unit is uncoupled from the rear or
from the front of the train. To this end, let ηt denote whether a train unit has to be uncoupled
from the front (ηt = 0) or the rear (ηt = 1) of the incoming train. Again, this can be the
A-side or the B-side of the train, this depends on the number of turnings taking place up to
trip t. We denote πj as the side where uncoupling takes place at the end of job j ∈ J, called
the uncoupling side. Turnings cannot take place during a trip, so the number of turnings until
the end of a trip is equal to the number of turnings until the start of the trip. Therefore, πj is
deﬁned as in Equation (4.28).
πj =

⎧
⎨ ζ γj

If ηγ j = 0

⎩ ζ −1
γj

Otherwise

(4.28)

Note that in case the coupling and uncoupling sides are not predeﬁned by the station rules,
we can adjust the model by taking them into account as variables in the model.
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Deﬁnition 1. A set of jobs J  ⊂ J on route r ∈ R is said to be compatible, if for every job
j ∈ J  , the train unit assigned to job j, that is coupled at the start of trip λj ∈ T with coupling
side ωj , can be uncoupled from its uncoupling side πj after trip γj ∈ T without being blocked
by any other train unit assigned to a job j  ∈ J  .
Lemma 4.8.1. A set of jobs J  ⊂ J is compatible if and only if for each pair of jobs j and
j  ∈ J  the following two conditions hold:
1. If τλdep
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
, then ωj  = πj
j
j
j
j

B

Job j

position

position

2. If τλdep
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
, then ωj = πj
j
j
j
j

τγarr
j

τλdep
j

B

Job j 
τγarr
j

τλdep
j

Job j 

A

Job j
τγarr
j

τλdep
j

A

τλdep
j

time

τγarr
j
time

(a) First compatibility condition

(b) Second compatibility condition

Figure 4.9: Compatibility conditions

Before proving Lemma 4.8.1, we ﬁrst visualize the lemma’s conditions in Figures 4.9a and 4.9b.
Here time is displayed on the horizontal axis and the position of a train unit in the composition
on the vertical axis. For convenience, we deﬁne the upper side of the ﬁgure as the B-side and
the bottom side of the ﬁgure as the A-side of the train, assuming that no turnings take place.
In Figure 4.9a the train unit assigned to job j  is coupled to the train unit assigned to job j
at the A-side. Thereafter, the train unit assigned to job j is uncoupled from the train before
the train unit assigned to job j  is uncoupled. The train unit assigned to job j can not be
uncoupled from the A-side, because the train unit assigned to job j  is still there, so it must
be uncoupled from the B-side. In Figure 4.9b the train unit assigned to job j is coupled to the
train unit assigned to job j  and later uncoupled from the train unit assigned to job j  again.
This is only possible if the train unit assigned to job j is uncoupled from the same side as
where it was coupled.
Proof of Lemma 4.8.1: Assume that the set of jobs J  is compatible. Let j and j  be a pair of
jobs in J  . First, suppose τλdep
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
. Since, by assumption, the uncoupling
j
j
j
j

side of job j is not blocked by job j  , we have that ωj  = πj . Otherwise job j is being blocked.
Second, suppose τλdep
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
. Again, the uncoupling of job j is not blocked by

j
j
j
j
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job j  , so we must have that ωj = πj . This completes the proof of the “only-if”-part of the
lemma.
Next, suppose that each pair of jobs j and j  ∈ J  satisﬁes the two conditions, and that
the set J  is not compatible. Then, by deﬁnition there is at least one job j ∈ J, whose
uncoupling after trip γj from its uncoupling side πj is blocked by another job j  ∈ J  . Clearly,
T (j) ∩ T (j  ) = ∅ and τjarr < τjarr
 . The latter follows from the fact that if the end times of
the jobs are the same, then also their uncoupling sides would be the same. Thus job j  would
not be blocking the uncoupling of job j in that case.
Furthermore, if τλdep
= τλdep
, then, without loss of generality, we may assume that job j 
j
j

is not blocking the uncoupling of job j. Otherwise the positions of jobs j and j  in the train
could have been interchanged just before coupling. Thus we may assume that τλdep
= τλdep
.
j
j

That leaves us with the cases τλdep
< τλdep
and τλdep
< τλdep
.
j
j
j
j

If τλdep
< τλdep
, then we have τλdep
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
. Thus, by assumption, we have
j
j
j
j
j
j

that ωj  = πj . In addition, if τλdep
< τλdep
, then we have that τλdep
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
. Thus,
j
j
j
j
j
j
by assumption, we have that ωj = πj . However, it is clear that in both cases job j  does not
block the uncoupling of job j. This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma.



A set of jobs is not compatible if it contains a pair of jobs not fulﬁlling one of the two
conditions in Lemma 4.8.1. As a result, we can add constraints to the model guaranteeing
that there is no such pair of jobs selected by the model. So, no pair of jobs of the conﬂicting
sets CJ 1 and CJ 2 , described by Equations (4.29) and (4.30), may be chosen.
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
∧ ωj  = πj } (4.29)
CJ 1 = {(j, j  ) ∈ J × J : T (j) ∩ T (j  ) = ∅ ∧ τλdep
j
j
j
j
< τλdep
< τγarr
< τγarr
∧ ωj = πj } (4.30)
CJ 2 = {(j, j  ) ∈ J × J : T (j) ∩ T (j  ) = ∅ ∧ τλdep
j
j
j
j

4.8.2 –

Further notation

During the whole day jobs are carried out by train units. At the moment a disruption occurs,
there are jobs already being carried out by train units. Compositions of trips that have already
departed at the start of the disruption cannot be changed. However, jobs can be changed,
as long as the compositions assigned to the trips before the start of the disruption do not
change. Denote the set of trips that have departed before the start of the disruption and that
are still underway when the disruption starts by T < ⊂ T and set the parameter Gt,p equal to 1
if composition p ∈ P is assigned to trip t ∈ T < .
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Finally, the following additional decision variables are necessary in the JC model:
• Kt ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether trip t ∈ T is cancelled or not.
• Wj ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether job j ∈ J is selected or not.
• Yj,m ∈ Z+ denotes the number of train units m ∈ M assigned to job j ∈ J.
• Qj,m ∈ {0, 1} denotes the number of maintenance units m ∈ M  assigned to job j ∈ J.
• It,m ∈ R+ denotes the inventory of maintenance units m ∈ M  at station sdep
t , just after
the departure of trip t ∈ T .
• At,m ∈ Z+ denotes the number of maintenance units of type m ∈ M  that are not
available at their maintenance location immediately after time τt+ for t ∈ Tm .

4.8.3 –

Model

Constraints (4.31)-(4.43) are the constraints present in the JC model.


Wj + Kt ≥ 1

∀t ∈ T

(4.31)

∀j ∈ J

(4.32)

∀(j, j  ) ∈ CJ 1 ∪ CJ 2

(4.33)

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M, s ∈ S : s = sdep
t

(4.34)

Qj,m

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M  , s ∈ S : s = sdep
t

(4.35)

Yj,m

∀s ∈ S, m ∈ M

(4.36)

≥ am

∀m ∈ M  , t ∈ Tm

(4.37)

Qj,m − Yj,bm ≤ 0

∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M 

(4.38)

It,m − It,bm ≤ 0

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M 

(4.39)

∀j ∈ J

(4.40)

Yj,m ∈ Z+

∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M

(4.41)

It,m ∈ R+

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M 

(4.42)

Qj,m ∈ {0, 1}

∀j ∈ J, m ∈ M 

(4.43)

j∈J:T (j)t



Yj,m − Wj ≥ 0

m∈M

Wj + Wj  ≤ 1
 
 
It,m = i0s,m −
Yj,m +
Yj,m
t ∈At j∈J
λj =t

It,m = i0s,m −

 

t ∈A

t

t ∈Bt j∈J
γj =t

Qj,m +

t ∈B

j∈J
λj =t

0
i∞
s,m + Ds,m = is,m −



j∈J
sdep
λ =s
j

It,m +

At,m

 

Yj,m +

t

j∈J
γj =t



j∈J
sarr
γj =s

Wj ∈ {0, 1}
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Constraints (4.31) state that at least one job covers trip t ∈ T or else the trip is cancelled.
Every chosen job has to be performed by at least one rolling stock type m ∈ M , see Constraints
(4.32). At most one job of each pair of jobs in the sets CJ 1 and CJ 2 can be chosen to be
performed. This is modelled by Constraints (4.33).
Constraints (4.34) keep track of the inventory of all train units m ∈ M just after the
departure of trip t ∈ T , and Constraints (4.35) keep track of the inventory of maintenance train
units m ∈ M  just after the departure of trip t ∈ T . Then, Constraints (4.36) determine the
end-of-day inventory of train units m ∈ M at station s ∈ S. Furthermore, Constraints (4.37)
state that every maintenance unit must be in inventory for the duration of its appointment
and at the right location, or else the train unit was either too late or missed its appointment
completely. Just as in the SA model, linking constraints are required between the maintenance
units and the corresponding regular train units. If a maintenance unit m ∈ M  is assigned to
job j ∈ J, then its corresponding regular type bm ∈ M must also be assigned to job j ∈ J, see
Constraints (4.38). The same holds for the inventory: if a maintenance unit of type m ∈ M 
is in inventory, then at least one of its corresponding train units of type bm ∈ M must also be
in inventory, as is required by Constraints (4.39). Finally, Constraints (4.40)-(4.43) specify the
domains of the variables.
Note that Assumption 4. from Section 4.2 that multiple maintenance units cannot occur
in the same composition does not longer inﬂuence the size of the JC model. This is because
the number of possible compositions does not depend on the number of maintenance units.
However, we do not relax this assumption here, because we want to have comparable results
for all three models.

4.8.4 –

Composition part

The computational results demonstrated that including the constraints of the Composition
model (Constraints (4.2)-(4.7)) speeds up the computation time of the JC model signiﬁcantly. A
possible explanation is that earlier research (Fioole et al., 2006) has shown that the Composition
model is a tight model formulation leading to strong LP-bounds. Therefore including this part
in the JC model speeds up the computation. Besides improving the computation time, using
the constraints in the Composition model makes it easy to ﬁx compositions on trips that have
departed before the disruption starts. Therefore, we add Constraints (4.2)-(4.7) to the JC
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model, together with Constraints (4.44)-(4.46) to link the two parts to each other.
Xt,p − Gt,p = 0

Ct,m −
Yj,m = 0

∀t ∈ T < , p ∈ P (t)

(4.44)

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(4.45)

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(4.46)

j∈J:λj =t

Ut,m −



Yj,m = 0

j∈J:γj =t

All trips t ∈ T < that have departed before the start of the disruption should have the same
composition as originally assigned, as is modelled by Constraints (4.44).
Constraints (4.45) state that the number of coupled train units at the start of a trip is
equal to the number of train units that start their job at the trip. The number of uncoupled
train units at the end of a trip is equal to the number of train units that ﬁnish their job at
the end of the trip, as is modelled by Constraints (4.46). Note that Constraints (4.45) and
(4.46) are required to link the Job part to the Composition part of the JC model. This is due
to the fact that the start or end of a job in the Job part leads to a composition change in the
Composition part.
The objective function (4.16) is then extended with Equation (4.18), just as in the EUT
and SA model.

4.8.5 –

Strengthening the formulation

In the JC model as described in the previous section, there are only constraints forbidding
pairs of jobs to be chosen at the same time. However, these constraints can be tightened by
forbidding sets of jobs, instead of pairs, to be chosen at the same time.
To that end, we deﬁne the undirected graph Gr = (Vr , Er ), where the jobs j ∈ J present in
route r ∈ R form the set of vertices Vr . There is an edge e between every two jobs j and j  , if
and only if (j, j  ) ∈ CJ1 ∪ CJ2 . This means that every pair of adjacent jobs is not compatible.
We call this graph the conﬂict graph of route r.
A clique is a subset of vertices cl ⊂ Vr such that for every two vertices in cl there exists an
edge connecting the two. Bron and Kerbosch (1973) present a more thorough explanation of
cliques and a heuristic to ﬁnd (maximum) cliques in a graph. So, every clique of jobs, cl ⊆ Vr
within the conﬂict graph Gr is a set of pairwise incompatible jobs. Hence we can strengthen
our formulation by replacing Constraints (4.33) with Constraints (4.47) for all cliques cl ⊂ Vr
for all r ∈ R.



Wj ≤ 1

∀r ∈ R, cl ⊂ Vr : cl clique

j∈cl
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(4.47)

Finding and adding all (maximum) cliques may increase the size of the MIP model and the
overall solution time drastically, since there may be an exponential number of cliques. For this
reason, we add only some easy to ﬁnd cliques. We use two such types of cliques, as described
below.
Both types of cliques contain jobs j 1 , j 2 , ..., j n ∈ J. All jobs in a clique are related to the
same route and have at least one common trip. Furthermore, for both types it holds that the
train unit assigned to job j i , for i ∈ {1, ..., n − 1}, is coupled to the composition earlier than
the train unit assigned to job j i+1 .
The ﬁrst type of cliques (CCJ 1 ) in our conﬂict graph is constructed such that in each clique
job j 1 is uncoupled ﬁrst, then j 2 and so on. Furthermore, for all i = 1, . . . , n the uncoupling
side of job j i is equal to the coupling side of jobs j i+1 , j i+2 , . . ., j n (πj i = ωji+1 = ωji+2 =
. . . = ωj n ). This is not feasible, because the train units assigned to jobs j i+1 , . . . , j n are
blocking the uncoupling of job j i . So, all tuples of jobs within CCJ 1 are pairwise incompatible.
CCJ 1 :={(j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n ) ∈ J n : T (j 1 ) ∩ T (j 2 ) ∩ . . . ∩ T (j n ) = ∅
∧ τjdep
< τjdep
< ... < τjdep
< τjarr
< τjarr
< ... < τjarr
n
n
1
2
1
2
∧ πj i = ωj i+1 = . . . = ωj n

∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1}

(4.48)

The second type of cliques within our conﬂict graph (CCJ 2 ) consists of sets of jobs
{j 1 , . . . , j n } such that the train unit assigned to job j i+1 is uncoupled before the train unit
assigned to job j i is uncoupled. Furthermore, the uncoupling side of job j i+1 is diﬀerent
from the side where it was coupled. This is not allowed, because the train units assigned to
job j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i are still there (see the set CJ 2 as an example of a single job blocking the
uncoupling of job j i+1 ). So, all tuples of jobs within CCJ 2 are pairwise incompatible. Thus
the set CCJ 2 can be described as follows:
CCJ 2 :={(j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n ) ∈ J n : T (j 1 ) ∩ T (j 2 ) ∩ . . . ∩ T (j n ) = ∅
arr
< τjdep
< ... < τjdep
< τjarr
< τjarr
∧ τjdep
n
n
n−1 < ... < τj 1
1
2

∧ πj i = ωj i

∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n}

(4.49)

There is a ﬁnal constraint that can strengthen the model formulation. Recall that in the
Netherlands it is not allowed to both couple and uncouple between two succeeding trips. That
means that it is not allowed that two selected jobs end and start directly after each other at
the same station. So, Constraints (4.50) can be added to the formulation as valid inequality.
Wj + Wj  ≤ 1

∀(j, j  ) ∈ J × J : λj = σ(γj  )
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(4.50)

4.9 –

RESULTS

In this section we discuss the results of applying the EUT model, the SA model, and the JC
model on diﬀerent instances of the main Dutch passenger railway operator NS. We start in
Section 4.9.1 with a description of the instances and the used parameters. Thereafter, in
Sections 4.9.2 and 4.9.3 we present the results with a maximum turnaround time of 10 minutes
and with a maximum turnaround time of 30 minutes, respectively. Finally, in Section 4.9.4 we
give an overview of the objective function components for each model.
All computations described in this section are ran with CPLEX 12.5.1 on an Intel (R) Core
(ITM) i5-3210M processor with 2.50 GHz and 8GB RAM. The maximum computation time is
set to 500 seconds per instance and the allowed gap size is set to 0%, thus no gap is allowed.

4.9.1 –

Instances and Parameters

In this section we ﬁrst describe the instances and thereafter the parameters. We ran diﬀerent
experiments on trips of the 2200, 2800, and 3000 line in the Netherlands. Here trains are
travelling from Breda (Bd) to Amsterdam (Asd) (2200 line), from Rotterdam (Rtd) to Deventer
(Dv) (2800 line), and from Den Helder (Hdr) to Nijmegen (Nm) (3000 line). These lines lead
to a total of 1095 trips per day. See Figure 4.10 for a visual representation, where the 2200
line is represented by black edges, the 2800 line by black dotted edges, and the 3000 line by
dark grey edges.

Case number
1a
1b
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b

#RS types
2
2
3
3
2
2
3
3

Maximum
turnaround time
10
10
10
10
30
30
30
30

Disrupted area
Ut - Asd
Gv - Rtd
Ut - Asd
Gv - Rtd
Ut - Asd
Gv - Rtd
Ut - Asd
Gv - Rtd

Table 4.2: Diﬀerent instances

Table 4.2 gives an overview of the instances on which the models have been tested. Here,
“#RS types” denotes the number of regular rolling stock types used. As can be seen, this is
either two or three. In the instances with two rolling stock types, the train units consist of
either three or four carriages, while in the instances with three diﬀerent rolling stock types they
consist of either three, four or ﬁve carriages. The maximum number of carriages in a train
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Figure 4.10: Case lines of the 2012 network of Netherlands Railways

equals 15, so in total there are 31 compositions and 356 composition changes possible when
using two diﬀerent rolling stock types, and 72 compositions and 884 composition changes are
possible when using three diﬀerent rolling stock types.
The column “Maximum turnaround time” denotes the maximum time a train is allowed to
wait for its succeeding return trip in an end station. This maximum time equals 10 minutes in
half of the instances and 30 minutes in the rest. The actual turnaround time denotes the time
between the arrival time of an incoming trip and the departure time of the ﬁrst return trip in
an end station.
In the instances with a maximum turnaround time of 30 minutes most of the incoming trips
have a succeeding return trip in an end station, since the lines are operated with a frequency of
2 trains per hour. As a consequence, in these instances the routes are long, and thus for each
route r ∈ R there are many jobs j ∈ J with j ⊂ r. This leads to a large number of possible
jobs in the JC model, which increases the computation time.
If in an end station the time between an incoming trip and the ﬁrst return trip exceeds
the maximum turnaround time, then the train units are assumed to be transferred to the
corresponding shunting yard in between the trips. In that case, the incoming trip and the
return trip do not belong to the same route anymore.
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The column “Disrupted area” describes the location where the disruption takes place. A
disruption takes place either between the stations The Hague (Gv) and Rotterdam (Rtd) or
between the stations Utrecht (Ut) and Amsterdam (Asd). In order to test whether the start
time of the disruption has any inﬂuence on the computation time, we let disruptions take place
between 07:00-09:00, 07:03-09:03, 07:06-09:06, ..., and 07:57 - 09:57, so in total during 20
diﬀerent time slots. Only time slots in the morning rush are chosen, because these are the most
complex instances to solve. Furthermore, we experiment with a number of train units requiring
maintenance varying between one and six. All instances in Table 4.2 are solved for the diﬀerent
time slots and for the diﬀerent numbers of train units requiring maintenance. As a result, there
are in total 8 ∗ 20 ∗ 6 = 960 instances which we solve with each of the three models.
Parameter
Cancelling
EOD deviation
Capacity shortage kilometer
Carriage kilometer
Deviation original plan
Missing maintenance

Symbol
κ
Δ
ξ
φ
θ

Penalty
10000
100
1
1
50
300

Table 4.3: Objective function penalties

All models use the same objective function based on the objective coeﬃcients mentioned
in Table 4.3. The complete objective function is a weighted sum of the objective coeﬃcients
multiplied with their accompanying decision variables. Here “Cancelling” denotes the penalty
for cancelling a trip. Since we consider cancelling a trip as the worst thing that can happen,
the penalty for cancelling a trip is higher than any other penalty. “EOD deviation” means the
penalty for deviating from the scheduled end-of-day balance. For each negative diﬀerence, a
dead-heading trip must be scheduled during the night to rebalance. This is expensive, so we
want to keep the deviation small.
“Capacity shortage kilometer” stands for the penalty on the number of passengers that
do not ﬁt in an assigned composition, measured per kilometer. Note that we use the original
passenger demand for each trip as provided by NS. So, the demand on the trips that are
operated is assumed to be unchanged during the disruption. Taking dynamic passenger demand
directly into account during the disruption is outside the scope of this paper. We refer to
Kroon et al. (2014) for a paper that does take dynamic passenger demand into account (but
no maintenance appointments). A similar approach could have been applied in the current
paper as well.
“Carriage kilometer” is the penalty on the number of carriages assigned per kilometer. A
trade-oﬀ exists between minimizing the number of carriage kilometers and minimizing the seat107

shortages for passengers, because both objectives are conﬂicting. Minimizing seat-shortages
will lead to appointing large compositions to trips, while minimizing the number of carriage
kilometers will lead to appointing small compositions to trips.
“Deviation original plan” stands for the penalty on the diﬀerence between the original
and the rescheduled plan in terms of the numbers of couplings and uncouplings taking place.
Each additional shunting movement requires an additional crew task for which a crew member
must be found. This takes time, and in a real-time situation not much time is available. As a
consequence, we want to keep the number of additional shunting movements low.
Finally, “Missing maintenance” stands for the penalty on the number of train units that
miss their scheduled maintenance appointment. As explained before, it is undesirable that a
train unit misses its maintenance appointment, so we set a large penalty on this. The applied
penalties come from existing literature or from discussions with dispatching experts of NS.
It is important to note that that, in case the models are able to prove optimality, then they
ﬁnd optimal solutions with the same optimal objective value . The models were able to prove
optimality for most of the instances. This does not necessarily mean that the models produce
exactly the same rolling stock circulation. However, the circulations are equally good with
respect to the objective function. Therefore, we will mainly compare the models in terms of
the computation time and in terms of the number of times an optimal solution was found.

4.9.2 –

Maximum turnaround time 10 minutes

In this subsection we compare the results obtained by the three models for all instances with
a maximum turnaround time of 10 minutes. We show average computation times for all
problem instances with the same number of rolling stock types on the same initial locations,
with the same maximum turnaround time, and with the same number of train units requiring
maintenance. In other words, the average is taken over the 20 diﬀerent disruption time slots
while all other instance parameters remain ﬁxed.
In all tables presenting the results, the ﬁrst column (M ) denotes the number of train units
that require maintenance, the second column (Model) denotes which model was used to solve
the instances, the third column (Time) represents the average computation time required to
solve the problem instances, the fourth column (#N O) presents the total number of times no
proven optimal solution was found, the ﬁfth column (#C) presents the average number of
constraints in the model, and the sixth column (#V ) presents the average number of variables
used to solve the instances.
First, we show the results for the instances with a maximum turnaround time of 10 minutes.
The results of using two regular rolling stock types are shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.11.
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The results of applying the models on instances with three regular rolling stock types are
shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.12. The JC model performs again best, both in terms of the
computation time and in terms of the number of proven optimal solutions. The SA model
is second and the EUT model performs worst, having diﬃculty to solve instances with many
maintenance appointments.
The JC model performs better because it does not need any additional compositions for
an additional train unit that requires maintenance. The more additional train units require
maintenance, the more beneﬁcial this becomes. As can be seen, it results in fewer variables
and constraints than the SA and EUT model require. We conclude that the JC model performs
best if the maximum turnaround time is 10 minutes.
M
1

2

3

4

5

6

Model
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA

Time
112
141
101
191
173
180
276
200
227
358
220
270
404
251
304
462
297
359

#NO
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
10
0
0
14
0
2
16
1
4

#C
305545
169642
219016
471149
172654
257384
572205
175666
285972
737810
178679
324341
885807
181688
352926
986867
184704
381618

#V
2048938
1013684
1221847
3217491
1015486
1432144
3921008
1017288
1571981
5089561
1019090
1782278
6131286
1020892
1922115
6834803
1022694
2061952

M
1

2

3

4

5

6

(a) Case 2a Ut - Asd

Model
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA

Time
88
89
73
131
121
125
221
190
160
304
183
200
421
226
227
456
241
294

#NO
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
11
0
0
15
0
2

#C
305856
169852
219217
471629
172877
257618
572788
175902
286229
738562
178928
324631
886710
181950
353239
987873
184979
381854

#V
2050828
1014675
1222974
3220459
1016488
1433465
3924625
1018301
1573431
5094256
1020114
1783922
6136942
1021927
1923888
6841108
1023740
2063854

(b) Case 2b Rtd - Gv

Table 4.5: Results with 3 regular types and 10 minutes maximum turnaround time

4.9.3 –

Maximum turnaround time 30 minutes

In contrast with the results with a maximum turnaround time of 10 minutes, the SA model
outperforms both the EUT and the JC model when the maximum turnaround time equals 30
minutes. Due to the larger maximum turnaround time, the jobs are now longer and there are
many more possible jobs. This makes it a harder problem to solve.
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M
1

2

3

4

5

6

Model
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA

Time
104
366
116
152
410
151
194
430
180
262
460
210
341
470
222
427
241

#NO
0
3
0
0
9
0
0
10
0
4
12
1
9
15
2
14
20
2

#C
324633
252781
232064
482393
257343
257159
590055
258106
282257
747896
262743
307352
855553
267380
332447
963208
272003
357582

#V
2049838
1026777
1221847
3069888
1030192
1361684
3794180
1030312
1501521
4835905
1033742
1641358
5508888
1037172
1781195
6242939
1040602
1921032

M

(a) Case 4a Ut - Asd

1

2

3

4

5

6

Model
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA
EUT
JC
SA

Time
75
387
152
166
388
179
281
420
240
300
440
260
363
460
290
482
340

#NO
0
4
0
0
5
0
4
7
1
8
10
3
11
11
4
14
20
8

#C
324628
235246
232229
482867
239729
257335
590112
244215
282444
747882
248698
307550
855538
253181
332656
963196
257664
357782

#V
2067133
1023441
1229186
3093514
1026715
1370023
3810032
1029989
1581189
4839291
1033263
1670246
5539422
1036537
1813218
6268116
1039811
1972034

(b) Case 4b Rtd - Gv

Table 4.7: Results with 3 regular types and 30 minutes maximum turnaround time

ﬁnd feasible solutions for most cases with 6 maintenance units, but it was not able to prove
optimality within the time window of 500 seconds.
To conclude, both the SA and the EUT model are not inﬂuenced heavily by the maximum
turnaround time. The computation times diﬀer little between having a maximum turnaround
time of 10 minutes or having one of 30 minutes. On the other hand, the maximum turnaround
time has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the JC model. With a maximum turnaround time of 30
minutes, the computation times increase drastically. Furthermore, the SA model outperforms
both the JC and the EUT model in terms of the computation time and in terms of the number
of proven optimal solutions found when there are three regular types and a maximum turnaround
time of 30 minutes.

4.9.4 –

Evaluating the objective components

As mentioned before, the three models give the same optimal objective value on the same
instance. This does not necessarily mean that the solutions are the same. In order to investigate
whether the three models lead to structurally diﬀerent solutions, Figure 4.15 shows a pie chart
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EUT

SA

JC

Carriage kilometer

EOD deviation

Capacity shortage kilometer

Deviation original plan

Cancelling

Missing maintenance

Figure 4.15: Objective function contributions per model

where the average percentage contribution of each objective aspect is shown per model. This
average is calculated over all instances.
As can be seen, the contribution of cancelling a trip is the same for the three models. This
is because the penalty for cancelling a trip is by far the largest penalty. Hence all models cancel
as few additional trips as possible. Furthermore, the three models diﬀer a little with respect
to capacity shortages, carriage kilometers, end-of-day balance deviations, met maintenance
appointments, and deviations from the original plan. There are small diﬀerences between the
percentages, but the contribution of each aspect is almost the same for all models. Only in
the EUT model maintenance appointments are actually missed, but this happened in just two
instances. From the pie chart we can conclude that there are no structural diﬀerences between
the results of the three models.

4.10 –

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In this paper, three models are presented and compared for rescheduling the rolling stock of
passenger trains during large disruptions, while taking scheduled maintenance appointments
into account. The considered problem is an extension of the Rolling Stock Rescheduling
Problem (RSRP). All models extend the Composition model of Fioole et al. (2006) and Nielsen
(2011), which is known for rescheduling rolling stock without maintenance appointments.
The Extra Unit Type (EUT) model uses an additional rolling stock type for each train unit
that require maintenance. In this way constraints can be imposed on them. This extension has
the drawback that adding additional rolling stock types leads to a rapid increase in the number
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of possible compositions and composition changes. As a result, the EUT model tends to require
more computation time than the other models when more train units require maintenance.
The second model is the Shadow-Account (SA) model. Within the SA model a shadow
account for all train units is maintained, in particular for the maintenance units. In this way,
maintenance constraints can be imposed on the train units that require maintenance.
The third model is the Job-Composition (JC) model. This model assigns train units to jobs.
As a result, a path is created for each train unit. Speciﬁc paths can be created for train units
that require maintenance leading to the corresponding maintenance locations.
The three models have been tested on a large number of instances of NS, the main Dutch
operator of passenger trains. The models use the same objective function. Therefore, if the
models ﬁnd a proven optimal solution for an instance, then the obtained optimal objective
function values are the same. Therefore we compared the models on their computation time
and on the number of times they found a proven optimal solution.
The results show that the SA and the EUT model are rather insensitive to the maximum
turnaround time. Their computation times diﬀer little between instances with a maximum
turnaround time of 10 minutes and instances with a maximum turnaround time of 30 minutes
that are otherwise fully comparable. This is in contrast with the JC model: this model performs
best on instances with a maximum turnaround time of 10 minutes. However, it is considerably
slower on instances with a longer maximum turnaround time. This is due to the increase in the
number of possible jobs in case of a longer maximum turnaround time.
As a consequence, the EUT model is inferior to the SA model and to the JC model. Whether
the SA or the JC model performs better depends on the maximum turnaround time. The SA
model performs better than the JC model on instances with a maximum turnaround time of 30
minutes. The JC model performs better than the SA model on instances with a maximum
turnaround time of 10 minutes. An additional advantage of the JC model is that it is not
necessary to assume that at most one train unit requires maintenance in a composition, as is
necessary in the other models.
There are several directions for further research. First, a dynamic Branch & Price & Cut
approach may be used to solve the JC model. In this way it may be possible to solve the
instances with a longer maximum turnaround time faster. This can be incorporated with a
column generation technique. The main challenge when using a column generation technique
is that the order of the train units in the compositions is important. As a result, the columns
are highly dependent on each other. This is in contrast with, for instance, crew rescheduling
where the diﬀerent crew members (driver, conductor) per train are rather independent of each
other, unless it is speciﬁed that they should operate as much as possible as a team.
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Secondly, the current models can be extended in diﬀerent ways. A ﬁrst possible extension
is that rolling stock units requiring maintenance might swap maintenance appointments. This
results in more ﬂexibility while rescheduling the rolling stock. A second interesting extension
would be to allow empty train movements. This can help rolling stock units reaching their
maintenance appointment in time.
Thirdly, an interesting extension of the research to rolling stock rescheduling could be to
include reserve rolling units which can only be used during a disruption. It would be interesting
to investigate how many rolling stock units should be used as reserve, and where to locate
them, especially when some rolling stock units have a maintenance appointment.
Fourthly, an integrated approach to reschedule the timetable, the rolling stock, and the
crew schedules could lead to better results than rescheduling the three schedules sequentially.
It would be interesting to test this in further research.
Finally, other practical aspects are important to be included in the RSRP. Especially the
integration of accurate dynamic passenger demand with the maintenance appointments is an
interesting topic for further research. Furthermore, station routing should be incorporated in
the disruption management models. Station routing is currently neglected in the rescheduling
models. For instance, determining from which platforms trains arrive or depart is an important
factor during disruptions.
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5 – Rolling Stock Rescheduling in
Passenger Railway Transportation Using
Dead-Heading Trips and Adjusted
Passenger Demand
This chapter considers the paper (Wagenaar and Kroon (2016)).
Co-authors: L.G. Kroon

5.1 –
5.1.1 –

INTRODUCTION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Introduction

The main focus of Netherlands Railways (NS) is to provide a good passenger service. Therefore,
NS is constantly focusing on improving the quality of its services. An important measure for
this quality is the ability to react to unforeseen events occurring during the day. Two kinds
of unforeseen events are of interest to railway operators: disruptions and disturbances. A
disruption causes the planned timetable, rolling stock circulation, and crew schedule to be
infeasible. During a disturbance, however, a delay is either absorbed by the slack in the system
or by rescheduling only the timetable: the rolling stock and crew schedule can absorb the
disturbance and do not have to be rescheduled. The focus of this paper is on dealing with the
ﬁrst type of unforeseen events: disruptions.
All planned resource schedules (timetable, rolling stock circulation, and crew schedule) have
to be adapted as soon as a disruption occurs in order to secure their feasibility. In practice,
the ﬁrst step is to update the original timetable. In the Netherlands, more than a thousand
diﬀerent, so called, contingency plans exist to update the timetable. These contingency plans
contain a number of rules stating which trains have to be cancelled, rerouted, or delayed in case
of a speciﬁc disruption. After the end of a disruption, railway operators usually want to have
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their timetable to be as much alike the original timetable as possible. This is already taken
into account in the predescribed contingency plans. Secondly, based on the new timetable, the
original rolling stock circulation has to be rescheduled. At last, with the new timetable and the
new rolling stock schedule as input, the crew schedule must be modiﬁed.
In this paper we focus on the second step: rescheduling the planned rolling stock circulation
given the rescheduled timetable as input. There already exist models for the Rolling Stock
Rescheduling Problem (RSRP), see for instance Nielsen (2011), Nielsen et al. (2012), Haahr
et al. (2014), and Sato et al. (2009). These models are currently not applied in practice yet.
One of the reasons is that not all details of the real world are taken into account. In this paper
we introduce an extension of the RSRP model which includes two of these practical details.
Due to the disruption, it may be that certain stations have a surplus of rolling stock units
while other stations have a shortage of rolling stock units to execute the updated timetable.
A shortage of rolling stock units can lead to additional cancelled trains, because there is no
rolling stock unit available for at least one of the trips in the updated timetable. Furthermore,
a shortage of rolling stock units possibly leads to appointing trains with too little capacity for
the passenger demand on a trip. That is why NS has the possibility to schedule empty trains,
called dead-heading trips, from one station to another to increase the local inventory during a
disruption. By using dead-heading trips, NS wants to decrease the number of cancelled trains
and to increase the customer satisfaction during and after a disruption. In this paper we will
adapt the current RSRP models, by adding the possibility to use dead-heading trips during a
disruption.
Secondly, the major objective of the new rolling stock circulation is to uphold a good
passenger service. In other words, to cancel as little trains as possible and to use trains with
enough capacity for all passenger demand. Most of the current rescheduling models assume
passenger demand to be static. However, passenger demand depends on the appointed rolling
stock units to trips (e.g. cancelling a trip leads to a demand increase on the next trip with the
same origin and destination).
In the Netherlands, more information about passengers is currently available due to smart
card data. With this data, we were able to identify the incoming and outgoing demand on a
trip in the undisturbed situation. These are deﬁned as the number of passengers that enter the
railway system at the start of a trip and the number of passenger that leave the railway system
after a trip. With the incoming and outgoing demand we are able to take adjusted passenger
demand into account in the RSRP.
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5.1.2 –

Contributions and structure of the paper

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First of all, this paper is, to the
best of our knowledge, the ﬁrst to include unscheduled dead-heading trips in a formulation to
tackle the rolling stock rescheduling problem. By including dead-heading trips, possibly less
additional trains get cancelled and passenger satisfaction will increase. Secondly, an eﬃcient
preprocessing method is applied to select potential dead-heading trips from the complete set of
possible dead-heading trips. In this way, dead-heading trips can adequately be included in the
rolling stock rescheduling formulation. Thirdly, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
ﬁrst to include dynamic passenger ﬂows directly in the formulation for rolling stock rescheduling
in passenger railways. Finally, diﬀerent boarding strategies for passengers in case the appointed
capacity to a trip is less than the actual passenger demand are proposed and formulated.
Three important assumptions are taken into account while designing the models:
1. The order of train units within a composition is of importance (e.g. there is a diﬀerence
between the following two compositions: ab and ba, even though both compositions exist
of the same train unit types a and b).
2. The incoming passenger demand does not change due to a disruption.
3. Passengers do not leave the railway system prematurely and do not take a detour to
their destination during a disruption.
The ﬁrst assumption is of importance, because at Netherlands Railways it is deﬁned at
which side of an incoming train rolling stock units may be (un)coupled. As a consequence, we
need to keep track which unit is in front of the incoming train and which unit resides at the back
of the incoming train. The second assumption is used, because there is no information available
about the change in the incoming demand due to the disruption. This assumption can be
relaxed as soon as this information becomes available. The third assumption is used to simplify
the problem. The objective of using adjusted passenger demand is to appoint rolling stock
compositions with a large capacity to trips where the actual passenger demand is large. The
capacities of the compositions diﬀer signiﬁcantly (e.g. the smallest composition has capacity
for 405 passengers and the largest compositions for 1407 passengers). As a consequence, it is
more important to predict the passenger demand on a global level than exactly.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in the next section a literature overview
is given. In Section 5.3 the models used to solve the RSRP are shown and discussed. In Section
5.4 the models are tested on real life instances of NS. Finally, in Section 5.5 conclusions and
remarks on further research are given.
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5.2 –

LITERATURE REVIEW

Cacchiani et al. (2014) give an overview of related papers on disruption management in general.
We refer to them for the reader interested in papers for timetable and crew rescheduling. In
this paper we focus on rolling stock rescheduling. So, the remainder of the papers discussed
are on (re)scheduling the rolling stock, given the (re)scheduled timetable as input.

5.2.1 –

Scheduling

Fioole et al. (2006) formulated a model to assign rolling stock to the timetable in the scheduling
phase. The model is able to handle the order of rolling stock units within compositions.
Furthermore, it is able to handle complicated line structures, such as combining and splitting
of trains. NS uses this model to generate the rolling stock schedules since 2004.
Cacchiani et al. (2011) investigate the problem of designing an original rolling stock
circulation in such a way that the recoverability of the circulation in case of large disruptions is
most eﬀective. This model is an extension of the model used by Fioole et al. (2006). They
include diﬀerent disruption scenarios in their model and minimize the total number of cancelled
trips, the additional shunting operations, and the deviations from the end-of-day rolling stock
balances for all reallocation plans. Next to those targets, their objective focusses on the number
of seat shortages, carriage kilometers, and the complexity and risk of shunting operations as
well. Their model is tested on the 3000 line of NS between Den Helder and Nijmegen. They
simulate diﬀerent disruption scenarios and show that in their robust solution less trains have to
be cancelled and the recovery costs are lower than in the originally planned schedule.
Lingaya et al. (2002) study the problem of scheduling locomotives and carriages. They
describe a train as a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) stack, where carriages can be coupled or uncoupled
from the rear part of the train in LIFO order only. Their solution approach is based on a
Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation, which is solved by means of column generation.
Borndörfer et al. (2015) use a hypergraph formulation to come up with a rolling stock
circulation where certain practical requirements (e.g. maintenance) are taken into account.
Their model is tested on real life instances of the German railway company Deutsche Bahn.
Circulations for a generic week are found in between 10 minutes and 4 days of computation
time by means of a column generation approach.

5.2.2 –

Rescheduling

In this section we discuss papers studying the rolling stock rescheduling problem. Note that
these papers do not include the possibility of scheduling dead-heading trips to reduce the
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number of additionally cancelled trains. Furthermore, the papers also do not take dynamic
passenger ﬂows directly into account.
Budai et al. (2010) introduce the Rolling Stock Rebalancing Problem. This problem occurs
during short-term planning and during real time rescheduling. The problem they face is that a
rescheduled rolling stock circulation is feasible, but there still exist oﬀ-balances in the rolling
stock inventory at the end of the planning period. An oﬀ-balance is the diﬀerence between the
original planned end-of-day balance and the rescheduled end-of-day balance. Their objective
is to change the rolling stock circulation to solve the oﬀ-balances. The authors propose two
heuristics. The ﬁrst is a simple greedy approach: construct small feasible transformations to
the rolling stock allocation iteratively until no more improvements are possible. The other is a
two phase heuristic, where in the ﬁrst phase a number of feasible transformations are selected
and in the second phase an integer linear program is used to determine which transformations
are selected. Their model is tested on the 3000 line of NS. It is shown that both heuristics can
be used fast and eﬀectively. The problem of this formulation is that it requires a rescheduled
circulation as input and thereafter slight modiﬁcations are applied to reduce the oﬀ-balances.
In our formulation, dead-heading trips might be used in order to decrease these oﬀ-balances
during rescheduling.
Sato et al. (2009) propose a formulation for reallocating resources to trips in a railway
network in case of large disruptions. Resources can either refer to rolling stock units or to crew
members. The objective of the formulation is to produce a schedule that diﬀers as little as
possible from the original schedule. They use a two phase algorithm: in the ﬁrst phase they
attempt to resolve conﬂicts generated by the disruption. These conﬂicts are resolved through
small changes to the original schedule. In the second phase a local search heuristic is used
to improve the rescheduled plan. Their formulation is tested on a Japanese railway line. It is
shown that feasible solutions arise in an acceptable amount of time for usage in practice. A
diﬀerence with our approach is that this formulation does not take adjusted passenger demand
or dead-heading trips into account.
Nielsen (2011) extended the model of Fioole et al. (2006) to cope with rescheduling. He
formulated an integer programming problem with the adjusted timetable and the original rolling
stock schedule as input and an adjusted rolling stock circulation as output. The formulation
used in this paper is extended in our paper to cope with adjusted passenger demand and
dead-heading trips.
Nielsen et al. (2012) propose a rolling horizon to solve the rolling stock rescheduling
problem. The idea behind the rolling horizon is that at the beginning of the disruption not all
information about the duration of the disruption is known: this information becomes gradually
available. The rescheduling is periodically performed within a limited rolling horizon length,
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possibly taking new information into account. At each time instant where an updated timetable
becomes available, or when a certain amount of time has passed without any update, the MIP
of Nielsen (2011) is solved again for a certain time horizon. This model is tested on instances
of NS. Solutions with small deviations from the original plan are found in short computation
times.
Haahr et al. (2014) make use of a column generation approach to solve the RSRP. This
method does not take the order of the rolling stock units within a composition into account.
The method makes use of a decomposition method based on individual paths for the units.
As a consequence, unit speciﬁc constraints could be applied to them. Haahr et al. (2015c)
(Chapter 3) compares two diﬀerent approaches for the RSRP. The ﬁrst approach is based
on the model of Fioole et al. (2006) and the second approach extended the model proposed
by Haahr et al. (2014) by including the order of rolling stock units within a composition.
The models are compared on instances from diﬀerent railway operators in diﬀerent countries.
Results demonstrate that the model of Fioole et al. (2006) is on average faster to solve the
rescheduling instances.
Wagenaar et al. (2016) (Chapter 4) introduce scheduled maintenance appointments in the
RSRP. Certain rolling stock units have a maintenance appointment during the day at one of
the stations. If this aspect is not included in the model for rescheduling, these rolling stock
units will most likely miss their appointments. The authors introduce three diﬀerent extensions
of the model introduced by Fioole et al. (2006). Results demonstrate that their models are
able to eﬃciently take maintenance appointments into account in the RSRP.
All of the above models assume passenger demand to be static. That means that every trip
has a predescribed passenger demand, which is not inﬂuenced by the compositions appointed
to other trips. In the extreme case that a trip gets cancelled, this means that the passenger
demand for the next trip with the same origin and destination does not change, even though
most passengers wait to board the next train to their destination.
Kroon et al. (2014) consider real-time rescheduling of rolling stock during large disruptions
while taking dynamic passenger ﬂows into account. They use a two-stage feedback loop, where
in one stage the rolling stock allocation is optimized by using the model of Nielsen (2011)
and in the other stage the eﬀect of passenger ﬂows on the allocation of the rolling stock is
determined by means of a passenger simulation. This simulation provides feedback in terms of
passenger delays due to limited capacity of the assigned rolling stock. This feedback is then
used in the optimization model in order to reallocate the rolling stock again, in such a way
that the passenger delay is reduced. Given the reallocation of the rolling stock, the passenger
simulation is performed again and feedback is given to the optimization model and this loop
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continues for a number of iterations. In our model, we take changing passenger ﬂows directly
into the formulation into account.

5.3 –

MODEL

In this section we introduce the model we use to reschedule the rolling stock after the occurence
of a disruption given the modiﬁed timetable. In this model we take the order of the rolling
stock units in a train into account. In Section 5.3.1 we start with explaining the algorithm that
selects potential dead-heading trips from the set of all possible dead-heading trips. Thereafter,
in Section 5.3.2 we include adjusted passenger demand in the RSRP directly, as opposed to
Kroon et al. (2014) who use a two-stage feedback loop. Finally, in Section 5.3.4 we show the
complete model that is used to solve the RSRP. In this model both dead-heading trips and
adjusted passenger demand are included.

5.3.1 –

Dead-heading trips

Dead-heading trips may be used in practice to transfer rolling stock units from stations with
a surplus of train units to stations with a shortage of train units. A list of all potential
dead-heading trips is required to take them into account in the formulation for rescheduling
the rolling stock. It is possible to schedule a dead-heading trip at every time instance, so
there is a long list of potential dead-heading trips. Therefore, it is impossible to take all
possible dead-heading trips into account. We can limit this number by deﬁning a potential
departing station for a dead-heading trip to be the arrival station of a trip in the timetable,
and a potential arrival station of a dead-heading trip to be the departing station of a diﬀerent
trip in the timetable. This can be done without loss of information, because all possibilities in
between do not make a diﬀerence for the inventory registration. Therefore, all the dead-heading
trips in between can be aggregated into one dead-heading trip. See, for instance, Figure 5.1
where four potential deadheading trips between the stations B and G are displayed. Note
that a dead-heading trip could depart at any time instance between the departure at B and
the arrival at G, these four are just shown as an example. These dead-heading trips are all
aggregated into one dead-heading trip that departs the earliest directly after trip A − B and
arrives the latest just before the start of trip G − H. This means that, if this dead-heading trip
is scheduled, at the start of trip G − H, station G has one additional rolling stock unit in its
inventory, and station B has one rolling stock unit less in inventory at the start of trip B − C.
There are certain practical rules that potential dead-heading trips have to satisfy. In this
section we propose a preprocessing module that retrieves only those dead-heading trips that
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aggregated potential dead-heading trips. Algorithm 2 deﬁnes the set D . Note that the set D
also contains the dead-heading trips which violate the imposed rules.
Algorithm 2: The set D
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

for t1 ∈ T do
for t2 ∈ T do
if sat1 = sdt2 ∧ τta1 + νsat ,sdt ≤ τtd2 then
1
2
Create new dead-heading trip d, with:
•sdd = sat1
•sda = sdt2
•τdd = τta1
•τda = τtd2
•Minimum traveltime = νsdd ,sda
D = D ∪ {d}
end if
end for
end for
The ﬁrst rule (1.) states that a dead-heading trip can only be used after the disruption

has occured and until a certain amount of time after the disruption is over (denoted by ζ).
The second rule (2.) imposes that a dead-heading trip in the set D can only be added to the
set D if the travel time is not larger than a threshold value γ. To check whether one of these
rules is violated, denote disstart as the start time of the disruption and disend as the predicted
end time of the disruption. A potential dead-heading trip d ∈ D has thus to satisfy conditions
(5.1)-(5.3):
τdd ≥ disstart

(5.1)

τda ≤ disend + ζ

(5.2)

νsdd ,sad ≤ γ

(5.3)

Note that the values ζ and γ are set by the operator and can obtain any possible positive value.
The third rule (3.) states that the scheduled dead-heading trip may not use the disturbed
track. Denote s(dis) and s (dis) as the two stations between which the disruption occurs.
Then, Figure 5.2 shows the four diﬀerent cases which may not occur. These cases can all
be prevented by using a preprocessing method that checks which stations are passed by a
dead-heading trip and removing those dead-heading trips that uses the track between stations
s(dis) and s (dis).
The fourth rule (4.) states that a dead-heading trip should not cause a conﬂict with the
timetable. We deﬁne a dead-heading trip to be conﬂict-free if the following conditions hold:
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headway time H, then there is room in the network for at least one of the dead-heading trips
in the aggregated dead-heading trip d to be scheduled. To this end αd is deﬁned as the set of
trips t ∈ T taking place on the same track as where we want to schedule the dead-heading trip
d ∈ D . See for example Figure 5.3. Here we have displayed the travel time of an aggregated
dead-heading trip, indicated by a black line. This dead-heading trip can depart at τdd the
earliest and arrives at τda the latest. All dashed lines represent scheduled trips that are possibly
in conﬂict with the potential dead-heading trip.
In order to check whether a trip t ∈ T conﬂicts with the dead-heading trip, we ﬁrst check
whether they have the same departure and arrival station (sdd = sdt , and sad = sat ). Secondly,
we check whether the departure time of the scheduled trip t is later than the earliest departure
time plus the minimal headway time (τdd + H) and before the latest possible departure time
plus the minimum headway time (τdd + md + H) of the dead-heading trip. Finally, the arrival
time of the trip t has to be before the latest possible arrival time plus the minimium headway
time (τda + H) and after the earliest possible arrival time plus the minimum headway time
(τda − md + H) of the dead-heading trip. This is also visualized in Figure 5.3.
αd ={t ∈ T |sdd = sdt ∧ sad = sat ∧ τdd + H ≤ τtd ≤ τdd + md + H
∧ τda − md + H ≤ τta ≤ τda + H}

(5.4)

Thus, Equation (5.4) deﬁnes the set of trips t ∈ T that have a potential conﬂict with the
aggregated dead-heading trip d ∈ D .
In order to test whether there is room for the dead-heading trip to be scheduled, we need
to check whether the maximum time gap of the trips in the set αd is larger than twice the
minimum allowed headway time H. So, if inequality (5.5) is satisﬁed, then there is room for at
least one of the dead-heading trips in the aggregated dead-heading trip d ∈ D to be scheduled.
max χt ≥ 2H
t∈αd

(5.5)

To conclude, a dead-heading trip d ∈ D is added to the set of potential dead-heading trips
D if and only if the dead-heading trip satisﬁes conditions (5.1)-(5.3) and condition (5.5), and
does not use the track between stations s(dis) and s (dis).

5.3.2 –

Modelling passenger demand by passenger ﬂows

In the Netherlands smart cards are used since 2012 in public transport. A passenger checks in
with his or her smart card at his or her origin and checks out again at his or her destination.
Therefore, smart card data gives the time and location a passenger enters and leaves the railway
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Figure 5.3: Example of the potential conﬂicting trips with a dead-heading trip

system. The passenger demand per trip can be estimated by tracking the route passengers use
from origin to destination during the undisturbed situation. This information enables us to
take changing passenger ﬂows (e.g. due to a disruption) into account in the RSRP.
With smart card data it is also possible to estimate the incoming and outgoing demand
per trip, see Van der Hurk et al. (2015). In the undisturbed situation, we deﬁne the incoming
 t , as the number of passengers that want to enter the
demand on trip t ∈ T , denoted by ID
railway system by taking trip t. The number of passengers that want to leave the railway
system after trip t ∈ T in the undisturbed situation is deﬁned as the outgoing demand and is
 t . Additionally, the passenger ﬂow on trip t ∈ T (the number of passengers in
denoted by OD
the train) in the undisturbed situation is denoted by Ft . Remember that σ(t) is deﬁned as the

predecessor of trip t ∈ T and λ(t) as the previous trip with the same origin and destination
station as trip t ∈ T .
Before it is possible to model the passenger ﬂow, we introduce the following decision
variables:
• Ft ∈ R+ : the passenger ﬂow sent through trip t ∈ T
• SSt ∈ R+ : the total capacity shortage for passengers on trip t ∈ T
• ODt ∈ R+ : the number of passengers that actually leave the railway system after trip
t∈T
Figure 5.4 provides a simple example of adjusted passenger demand. In the left part there
are in total 4 trips scheduled: (a − b), (b − c), (a − b ), and (b − c ). The two trips (a − b) and
(b − c) are scheduled between the same two stations as the two trips (a − b ) and (b − c ),
the only diﬀerence is that the trips (a − b ) and (b − c ) are scheduled later in time. The
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1. The incoming passenger demand does not change due to a disruption.
2. Passengers do not leave the railway system prematurely and do not take a detour to
their destination. If a train is cancelled, passengers wait for the next train with the same
origin and destination.
This means that we do not model passenger demand as it would precisely happen in reality.
However, we want to take the adjusted passenger demand into account such that the model
appoints rolling stock compositions with enough capacity to the trips. As a consequence, it
does not matter whether the demand on a trip equals, for instance, 1050 or 1150 passengers.
In both scenarios, the best available composition in the Netherlands to appoint to the trip is a
train with capacity for 1200 passengers. Therefore, we only take adjusted passenger demand
on an aggregated level into account.
To model the adjusted passenger demand in a mathematical formulation, we denote P as
the set of possible compositions, where a composition is a combination of train units that can
be used on a trip. Subsequently, capp is the capacity for passengers in composition p ∈ P .
This capacity is measured as the maximum number of passengers that can possibly ﬁt in the
rolling stock units present in the composition. Denote V as the unique set of trips, meaning
that V contains exactly every trip with the same origin and destination once.
Then, the decision variable Xt,p is equal to 1 if composition p ∈ P is appointed to trip
t ∈ T . With the introduced parameters and decision variables, the following constraints are
able to keep track of the passenger ﬂows in the railway network:
 t + Fσ(t) − ODσ(t) + SSλ(t)
Ft + SSt = ID

Xt,p · capp
Ft ≤
p∈P



t =
OD

t∈T
a
sdt =sdv ,sa
t =sv





ODt

∀t ∈ T

(5.6)

∀t ∈ T

(5.7)

∀v ∈ V

(5.8)

∀t ∈ T

(5.9)

t∈T
a
sdt =sdv ,sa
t =sv

 t − ODt ) ≥ 0
(OD

t ∈T :τta ≤τta
sdt =sdt ,sa
=sa
t
t

Constraints (5.6) state that the passenger ﬂow on trip t ∈ T is equal to the incoming
demand, plus the passenger ﬂow on the previous trip, minus the amount of passengers that get
oﬀ the train at the end of the previous trip, plus the capacity shortage of the previous trip, and
ﬁnally minus the number of passengers that do not ﬁt in the composition appointed to the trip.
Constraints (5.7) make sure that the passenger ﬂow can not exceed the appointed capacity for
the trip. Constraints (5.8) denote that all passengers have to arrive at their planned destination
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before the end of the planning horizon. Constraints (5.9) state that none of the passengers
can arrive at their destination before they originally planned to arrive, because the number of
outgoing passengers cannot exceed the number of planned outgoing passengers.
Both simplifying assumptions (1. and 2.) are satisﬁed with these constraints. First of all
 t is a parameter. For the second assumption, let us
assumption (1.) is satisﬁed, because ID
assume that passengers are able to leave the railway system at stations before reaching their
destination. That means that the total number of passengers getting oﬀ at some station is
larger than the scheduled number for at least a single station, because not only passengers
with this station as destination leave the railway system, but also passengers who prematurely
leave the system there. As a result it holds that:


 t) > 0
(ODt − OD

∃v ∈ V

(5.10)

t∈T
a
sdt =sdv ,sa
t =sv

However, this causes a conﬂict with Constraints (5.8). So, passengers can not leave the railway
system before reaching their destination. The same reasoning holds for passengers taking a
detour; more passengers would get oﬀ a train after a unique trip (v ∈ V ), and so Equation
(5.10) would hold in this case as well, which causes a conﬂict with Constraints (5.8).
Next to minimizing the total number of seat-shortages, we also want to minimize the total
passenger delay on an aggregated level. The variable Qt denotes the passenger delay after trip
t ∈ T and is deﬁned as in Equation (5.11).
Qt =



 t2 − ODt2 ) · (τ a − τ a )
(OD
t1
t

∀t, t1 ∈ T : λt1 = t

(5.11)

t2 ∈T :τta ≤τta
2
a
sdt =sdt ,sa
t2 =st
2

The ﬁrst part of the equation for the passenger delay denotes the number of passengers that
wanted to leave the railway system after a trip at station sat , but were not yet present at sat
because the capacity of the train was too little. The second part of the equation represents
the minimum amount of time these passengers have to wait before they can arrive at their
destination by using the next train that arrives at sat .
Finally we have to note that with constraints (5.8), (5.9), and with the objective of
t
minimizing the amount of seat-shortages and the total passenger delay, it holds that ODt = OD
as long as there is enough capacity to satisfy all passenger demand. However, when there is
not enough capacity available for all passenger demand on a trip, then the model decides which
passengers with which destinations will board the train and which do not. This is done in
such a way that the total number of seat-shortages and the total passenger delay is minimized,
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but this boarding strategy is not necessarily the strategy that actually takes place in real-life.
Therefore, we present two extreme boarding strategies in the next section, to compare the
“optimal” boarding strategy with.

5.3.3 –

Boarding strategies

In real-time it is unknown which passengers will board the train and which passengers will wait
for the next train to depart to their destination, when the appointed capacity to a trip is too
little for the corresponding passenger demand. By using only constraints (5.6)-(5.9) the model
is allowed to decide which passengers will board the train. This will be done such that the
total number of seat-shortages and the total passenger delay are minimized. In reality, however,
it is not likely that precisely those passengers which minimize the global objective will board
the train. Unfortunately, it is not possible to precisely predict what passengers will do. For
instance, if there are two passengers waiting at a platform and both of them have a diﬀerent
destination: station a and b. The arriving train has only room for one of the two passengers,
then there is no way to tell which of the two passengers will board the train. That is why we
introduce three diﬀerent boarding strategies to test their inﬂuence on the rescheduled rolling
stock circulation.
The results of using only constraints (5.6)-(5.9) will be compared with models that force
passengers with a certain destination to board a trip. We will compare the model with two
extreme cases and an average case. The ﬁrst extreme case assumes that, if the appointed
capacity is too little for the passenger demand, then passengers with the nearest destination to
come will board the train ﬁrst. The second extreme case assumes that passengers with the
furthest destination on the line to come will board the train ﬁrst in case the appointed capacity
for a trip is too small. The third boarding strategy is in between. It forces that half of the
passengers with the nearest destination will board the train and the other half that boards the
train will have a diﬀerent destination. In reality, however, most likely passengers with diﬀerent
destinations will board the train than in any of the cases.

5.3.3.1 –

Nearest destination ﬁrst

In the ﬁrst extreme case it is assumed that passengers with the nearest destination on the
line to come board the train ﬁrst in case the appointed capacity is too little. This can be
done by setting constraints on the number of passengers leaving the railway system after the
arrival of an incoming train. At every arrival of a train at a station, we determine the amount
of passengers that have that station as their destination. This can either be the same as in
 t ) or larger, because the demand on the previous trip exceeded the
the original situation (OD
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capacity of the train. We deﬁne XOt as this number of passengers that have station sat as
their destination at time τta , see Equation (5.12). Here, the ﬁrst sum of the right hand side of
the equation denotes all passengers that want to leave the railway system at station sat up to
and including the arrival of trip t ∈ T . The second term deﬁnes the number of passengers that
have actually arrived at station sat up to the arrival of trip t. Thus, XOt denotes the number
of passengers that have station sat as their destination at time τta .


XOt =



 t −
OD

t ∈T :
τta ≤τta
sdt =sdt ,sa
=sa
t
t

ODt

∀t ∈ T

(5.12)

t ∈T :
τta <τta
sdt =sdt ,sa
=sa
t
t

Note that XOt ≥ 0 due to Constraint (5.9). In order to force passengers with the earliest
destination to board the train, we want to achieve that ODt = min{Ft , XOt }. Remember
that ODt represents the number of passengers getting oﬀ the train at the end of trip t. Thus
we want to model that at every arrival of a train at a station, either XOt or Ft passengers
leave the train. To model this, we introduce the binary variable P Ot , which equals 1 if the
passenger ﬂow on trip t ∈ T is larger than the number of passengers that want to get out at
the end of trip t, and 0 otherwise, see Equation (5.13).
Ft + M (1 − P Ot ) ≥ XOt ≥ Ft − M · P Ot

∀t ∈ T

(5.13)

Note that M represents a large number in this inequality.
Now, adding constraints (5.12) and (5.13), together with constraints (5.14) - (5.15),
ensures that either all passengers that want to get out at the end of trip t ∈ T will leave the
train, or the complete passenger ﬂow leaves the train:
ODt ≥ Ft − M · P Ot

∀t ∈ T

(5.14)

ODt ≥ XOt − M · (1 − P Ot )

∀t ∈ T

(5.15)

At every station we force the maximum number of passengers to leave the train. As a
consequence, we have forced that passengers with the earliest destination have boarded the
train on the previous stations.

5.3.3.2 –

Furthest destination ﬁrst

In the second extreme case it is assumed that passengers with the furthest destination on the
line to come board the train ﬁrst in case the appointed capacity is too little. This is achieved by
setting constraints on the number of passengers in an incoming train continuing their journey
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on the line after the arrival of an incoming train. At every arrival of a train at a station we
determine the number of passengers that have a further station on the line as destination. This
 t ) or larger, due to the fact that
can either be the same as in the original situation (Ft − OD
the demand exceeded the appointed capacity of the previous train. We deﬁne this number of
passengers as XCt , as described in Equation (5.16). Here, the ﬁrst term of the right hand
side of the equation denotes the total number of passengers that want to continue to a station
further on the line than station sat up to and including trip t ∈ T . The second term denotes
the number of passengers that have actually continued to a station further on the line up to
trip t ∈ T . Thus, XCt denotes the number of passengers that have a station further on the
line than station sat as their destination at time τta .
XCt =


t ∈T :
τta ≤τta
sdt =sdt ,sa
=sa
t
t



 t ) −
(Ft − OD

(Ft − ODt )

∀t ∈ T

(5.16)

t ∈T :
τta <τta
sdt =sdt ,sa
=sa
t
t

Note that XCt ≥ 0 due to Constraint (5.9). In order to force passengers with the latest
destination to board the train, we want to achieve that: Ft − ODt = min{Ft , XCt }. Here,
Ft − ODt represents the number of passengers continuing their journey after the arrival of
train t ∈ T at station sat . This should either be equal to XCt or equal to the total passenger
ﬂow Ft . To model this, we introduce a binary variable P Ct that is equal to 1 if the passenger
ﬂow on trip t ∈ T is larger than the number of passengers that want to continue their journey
after trip t, and 0 otherwise, see Equation (5.17).
Ft + M (1 − P Ct ) ≥ XCt ≥ Ft − M · P Ct

∀t ∈ T

(5.17)

In case P Ct = 0, it means that the number of passengers that want to continue their
journey after trip t is larger than the total passenger ﬂow on the trip. As a result, no passenger
will leave the train after trip t (ODt = 0), and so Ft − ODt = Ft , see Constraint (5.18).
On the other hand, if P Ct is equal to 1, it means that the passenger ﬂow is larger than the
number of passengers that want to continue after trip t. So, the actual number of passengers
continuing after trip t (Ft − ODt ), equals the total number of passengers that want to continue
their journey after trip t: XCt . See Constraint (5.19).
Ft − ODt ≥ Ft − M · P Ct

∀t ∈ T

(5.18)

Ft − ODt ≥ XCt − M · (1 − P Ct )

∀t ∈ T

(5.19)
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In this way we force passengers with the latest destination to board the train at the previous
stations.

5.3.3.3 –

Average boarding strategy

The above two models simulate extreme instances. It is unlikely that all passengers will leave
the train at a station that is not a ﬁnal station. It is also unlikely that none of the passengers
will leave the train at an intermediate station. Therefore, we have included a third boarding
strategy. This strategy is in between the furthest and nearest destination ﬁrst strategies. We
assume that at most half of the passengers with the nearest destination will board the train,
and, at least, the other half will have a destination further away. Consequently, we want to
achieve at the end of every trip that ODt = min{ 12 Ft , XOt }. In other words, at the end of

every trip t ∈ T , the number of passengers that leave the train equals all passengers that have
station sat as their destination if that number is smaller than half of the passenger ﬂow in the
train, or half of the passenger ﬂow leave the train.
To this end, the binary variable P Mt equals 1 if 12 Ft > XOt and 0 otherwise. The constraint
(5.20) makes sure that this holds true.
1
1
Ft + M · (1 − P Mt ) > XOt ≥ Ft − M · P Mt
2
2

(5.20)

Due to this constraint it must be that XOt ≥ 12 Ft if P Mt = 0. Furthermore, in case

P Mt = 1 it must hold that 12 Ft > XOt . Then, Constraints (5.21)-(5.24) sets the passenger
ﬂow as in our goal. Constraints (5.21) and (5.22) forces the number of outgoing passengers to
be equal to 12 Ft if P Mt = 0. Note that the -1 in Constraints (5.21) and the +1 in Constraints

(5.22) are necessary due to rounding of 12 Ft . Furthermore, Constraints (5.23) and (5.24) set
the number of outgoing passengers equal to XOt is P Mt = 1.
1
ODt ≥ Ft − P Mt · M − 1
2
1
ODt ≤ Ft + P Mt · M + 1
2
ODt ≥ XOt − (1 − P Mt ) · M − 1
ODt ≤ XOt + (1 − P Mt ) · M + 1

∀t ∈ T

(5.21)

∀t ∈ T

(5.22)

∀t ∈ T

(5.23)

∀t ∈ T

(5.24)

All three boarding strategies will be compared with the model where the passengers are
guided to board the train in an optimal way with respect to the global objective.
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5.3.4 –

Complete model

In this subsection the complete MIP model used to reschedule the rolling stock while including
dead-heading trips and adjusted passenger demand is discussed. The notation of the previous
subsections still holds and is extended with the following parameters and variables. Let M be
the set of rolling stock types, then vm (p) denotes the number of train units of type m ∈ M
in composition p ∈ P . Diﬀerent stations have diﬀerent platform lengths, as a result not all
stations can cope with all possible composition lengths. To that end denote η(t) as the set of
allowed compositions on trip t ∈ T , with respect to the platform lengths at station sdt , sat , and
all the stations in between.
At the end of a trip, the composition of a train can possibly be changed, depending on the
shunting rules at the station, before departing on its successive trip. A composition change
consists of the composition of the incoming and outgoing trip and which units are coupled
and uncoupled during the composition change. For each trip t ∈ T , ρ(t) denotes the set of
allowed composition changes at the end of trip t. Furthermore, pq denotes the composition
of the incoming trip of composition change q ∈ ρ(t) and pq denotes the composition of the
outgoing trip in the composition change. For a given composition change q ∈ ρ(t) at the end
of trip t ∈ T , αq,m denotes the number of uncoupled units of type m ∈ M and βq,m denotes
the number of coupled units of type m ∈ M in this composition change. The time at which
coupling takes place at the end of trip t ∈ T is denoted by τt+ and the time at which an
uncoupled unit is available after uncoupling is denoted by τt− .
The available number of units m ∈ M at station s ∈ S at the beginning of the planning
period is denoted by i0s,m and the desired number of available units of type m ∈ M at station
s ∈ S at the end of the planning period is given by the parameter i∞
s,m .
Finally, the following additional decision variables are used in the model:
• Xt,p ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether composition p ∈ η(t) is used on trip t ∈ T .
• Zt,q ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether composition change q ∈ ρ(t) is used at the end of trip
t ∈ T.
• Ct,m and Ut,m ∈ Z+
0 denote the number of units m ∈ M that are coupled and uncoupled
at the start and end of trip t ∈ T , respectively.
dep
• It,m ∈ Z+
0 denotes the number of units of type m ∈ M in the inventory at station st

immediately after time τt+ .

∞
• Is,m
∈ Z+
0 denotes the number of units of type m ∈ M at station s ∈ S at the end of

the planning period.
• Ws,m denotes the deviation from the desired end-of-day balance of rolling stock type
m ∈ M in station s ∈ S.
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• Yd,m ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether dead-heading trip d ∈ D is covered by a rolling stock
unit of type m ∈ M.
With the above variables and parameters, and the ones introduced in the previous sections,
we can form the mathematical model that is used to reschedule the rolling stock during a
disruption while including dead-heading trips and adjusted passenger demand. In this model,
the subsets At , Bt , Et and Gt are deﬁned as:
1. At = {t ∈ T : sdt = sdt , τtd ≤ τt+ }
2. Bt = {t ∈ T : sdt = sdt , τt− ≤ τt+ }
3. Et = {d ∈ D : sad = sdt , τda ≤ τt+ }
4. Gt = {d ∈ D : sdd = sdt , τdd ≤ τt+ }
This leads to the following complete model:
min f (X, Z, W, Y, SS, Q)

(5.25)

Subject to:

Xt,p = 1
p∈η(t)

∀t ∈ T

(5.26)

∀t ∈ T, p ∈ η(t)

(5.27)

Zσ(t),q

∀t ∈ T, p ∈ η(t)

(5.28)

βq,m Zσ(t),q

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(5.29)

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(5.30)

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(5.31)

∀s ∈ S, m ∈ M

(5.32)



Xt,p =

Zt,q

q∈ρ(t):pq =p



Xt,p =

q∈ρ(σ(t)):pq =p



Ct,m =

q∈ρ(σ(t))

Ut,m =



αq,m Z,q

q∈ρ(t)

i0sd ,m −

It,m =
−

t



Yd,m +

d∈Gt
∞
=
Is,m

−


t ∈A

Ct ,m +




t ∈B

t

Ut ,m

t

Yd,m

d∈Et

i0s,m −


d∈D,sdd =s



Ct,m +

t∈T,sdt =s

Yd,m +





Ut,m

t∈T,sa
t =s

Yd,m

d∈D,sa
d =s
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∞
Is,m
= i∞
s,m + Ws,m

∀s ∈ S, m ∈ M

(5.33)

∀t ∈ T

(5.34)

∀t ∈ T

(5.35)

∀v ∈ V

(5.36)

∀t ∈ T, v ∈ V

(5.37)

∀t, t1 ∈ T : λt1 = t

(5.38)

Xt,p ∈ {0, 1}

∀t ∈ T, p ∈ η(t)

(5.39)

Ct,m , Ut,m , It,m ∈ R+

∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M

(5.40)

∞
Is,m
∈ R+ , Ws,m ∈ R

∀s ∈ S, m ∈ M

(5.41)

Zt,q ∈ R+

∀t ∈ T, q ∈ ρ(t)

(5.42)

Yd,m ∈ R+

∀d ∈ D, m ∈ M

(5.43)

∀t ∈ T

(5.44)

 t + Fσ(t) − ODσ(t) + SSλ(t)
Ft + SSt = ID
Ft ≤



Xt,p capp

p∈P





t =
OD

t∈T
a
sdt =sdv ,sa
t =sv



ODt

t∈T
a
sdt =sdv ,sa
t =sv

 t1 − ODt1 ) ≥ 0
(OD

t1 ∈T :τta ≤τta
1

a
sdt =sdv ,sa
t =sv
1

Qt =

1



 t2 − ODt2 ) · (τ a − τ a )
(OD
t1
t

t2 ∈T :τta ≤τta
2
a
sdt =sdt ,sa
t2 =st
2

Ft , SSt , ODt , Qt ∈ R+

Constraints (5.26) specify that to each trip exactly one composition is assigned. All
compositions before and at the start of the disruption are ﬁxed, because these trips are already
underway. In that case, the set of allowed compositions, η(t), only consists of one composition.
Note that a trip is cancelled if the empty composition is appointed to it. Constraints (5.27)
state that if composition p ∈ η(t) is assigned to trip t ∈ T , then only a composition that
can originate from p can be assigned to the succeeding trip. Constraints (5.28) state that if
composition p is assigned to trip t, then only a composition which can be changed into p can
be assigned to the predecessor trip σ(t).
Constraints (5.29) specify the number of coupled train units at the beginning of a trip and
Constraints (5.30) specify the number of uncoupled train units at the end of a trip.
Constraints (5.31) stipulate the inventory of rolling stock type m ∈ M at station sdt
immediately after time τtd . This is equal to the start inventory at the associated station, minus
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all train units that are coupled up to time τtd , plus all uncoupled units that are available before
time τtd , plus all empty units that entered the station before time τtd due to dead-heading trips,
and minus all empty units that departed from the station up to time τtd due to dead-heading
trips.
Constraints (5.32) deﬁne that the end inventory at a station s ∈ S is equal to the start
inventory at s minus all train units that are coupled at s, plus all train units that are uncoupled
at s, plus all empty units that are transferred to s, and minus all empty train units that are
transferred from s to another station. Constraints (5.33) states that the end-of-day balance is
equal to the planned end-of-day balance plus a deviation.
Constraints (5.34)-(5.38) set the passenger ﬂows as explained in the previous Section 5.3.2.
The objective function (5.25) is a function that depends on which composition is assigned
to a trip (X ), what composition changes are made (Z ), the deviation from the end-of-day
balance at stations (W ), the number of dead-heading trips that are scheduled (Y ), the total
number of seat shortages (SS), and the total passenger delay (Q). The decision maker should
state, in advance, the costs of having deviations from the end-of-day balance at a station,
of having not enough capacity for all passengers on a trip, of having diﬀerent composition
changes than in the original schedule, of sending dead-heading trips, and of having too little
capacity. The objective is a trade-oﬀ between passenger service and costs.
Constraints (5.39)-(5.44) denote the variable domains.

5.4 –

COMPUTATIONAL TESTS

In this section we give an overview of the computational results of the various instances on
which we have tested our models. All computational tests are performed on an Intel (R) Core
(ITM) i5-3210M processor with 2.50 GHz and 8GB RAM by using CPLEX 12.6.1.

5.4.1 –

Variants of the model

The complete model, as presented in Section 5.3.4, was tested in seven versions:
1. Original Model (OM): no dead-heading trips and no adjusted passenger demand have
been included.
2. Dead-Heading Model (DHM): dead-heading trips have been included, but no adjusted
passenger demand has been included.
3. Adjusted Demand Model (ADM): no dead-heading trips have been included, but adjusted
passenger demand has been included.
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4. Earliest Destination Board Model (ADM(E)): no dead-heading trips have been included,
but adjusted passenger demand has been included, with the addition that passengers
with the nearest destination are assumed to board the train (see Section 5.3.3.1).
5. Latest Destination Board Model (ADM(L)): no dead-heading trips have been included,
but adjusted passenger demand has been included, with the addition that passengers
with the furthest destination are assumed to board the train (see Section 5.3.3.2).
6. Average Destination Board Model (ADM(A)): no dead-heading trips have been included,
but adjusted passenger demand has been included, with the addition that half of the
passengers with the nearest destination are assumed to board the train (see Section
5.3.3.3).
7. Dead-Heading Adjusted Demand Model (DHADM): both dead-heading trips and adjusted
passenger demand are taken into account.
We have not included the three versions where boarding strategies and dead-heading trips
are combined. This is because those three versions did not lead to additional conclusions:
dead-heading trips are used to decrease the number of cancelled trips, and the extreme boarding
strategies lead to many seat-shortages.
All seven versions are tested on real life instances from NS. In Section 5.4.2 all computational
experiments used to test the models are explained in detail. Thereafter, in Section 5.4.3, the
results of applying the models to the instances are discussed. The results of the models that
make use of adjusted passenger demand are diﬃcult to compare with the results of the models
that do not include adjusted passenger demand. Consequently, we split the comparison of the
results. In Section 5.4.3.2 we start with investigating the added value of using dead-heading
trips by comparing OM with DHM. Following, in Section 5.4.3.3, we compare all models where
adjusted passenger demand is taken into account: ADM, ADM(L), ADM(E), ADM(A), and
DHADM . Finally, in Section 5.4.3.4, all models are compared with each other with respect
to their computation times.

5.4.2 –

Case description

Figure 5.5 gives an overview of the railway lines that are included in our case study. All
important and busy lines of the Western part of the Netherlands in 2012 are taken into account.
In this way a large part of the complete Dutch railway network is covered by our instances.
The data set consists of 2276 diﬀerent trips. Two diﬀerent rolling stock types are used on
these trips. They diﬀer in their number of carriages (either 4 or 6). By using these rolling
stock types, in total 11 diﬀerent compositions (including the empty one) are available.
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hourly
hourly
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hourly
hourly
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half hourly
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half hourly
hourly
hourly

Figure 5.5: The NS network considered in the test instances.

Besides the timetable of a large part of the Dutch railway network, NS provided us with
information regarding the passenger demand. For every scheduled trip we are given the expected
passenger demand and the expected percentage of passengers getting oﬀ at the end of that
trip. As a consequence, we can determine the incoming demand on every trip.
The models have been developed to be used in real-time. In order to test them adequately,
we simulate diﬀerent disruption scenarios. These scenarios are summarized in Table 5.1. As
can be seen, there are 12 diﬀerent disruptions simulated at diﬀerent locations and diﬀerent
time slots on the railway network.
Case
1, 2, 3
4, 5
6
7, 8
9, 10
11, 12

Disruped area
Gd - Ut
Rtd - Gv
Ledn - Ut
Amf - Ut
Gv - Ledn
Asd - Ut

Disruption Time
07:00-10:00 16:00-19:00 11:00-15:00
16:00-19:00 11:00-15:00
16:00-19:00
16:00-19:00 11:00-15:00
16:00-19:00 11:00-15:00
16:00-19:00 11:00-15:00

Table 5.1: Disruption cases

Besides the simulated disruptions, also the parameter settings are of importance for testing
the models. There is a trade-oﬀ between the diﬀerent objective components. For instance,
reducing the number of seat-shortages for passengers leads to an increase in the number of
carriage kilometers. Consequently, the penalty settings will inﬂuence the results of the RSRP.
We will test diﬀerent penalty settings for every disruption case and every model. First of all,
cancelling additional trips must be prevented, so the penalty for cancelling a trip is always the
largest. We use a penalty value of 1 000 000 in half of the settings. We like to investigate the
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trade oﬀ between cancelling trips and the other objective components, so we use a penalty of
100 000 for the other half of the settings.

Cancel trip
1000000
100000

End Dev

SS km

Carr km

Dead-heading

Shunting
(Unplanned, Cancelled)

1000

1

0,1

10000

(1000, 100)

2000
5000

0.1
0.5
2
5

5000
2000
1000
200

(2000, 200)
(5000, 500)

Table 5.2: Summary of the diﬀerent penalty settings. The ﬁrst column denotes the penalty values for
cancelling an additional trip. The second column for having a negative deviation from the scheduled
end of day balance. The third and fourth column for the seat-shortages per kilometer and the carriage
kilometers. The ﬁfth column shows the penalty values for using a dead-heading trip. Finally, the sixth
column denotes the penalty values for having an unplanned or cancelled shunting movement.

With respect to the other objective coeﬃcients, the following penalties are used. First of all,
a penalty of 1000 is used for a single negative deviation from the scheduled end-of-day balance.
Negative deviations from the scheduled end-of-day balance are solved during the night by
using dead-heading trips. This is expensive for the railway operator and these operations need
therefore to be minimized. However, it is more important to have a good passenger service,
so the penalty is not that large. Furthermore, penalties are set upon having seat shortage
kilometers and on driving a single carriage for one kilometer. For the ﬁrst, a general penalty of
1 is used and for the latter a general penalty value of 0.1 is imposed. The penalties for seat
shortages and carriages kilometers seem to be small, however, they are measured per kilometer.
The shortest trip has a length of 16km and the longest trip has a length of 67km. As a result,
having, for example, 100 seat-shortages on a trip with length 50km already leads to a penalty
of 100 · 50 · 1 = 5000. The same holds for the carriage kilometers, this is measured per carriage
per kilometer. Note that the smallest composition already contains 4 carriages. Thirdly, the
penalty for sending a single dead-heading trip during the day equals 2000 and the penalty for a
single minute of passenger delay equals 1. The ﬁnal two penalty values are for performing a
shunting operation at a location and time where no shunting operation was scheduled, and
for not doing a shunting operation at a location and time where a shunting operation was
scheduled. An unplanned shunting movement means that a crew member must be appointed
to the corresponding station to perform the shunting movement, this takes time and costs
manpower. On the other hand, cancelling a shunting movement means that a crew member is
unnecessarily appointed, and this has certain costs as well. We use a penalty value of 1000 for
adding a new shunting operation and of 100 for cancelling a shunting operation.
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In order to test the inﬂuence of the penalty settings, the models are tested on diﬀerent
settings as well. In every of those settings, the penalty value of one of the objective coeﬃcients
is changed, while all other penalty values are the same as in the general setting. First of all,
the penalty value for a single negative deviation from the scheduled end-of-day balance has
been increased to 2000 and 5000. Secondly, the penalty for having a seat shortage kilometer is
changed to either 0.1, 0.5, 2, or 5. The carriage kilometer penalty is always kept the same,
because only the ratio

SSkm
Carrkm

is of importance. Thirdly, the penalties for scheduling a single

dead-heading trip during the day have changed to 200, 1000, 5000, and 10000. Finally, the
penalty settings for (unplanned, cancelled) shunting activities are changed to (2000, 200) and
(5000, 500).
This leads to a total of 26 diﬀerent penalty settings. A short summary of the penalty values
is given in Table 5.2. Here, the two general penalty settings are shown in the top row. All
other penalty coeﬃcients are shown beneath.

5.4.3 –

Results

As mentioned before, it is not correct to compare the results of the models that include adjusted
passenger demand with the models that do not include adjusted passenger demand. Therefore,
we start with giving an example of the diﬀerence between the models using adjusted passenger
demand and the models that do not in Section 5.4.3.1. Thereafter, we compare the two
versions OM and DHM with each other in Section 5.4.3.2. In Section 5.4.3.3 we compare the
ﬁve versions ADM, ADM(L), ADM(E), ADM(A), and DHADM .

5.4.3.1 –

Diﬀerence example

We use disruption case 1 (see Table 5.1) as the example to explain the diﬀerence between the
models that use adjusted passenger demand and the models that do not. A disruption between
Gouda (Gd) and Utrecht (Ut) takes place from 07:00-11:00 and as a consequence the rolling
stock circulation needs to be rescheduled for the remainder of the day.
We focus on the diﬀerence by rescheduling the rolling stock circulation with the original
model (OM) and the adjusted demand model (ADM). Figure 5.6 presents the passenger
demand used by the OM (denoted by OM in the Figure), and the adjusted passenger demand
used during rescheduling with ADM (denoted by ADM) for the trajectory Gouda-Utrecht of
the 500 line. The time during the day is displayed on the horizontal axis. Note that we only
display the passenger demand in a single direction, so no passenger demand is displayed for the
direction Utrecht-Gouda. Furthermore, we only show the passenger demand for the trips on
the 500 line. However, this is not the only line with a connection between Gouda and Utrecht.
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The other lines are taken into account when determining the adjusted demand between the
stations.
As can be seen, the adjusted passenger demand and the original demand are equal as long
as everything runs according to plan. However, after the disruption, there is a large peak for
the adjusted demand, while the original passenger demand remains constant. In order to reduce
this large peak in ADM, large compositions have to be appointed to the trips just after the
disruption. This can be seen in Figure 5.7, where the appointed capacity after rescheduling
with ADM and OM are shown for the 500 line between Gouda and Utrecht. After rescheduling
with OM there are no larger compositions appointed to the trips just after the disruption, while
after rescheduling with ADM larger compositions are actually appointed to these trips. As a
consequence, it takes approximately eight trips on the 500 line before the adjusted demand is
equal to the original passenger demand again. Note that on other trips of other lines between
Gouda-Utrecht also large compositions are appointed with ADM.

5.4.3.2 –

Dead-heading trips

By comparing the original model with the model that includes dead-heading trips we can
emphasize the added value of using dead-heading trips. To this end, we will compare the two
models based on their objective values and on the number of cancelled trips in this subsection.
When the solution of DHM does not use any dead-heading trips, it means that its objective
value is equal to the objective value of OM.
Table 5.3 gives an overview of the results of both models. As can be seen, in cases 1, 2, and
3 there is always one additional trip cancelled in OM, while there are no trips cancelled when
rescheduling with DHM. This is due to the fact that dead-heading trips are used in these cases
to overcome a shortage of rolling stock units at U t just after the disruption. As a consequence,
the average objective value of DHM is smaller than the average objective value of OM. In
cases 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, and 12 there are no diﬀerences between OM and DHM and in the cases,
6, 7, and 10 there is only a small diﬀerence between the models. Here, dead-heading trips are
used to either decrease the number of unplanned shunting movements, the negative end of day
deviations, or the number of seat-shortages. These dead-heading trips are only scheduled if the
beneﬁts outweight the costs. So, when dead-heading trips are cheaper, they are used more.
There is no diﬀerence between the instances with a penalty value of 1 000 000 or 100
000 for cancelling an additional trip. Both OM and DHM always prevent trips from getting
cancelled, if this is possible. Changing the other objective coeﬃcients does not inﬂuence the
results much, it slightly alters the optimal solutions.
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Figure 5.6: Passenger demand
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Figure 5.7: Capacity

Summarizing the results of OM and DHM, we can conclude that dead-heading trips are
important to prevent additional trips from getting cancelled. In this way the passenger service
increases.

5.4.3.3 –

Adjusted passenger demand

In this section we present the results of the models that include adjusted passenger demand:
ADM, ADM(L), ADM(E), ADM(A), and DHADM. We compare these models based on the
number of cancelled trips and on the passenger service (seat-shortages and passenger delay).
Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 give an overview of the results for these models. The ﬁrst conclusion
we can draw from the tables is that DHADM performs best in terms of cancelling the least
amount of trips, the number of seat shortages, and the total passenger delay. DHADM takes
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Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Objective
DHM
OM
88861 639265
132122 675162
96861 637611
93567 93567
90430 90430
88379 88401
95609 95715
91537 91537
113934 113934
91186 91215
98490 98490
90968 90968

# Cancelled
DHM OM
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

D-H trips
1.48
1.92
1.44
0
0
0.16
0.52
0
0
0.16
0
0

Table 5.3: Results of DHM and OM. The ﬁrst column denotes the disruption instance. The second
and third column represent the average objective value over the 26 diﬀerent penalty settings. The
fourth and ﬁfth column show the average number of cancelled trips over the 26 diﬀerent penalty
settings. Finally, the sixth column denotes the average number of dead-heading trips used in the 26
diﬀerent penalty settings in DHM.

next to adjusted passenger demand also dead-heading trips into account. So, in the DHADM,
dead-heading trips are used to either decrease the number of cancelled trips, the number of
seat-shortages, or the passenger delay. The gains of scheduling a dead-heading trip are worth
the costs in all instances.
Secondly, there are more seat-shortages when rescheduling with ADM(L) than with ADM(E).
ADM(L) boards passengers with the furthest destination away, while ADM(E) boards passengers
with the nearest destination. Consequently, seats are sooner available if passengers leave the
train earlier. So, with respect to the number of seat shortages, it is better for the railway
operator if passengers who need to get oﬀ the train ﬁrst also board ﬁrst. The ADM(A) strategy
is less extreme, and most likely more realistic. A strategy in between both extreme strategies
leads to less seat-shortages. However, a guided boarding strategy is not optimal. The number of
seat shortages is much lower after rescheduling with ADM. The ADM decides which passengers
board the train depending on the global objective. To summarize, in the worst case (ADM(L))
there will be many more seat-shortages than necessary, because the “wrong” passengers board
the train ﬁrst.
Thirdly, it holds for all models that sometimes more trips are cancelled than absolutely
necessary, which can be deduced from the fact that more trips get cancelled than after
rescheduling the instances with OM. This means that some trips with small passenger demand
are cancelled. As a consequence, the rolling stock units of the cancelled trips can be used on
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the trips with a large passenger demand. In this way, there is more capacity available on the
very busy lines during a disruption. Thus, by cancelling trips with small passenger demand, the
total number of seat-shortages is reduced. This might not be ideal in practice. Therefore, we
introduced an additional case where the penalty for cancelling a train is increased, see Section
5.4.3.3.1.
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ADM
2.68
2.16
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.44
0.48

ADM(L)
2.64
2.12
2.08
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.08
0.52

Cancelled trips
ADM(E) ADM(A)
3.08
2.57
2.24
2.19
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.12
0.46
0.39
0.59

DHADM
1.56
1.16
0.96
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Dead-heading
DHADM
14.60
9.36
12.52
2.08
3.96
2.12
7.24
2.88
2.88
1.68
5.96
7.00

Table 5.4: Results of the models taking adjusted demand into account: the ﬁrst ﬁve columns denote
the average number of cancelled trips for all models over the 26 parameter settings. The last column
shows the average number of dead-heading trips used in DHADM .

Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ADM
168578
112461
60837
44496
24424
3854
25108
24823
52657
23417
69537
49559

Seat shortages
ADM(L) ADM(E) ADM(A)
235812
187944
176740
158350
123798
119391
89343
69687
65827
54024
47843
45408
32031
27970
25525
3854
3854
3871
42344
35628
28236
43543
35987
29016
75380
61742
58028
32330
30101
25284
82434
78972
71702
56183
54097
53786

DHADM
166577
111798
59589
44161
22431
3854
23362
25086
52464
23389
66368
45345

Table 5.5: Results of the models taking adjusted demand into account. The last ﬁve columns denote
the average number of seat-shortages.
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Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ADM
119940
84846
44754
45196
25108
3824
21503
22776
53517
23808
64848
50211

Passenger delay
ADM(L) ADM(E) ADM(A)
218253
165132
126891
151030
111267
90721
86402
59823
48226
54025
50199
45801
32031
29816
25827
3824
3824
3824
39390
30087
22475
40965
31233
23578
75380
60189
58244
32329
26781
25563
83307
78615
68681
58590
51678
54347

DHADM
118101
83882
44406
44846
23064
3824
20068
22759
53313
23746
62379
46203

Table 5.6: Results of the models taking adjusted demand into account. The last ﬁve columns show
the average passenger delay for all models.

The penalty for cancelling a trip is important in the models with adjusted passenger demand.
With a penalty value of 1 000 000 on average only 0.27 trips get cancelled with ADM, while
with a penalty value of 100 000 on average 0.92 trips get cancelled. However, as a consequence,
with a penalty value of 1 000 000 there are on average 57768 seat shortage kilometers, while
there are only 52406 seat shortage kilometers on average with a penalty of 100 000. The
rolling stock units that were used on the cancelled trips can be used on other trips to increase
the capacity there. So, a trade oﬀ must be made between cancelling trips and the number of
seat shortages.
To summarize, adjusted passenger demand has a large inﬂuence on the results. The demand
does not decrease, and, as a result, the trade-oﬀ between cancelling additional trips and using
larger compositions on other trips is no longer evident. If passengers board in the “worst”
case scenario, as in ADM(L), then the seat-shortages will be much larger than if the passenger
follow the “optimal” boarding strategy as in ADM. Finally, dead-heading trips can be used to
reduce the number of seat-shortages and the number of additional cancelled trips.
5.4.3.3.1 –

Cancelling less trains

The rescheduling solutions when using adjusted passenger demand cancel more trains than
necessary. This is a solution that is not ideal in practice. Therefore, we have increased the
penalty value for cancelling a trip to 10 000 000 in order to test the models with adjusted
passenger demand while cancelling the least amount of trips as possible. The four models
ADM , ADM (L), ADM (E), and ADM (A) cancel now as many trips as OM , while the
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model DHADM now cancels just as many trips as DHM . Tables 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 give an
overview of the average number of cancelled trains, the average number of seat shortages, and
the average passenger delays for the models when using diﬀerent penalty values for cancelling
a trip. As can be seen, the larger the penalty for cancelling a trip, the less trips get cancelled,
but the more seat-shortages and/ or passenger delays there will be.
Cancel
penalty
10 000 000
1 000 000
100 000

ADM
0.25
0.27
0.92

Cancelled trips
ADM(L) ADM(E) ADM(A)
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.31
0.28
0.27
0.94
0.94
0.93

DHADM
0
0.03
0.56

Dead-heading trips
DHADM
6.1
5.9
5.8

Table 5.7: Results of the models with diﬀerent penalty values for cancelling a trip. The ﬁrst ﬁve
columns denote the average number of cancelled trips for all models. The last column denotes the
average number of dead-heading trips scheduled by DHADM .

Cancel
penalty
10 000 000
1 000 000
100 000

ADM
58179
57768
52406

ADM(L)
79905
78868
72150

Seat shortages
ADM(E) ADM(A)
65955
62122
65209
60320
60088
56781

DHADM
57273
57284
50292

Table 5.8: Results of the models with diﬀerent penalty values for cancelling a trip. The last ﬁve
columns denote the average number of seat-shortages.

Cancel
penalty
10 000 000
1 000 000
100 000

ADM
48700
48511
45021

Passenger delay
ADM(L) ADM(E) ADM(A)
76637
53046
49812
75828
52918
49017
70093
51623
46171

DHADM
47346
47172
43926

Table 5.9: Results of the models with diﬀerent penalty values for cancelling a trip. The last ﬁve
columns denote the average passenger delay for all models.

5.4.3.4 –

Computation times

The models need to be fast in order to be useful in real-time. Therefore, all seven models are
compared based on their computation times. Figure 5.8 shows the average computation time
per case per model. The computation times for both ADM(L), ADM(E), and ADM(A) are
much larger than the acceptable norm of 300 seconds, so only the computation times of the
other models are shown in the ﬁgure. The OM is fastest, however DHM is not much slower.
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On average OM takes 22,8 seconds to solve an instance, DHM 28,3 seconds, DHADM 59,2
seconds, ADM 73,9 seconds, ADM(L) 360,5 seconds, ADM(E) 621,2 seconds, and ADM(A)
490,6 seconds.
We can conclude that OM, DHM, DHADM , and ADM all have computation times that
are acceptable for usage in practice.

OM
DHM
ADM
DHADM

Time

300

200

100

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Case number
Figure 5.8: Computation times per model

5.5 –

CONCLUSION

In current literature, models are developed to tackle the Rolling Stock Rescheduling Problem.
However, these models have not been applied in practice yet, because not all practical aspects
have been taken into account. In this paper we included two of these practical aspects in the
rolling stock rescheduling model.
First of all, we introduced the possibility of scheduling dead-heading trips from a station
with an excess of inventory to a station with a shortage of inventory. These trips are called
dead-heading trips and can be used to reduce the number of cancelled trips.
Secondly, adjusted passenger demand is taken into account in the model. Passengers stay
in the railway system until they arrive at their destination. As a consequence, trains with more
capacity will be appointed to the trips where the actual passenger demand is large.
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Six diﬀerent rolling stock rescheduling model versions have been tested. Results show
that by using dead-heading trips the number of additional cancelled trips and the number
of seat-shortages are reduced in comparison with the model versions where no dead-heading
trips are included. Furthermore, the model versions where adjusted passenger demand is taken
into account have appointed trains with more capacity to the trips just after the end of the
disruption. This is due to the fact that the adjusted passenger demand is there the largest,
and appointing trains with a large capacity thus reduces the number of seat-shortages. Finally,
the computation times are applicable in practice for the models where dead-heading trips and
adjusted passenger demand are included.
There are interesting research possibilities for further research. First of all, results showed
that if passengers with a nearer destination board the train ﬁrst when there is not enough
capacity for all passengers to board the train, this leads to a better global objective than if
passengers with a further destination board the train ﬁrst. As a consequence, it might be
interesting to investigate the usage of trains skipping stations, such that passengers with a
further destination board those trains instead of claiming the capacity of the other trains.
In this way both passengers with a nearer destination and with a further destination might
become satisﬁed. Secondly, the assumption that passengers do not leave the railway system
prematurely and do not take a detour to their destination should be relaxed in further research.
Finally, other practical aspects need to be included in the Rolling Stock Rescheduling Problem
as well. For instance, rolling stock units that have a maintenance appointment somewhere
during the day should be included in the model together with adjusted passenger demand and
dead-heading trips.
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6 – A Comparison of Optimization
Methods for Solving the Depot
Matching and Parking Problem
This chapter considers the paper (Haahr et al. (2015b)) which is under review at Transportation
Science. In 2015 a preliminary version of this paper has won the second place in the Student
Paper Award Competition of the Railway Application Section of INFORMS.
Co-authors: J.T. Haahr and R.M. Lusby

6.1 –

INTRODUCTION

Passenger railways are an important mode of transportation in many countries. Travelers
depend on a safe, reliable and timely service. For a rail operator, providing this service requires
the careful planning of trains, personnel and infrastructure. Planning problems that must be
addressed include, but are not limited to the following: i) determining a timetable, which
stipulates the arrival and departure times of the train services to operate; ii) creating a rolling
stock schedule, specifying a feasible ﬂeet circulation by assigning train units to timetabled train
services; and iii) constructing a crew plan by assigning certiﬁed train personnel to operate the
trains. Due to the complexity of each of the underlying optimization problems, the planning
problems are usually solved sequentially and in isolation.
In this paper, we present a comparison of optimization methods for determining whether a
scheduled set of shunting movements at a given depot is feasible with respect to the layout
of the depot. A depot (or shunting yard) is a storage facility that is usually located in the
close vicinity of a railway station. It typically consists of several parallel tracks on which train
units not in service can be parked. A shunting movement refers to the process of driving a
unit to (or from) a depot track from (or to) a platform in the station and is induced whenever
the train composition changes on successive train services. Multiple units can be assigned
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to the same train service (i.e. coupled in a convoy), and this ordered collection of units is
termed a composition. Compositions are typically designed to meet the forecast passenger
demand, while not using more train units than is necessary. Composition changes occur when,
for instance, a train unit is either taken out of service or a train unit is brought into service. In
the ﬁrst case, the uncoupled unit must be shunted to the station’s depot where it is parked
and awaits its next service. In the second case a train unit must be retrieved from the depot
and coupled to a train service.
The rolling stock scheduling problem determines which train unit types to assign to each
timetabled train service. Two train unit types typically diﬀer in their respective physical
characteristics, e.g. length and passenger capacity. We assume train units of the same type
to be interchangeable. Shunting movements are usually not considered when planning the
rolling stock schedule. It is often assumed that these can be resolved in a later phase. The
assumption is that the capacity as well as the infrastructure layout of any depot on the network
is suﬃcient to cater for the necessary shunting movements implied by the rolling stock schedule.
However, for railway networks where depot capacity is scarce, it may not always be possible
to feasibly perform the resulting shunting movements. Furthermore, the planning of shunting
movements is not a trivial problem. This is especially true at larger stations where many
shunting movements may occur over the course of a day and where there can be a number of
depot tracks of diﬀerent lengths. Eﬀective methods for ﬁnding feasible solutions to, or proving
the infeasibility of, the so-called Train Unit Shunting Problem (TUSP) are therefore essential.
A railway network normally contains several depots, and the set of shunting movements
at each of them can be deduced from a solution to the rolling stock scheduling problem.
Scheduling the rolling stock is beyond the scope of this paper, and we assume a solution to this
problem is available as input to the TUSP. From the given rolling stock schedule all arrivals
at and departures from depots are implicitly speciﬁed; an uncoupled train unit corresponds
to an arrival at a depot, while a coupled train unit corresponds to a departure from a depot.
Such arrival or departure events are associated with a speciﬁc train unit type. We assume that
the depots of two diﬀerent stations are independent of each other. In other words, the set of
shunting movements at one depot is conﬁned to that depot and has no impact on the shunting
movements of another depot. We term a feasible solution to the TUSP a shunting plan, and
this must satisfy two constraints. First, the total length (or capacity) of each individual depot
track must not be violated at any given time; and second, no train unit ordering conﬂicts occur.
A conﬂict occurs when the arrival of a train unit at a depot track blocks the departure of a
train unit from the same track. In this paper, we assume that depot tracks function as last-in
ﬁrst-out (LIFO) stacks. This means that the last train unit to arrive at a depot track must be
the ﬁrst to leave. In reality, open ended depot tracks exist; however, such cases will also have
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ordering restrictions that must be obeyed. In this paper, any open-ended track is operated as a
LIFO stack.
The TUSP is essentially comprised of two interdependent subproblems. A matching problem
pairs the arrivals and departures at a depot. This is necessary as only train unit types are
known in the solution to the rolling stock problem. The resulting matching implicitly speciﬁes
how long individual units will spend in the depot and a track allocation problem or parking
must be solved to identify on which track the units will be parked. Contrary to previous work
in this ﬁeld, we view the TUSP as a feasibility problem as the primary goal is to determine
whether or not a given rolling stock schedule is feasible from a shunting perspective. Almost all
of the operational cost is incurred in the rolling schedule and this schedule is unlikely to change
in order to improve the combined objective of the TUSPs. It is important to simply know
whether the generated shunting movements are feasible with respect to the depots. We note
that after conﬁrming feasibility of the shunting movements, the TUSPs could be resolved with
an appropriate objective function. In the absence of a feasible solution, proving that no solution
exists is equally important. If no solution exists, it means that the given rolling stock schedule
is not feasible from a shunting perspective. As a consequence, in such situations, a new rolling
stock schedule must be found. The emphasis in this paper is therefore on determining whether
or not a solution to an instance of the TUSP exists.
In this paper we propose three new methods for solving the TUSP and benchmark their
performance against several methods from the literature on both realistic and artiﬁcial instances.
In particular we present a Constraint Program (CP) approach, a column generation procedure,
and a greedy randomized heuristic approach. To our knowledge, CP has never been applied to
the TUSP despite the fact that the methodology is extremely eﬀective at solving feasibility
problems. These are compared against a reference Mixed Integer Program (MIP) and a two
stage approach from the literature. For the reference MIP we also experiment with a delayed
constraint variant. The devised methods cover a broad range of optimization techniques. Some
of the proposed approaches are exact solution methods, which ﬁnd one feasible solution (if it
exists) or prove that no solution exists. Others are heuristic approaches that strive to quickly
ﬁnd any feasible solution by searching subsets of the entire solution space and consequently
cannot prove infeasibility. A comparison of all of the approaches on instances obtained from
our industrial partners in The Netherlands and Denmark allows deﬁnitive conclusions regarding
the strength and weaknesses of each approach, not to mention their applicability in practice,
to be made. This paper therefore makes the following important contributions to the literature
on train unit shunting.
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1. Three new methodologies for solving the TUSP
2. Extensive computational experiments that compare the performance of these new methods
with existing methods from the literature
3. A benchmarking of the methods on problem instances from multiple railway operators in
diﬀerent countries.
In addition to the main contributions, this paper also makes several minor ones. These
include: the development of several eﬃcient initial infeasibility checks that can be run prior to
solving an instance of the TUSP; a problem decomposition approach that reduces an instance
of the TUSP to a number of smaller, independent TUSP subproblems; an extension of a
reference MIP, giving it the potential to dynamically add constraints; and an extension of the
TUSP to also allow parking at platform tracks within the station at the end of the planning
horizon. Computational tests suggest that there is no single method that dominates all others.
First, in Section 6.2 we give an overview of related literature and highlight the main
diﬀerences to our contributions. In Section 6.3 we present the problem description. A number
of polynomial time feasibility checks are discussed in Section 6.4 before introducing the solution
methods in Section 6.5. The problem instances are presented in Section 6.8, followed by the
benchmark of the solution methods. Finally, we conclude and give some remarks on further
research in Section 6.9.

6.2 –

LITERATURE OVERVIEW

To the best of our knowledge, the TUSP was ﬁrst introduced in passenger railways by Freling et
al. Freling et al. (2005). Other authors have considered diﬀerent variants of the same problem,
including additional constraints and decisions such as maintenance operations or station routing.
In some cases, the matching of train units between arrivals and departures is given as input and
not part of the problem. Otherwise, part of the problem is also to specify which compatible
(arriving) train unit is matched to every departure. The remaining part of the TUSP is to ﬁnd
a valid parking plan for the in and out movements speciﬁed by the train matching. With the
exception of Kroon et al. Kroon et al. (2008), all studies do not integrate the matching and
parking problem, but solve them separately. A cost structure is often used to rank diﬀerent
matching and parking assignments. We, however, focus on the core matching and parking
problem and do not diﬀerentiate between distinct solutions.
Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005) consider the problem of parking train units overnight
at a depot in such a way that each train unit can be retrieved, without moving others, when
needed during the operations of the following day. Any feasible parking must ensure that
train units of diﬀerent types do not block each other when departing from the yard the next
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day. The problem is decomposed into two smaller subproblems: a matching problem and a
parking (or track allocation) problem. The ﬁrst entails matching arrivals and departures at the
depot under consideration. A solution to this problem hence also stipulates the train services
each physical train unit will perform. This problem is formulated as a MIP and solved using
a commercial solver. The parking problem, on the other hand, determines how to park the
assigned matchings on each of the tracks at the yard such that the track capacity is never
exceeded and such that the movements associated with the matchings are conﬂict-free. The
authors model this as a set partitioning problem with side constraints and solve it using a
heuristic column generation procedure. A corresponding MIP approach was not considered nor
compared. The proposed approach was tested on one instance from Netherlands Railways and
results were found within 20 to 60 minutes of computation time. In contrast to our work, the
authors adopt a cost-structure to both problems in order to rank the solutions. We compare
our methods with a variant of this approach in Section 6.8.
The work of Lentink et al. Lentink et al. (2006) extends the work of Freling et al. Freling
et al. (2005), where a four-step approach is proposed to solve the matching and parking
problem. The problems are still solved independently; however, the parking problem is extended
to include more practical aspects, e.g. cleaning and maintenance of units, as well as the routing
costs incurred from the depot to the station platforms. Their model is tested on small and big
problems instances. The small problem instances are solved quickly, but the larger instances
require at least 700 seconds of computation time.
A dynamic programming based heuristic approach for the TUSP is proposed by Haijema et
al. Haijema et al. (2006). The matching and parking problems are solved sequentially and in
isolation. To reduce the problem size the authors propose a rolling horizon technique to solve
the problem. A realistic test case from the railway station Zwolle in the Netherlands is used to
analyse the performance of the algorithm. A 24 hour period is considered in which 45 train
units arrive and 55 train units depart. The depot has 19 tracks and a total capacity of 4000
meters. Solutions to the problems are found quickly and the results are promising; however,
only a single instance is considered.
Solving the TUSP without some form of matching/parking separation has been proposed
by Kroon et al. Kroon et al. (2008). The authors essentially extend the work of Freling et
al. Freling et al. (2005) and propose a large MIP formulation that simultaneously solves the
matching and parking problem. The authors try to keep the depot tracks as homogeneous
(with respect to the train unit type) as possible. In addition, they also consider conﬂict-cliques
in order to reduce the large number of conﬂict constraints. In contrast, in our work we
accommodate this problem by adding conﬂict constraints on the ﬂy in the Branch-and-Bound
(B&B) framework. Practical restrictions that include how to handle depot tracks that can be
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approached from both sides are described. Two stations from the Dutch Railway network form
the computational study, where instances with up to 125 train units of 12 diﬀerent types are
considered.
Jacobsen and Pisinger Jacobsen and Pisinger (2011) present three diﬀerent heuristics to
solve a variant of the TUSP that includes maintenance scheduling. The model is tested on
small instances and the runtimes are low. Internal rearrangements are permitted if one train
unit is blocking another train unit. The model is not tested on problem instances from practice.
In contrast to Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005), Lentink et al. Lentink et al. (2006), and
Haijema et al. Haijema et al. (2006), we propose several new methods that integrate the
matching and parking problems. Our methods are compared with the integrated and sequential
methods from the literature. Furthermore, unlike any other research in this area, we test
all methods on several classes of large and realistic instances from diﬀerent train operating
companies. In addition, we present and discuss the possibility of parking train units at platforms
at the end of the planning horizon. This can also be seen in Table 6.1, where an overview of
existing literature is given.
Paper

Integrated

Freling et al. (2005)
Lentink et al. (2006)
Haijema et al. (2006)
Kroon et al. (2008)
Jacobsen and Pisinger (2011)
This paper

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Method
MIP, CG
MIP, CG
DP
MIP
H
CP, MIP, CH, H, (CG)

Benchmark

Platform

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Table 6.1: Overview of the contribution of papers on the TUSP. The ﬁrst column denotes the paper.
The second column indicates whether the matching and parking problems are integrated. The third
column states which solution methods are used, where CG stands for column generation, DP for
dynamic programming, CP for CP, and H for heuristics. The fourth column states whether or not the
solution methods are benchmarked on multiple practical settings from diﬀerent railway operations.
The ﬁnal column speciﬁes whether or not overnight platform parking is taken into account.

6.3 –

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This section begins with a formal description of the TUSP, and this is followed by an example
problem instance. We then introduce the platform extension used in this paper. General
notation is introduced throughout the section, and investigation into the complexity of the
problem is also provided.
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6.3.1 –

Problem description

The aim of the TUSP is to create a feasible shunting plan or prove that no such plan exists. A
feasible shunting plan includes a feasible matching of all arrivals and departures at the depot
as well as a feasible assignment of the obtained matchings to tracks. A valid matching pairs all
initially parked train units at the depot, as well as all train units that arrive during the day,
with compatible departures. Any unmatched train unit must remain parked at the depot. In
other words, all unmatched train units reside in inventory until the end of the planning horizon.
Furthermore, in a feasible matching all departures must be covered by a train unit, otherwise
the TUSP is infeasible. A feasible solution to the matching problem must be assigned to depot
tracks in a conﬂict-free manner. Without loss of generality, we can assume there is a one-to-one
correspondence between arrivals and departures. Initially parked trains can be modelled as early
arrivals, and train units that remain at the depot at the end of the planning horizon can be
modelled as late departures.
All train units initially parked at the depot and all train units that arrive during the day are
termed arrival events. A speciﬁc train unit type and known arrival time are associated with
each arrival. The arrival time of initially parked train units is assumed to be the start of the
planning horizon, denoted t0 . Likewise, departing train units are termed departure events. A
departure has a known departure time and a required train unit type. For the sake of simplicity,
a departure is deﬁned for all train units remaining in the depot at the end of the planning
horizon, which is denoted t∞ . We deﬁne a matching to be a combination of a compatible
(with respect to train unit type) arrival event and departure event. Consequently, a feasible set
of matchings covers all arrival events and all departure events exactly once. In other words,
initially parked and arriving train units are matched to either a compatible departure or assigned
to stay on some track in the depot at time t∞ .
A solution to the parking problem must satisfy two types of constraints. First, the capacity
on each individual depot track may not be violated at any time. In other words, the total
length of all train units residing on a track at any time may not exceed the length of the
track itself. It suﬃces to ensure that this holds whenever a train unit arrives at the depot.
Second, all tracks must be processed in a LIFO order, i.e the last parked train unit on a track
must be the ﬁrst train unit to leave. A train unit cannot leave a track (for a departure) if a
diﬀerent train unit has arrived in the meantime and is staying on the same track. Otherwise,
a conﬂict would occur. We assume that an assigned track is occupied from (and including)
the arrival time until (and including) the departure time of the corresponding matching. This
is a conservative approach as an arrival will occupy its assigned depot track some time after
arriving, and a departure will release the track allocation some time before departing from the
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associated station. By using this conservative approach, we are guaranteed to ﬁnd a solution
that is feasible in practice.
We make several assumptions in this paper. First, the shunting movements at diﬀerent
stations in the railway network are assumed to be completely independent of each other. Hence,
the respective TUSPs can be solved separately for every station. Second, no maintenance
operations are considered in our problem. Thus, train units of the same type are assumed to
be completely interchangeable. Third, internal shunting of train units is not considered; once a
train unit is parked it can only be moved once retrieved for departure. In practice, internal
shunting can be performed, albeit at the cost of using shunting personnel resources. A plan
without additional movements is preferred, if possible. Finally, a certain buﬀer period between
consecutive arrivals and departures may be desired for the same train unit. We assume that a
unit must be parked on a depot track for at least β minutes. The value of β is parametric. A
high value of β will result in a shunting plan that is more robust to delays; however, it also
reduces the combinatorial solution space. In the computational experiments we set β equal to
the lowest value, β = 1.
The majority of the considered problem instances have an initial inventory of train units
at the start of the planning horizon. Each depot track may therefore contain a number of
train units in a speciﬁc order. The proposed approaches all adhere to this initial ordering of
the train units. It is also possible for the presented approaches to determine the initial parking
order of the train units on the track. Not having an initial ordering is a less restrictive problem,
potentially giving a greater number of feasible solutions. We do not pursue this variant in this
paper, but note that it may be relevant at a strategic or tactical planning level.
In contrast to the literature, no cost structure is deﬁned in our work on the TUSP. The
TUSP is considered a feasibility problem as this is the most important question to answer. Any
of the proposed solution approaches could be used as part of a larger framework to determine
whether or not a feasible solution exists before ﬁnding the most preferred one. This is highly
applicable in an operational setting where time is limited and it is crucial to quickly detect
feasibility. We note, however, that almost all of the presented approaches can, without much
diﬃculty, be extended to include an objective function.

6.3.2 –

Example

An example of a problem instance is given in Table 6.2. The example highlights the importance
of integrating the matching and parking problems. The table lists a set of arrival and departure
events. The time each event occurs and its associated train unit type are also speciﬁed.
Furthermore, for this example, the lengths of the train unit types for a, b and c are 200, 100
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and 150 meters, respectively. Two depot tracks are assumed to be available, one with length
550 meters and one with length 200 meters.
Event

Type

Time

Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Arrival
Departure
Departure
Departure

a1
a2
b1
c
b2
b
c
a

12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
15:00
15:30
16:00

Table 6.2: Example list of events in a problem instance. Note, that a1 and a2 (and b1 and b2 ) denote
the same train unit type.

Each arrival must be matched to a compatible departure, or remain in the depot. For the
latter option the arrival is paired to an artiﬁcial event, which is denoted inv. For the sake
of argument, if parking constraints are ignored, we can identify two feasible solutions to the
matching problem. These are given in Table 6.3.
Matching 1

Matching 2

(b1 , b)
(c,c)
(a1 , inv)
(a2 , a)
(b2 , inv)

(b2 , b)
(c,c)
(a1 , inv)
(a2 , a)
(b1 , inv)

Table 6.3: Two feasible solutions to the matching problem for the TUSP instance in Table 6.2.

From a parking perspective, only one of the two matchings is feasible at 15:00. The arriving
units are parked on the tracks in the order speciﬁed in Figure 6.1. Matching 1 is clearly
infeasible as train unit b2 blocks the departure of train unit b1 . Matching 2, on the other hand,
is conﬂict-free: no train unit is blocking a departure of a diﬀerent train unit.
Track 2
Track 1

(c, 13:30-15:30)

(b2 , 14:00 - 15:00/end)

(b1 , 13:00 - 15:00/end)

(a2 , 12:30 - 16:00/end)

(a1 , 12:00 - 16:00/end)

Figure 6.1: An example of train units in Table 6.2 assigned to two depot tracks.
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Platform Parking
Train units can be, and are in certain situations, parked on platform tracks in practice. During
the day passengers board and alight from trains at platforms. Consequently, train units should
not be parked there during the day. However, during the night there is no, or limited, traﬃc.
If train units parked on platform tracks overnight can service the ﬁrst train service from the
platforms on the following day, then no additional shunting is required.
According to some railway operators, e.g. Netherlands Railways (NS) and Danish State
Railways (DSB), train units are, under certain circumstances, parked on platform tracks. The
rolling stock activities for the following day are known, and it can be practical to park train
units on a platform track overnight if the parked composition is to depart early the next day.
Depending on the track layout and the number of platforms at a station, a number of platform
tracks may be eligible to be used in this way. However, still, a number of platform tracks must
be reserved in order to allow night trains or maintenance crews to operate.
At any station we assume that a certain number of platform tracks, N , can be used for
overnight parking. In order to ensure a smooth operation, the ﬁrst N departing train services
(of the following day) dictate which train units can be parked on the N available platform
tracks. A departing train service may consist of multiple train units, allowing more than a single
train unit to be parked on a platform track. For instance, if N = 2, and the ﬁrst two departing
trains have the compositions aa and bc, then two train units of type a can be assigned to the
ﬁrst platform track (perhaps from diﬀerent arrival services) and a single train unit of each type
b and c to the second platform track. In this variation of the problem, the extension can be
handled by adding the N platform tracks as normal shunting tracks with additional restrictions.
More speciﬁcally, in addition to the existing track constraints, a matched arrival and departure
pair can only be assigned to a platform track if the arrival takes place in an appropriate time
window (close to the end of the daily operation) and if the departure corresponds to one of the
ﬁrst train services of the following day.

6.3.3 –

General Notation

When solving an instance of the TUSP for a speciﬁc depot, a set of arrival and departure
events is assumed to be given. This set of events is denoted by E. The sets E arr and E dep
respectively contain all arrivals and departures, and together deﬁne a partition of all events;
that is, E arr ∪ E dep = E and E arr ∩ E dep = ∅. An arrival corresponds to a train unit that
is uncoupled at the station and must be parked in the depot, while a departure corresponds
to a train unit that is to be coupled at the station and must be retrieved from the depot.
Furthermore, we are given a set, M , of train unit types and a set, S, of tracks on which
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units can be parked. Two subsets of S, Sd and Sp , with Sd ∪ Sp = S and Sd ∩ Sp = ∅
contain, respectively, the set of depot tracks and the set of platform tracks. All deﬁnitions
are summarized in Table 6.4. The time at which event e ∈ E takes place is denoted by te ,
and me ∈ M denotes the train unit type of the corresponding event. We let cs denote the
capacity of track s ∈ S. This capacity is equal to the maximum length that can be stored
simultaneously on track s ∈ S. The length of a train unit type m ∈ M is denoted by lm .
Table 6.5 summarizes these parameters.
Set

Deﬁnition

E
E arr ⊂ E
E dep ⊂ E
M
S
Sd ⊂ S
Sp ⊂ S

Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

all events
arrival events
departing events
train unit types
tracks
tracks in the depot for parking
platform tracks

Table 6.4: List of deﬁned sets

Notation

Description

te
me
lm
cs

Time event e ∈ E takes place
Train unit type corresponding to event e ∈ E
Length of train unit type m ∈ M
Capacity of track s ∈ S
Table 6.5: List of parameters

Complexity
The complexity of the TUSP has been addressed by multiple authors in the literature. Several
variations of the problem exist, each of which is known to be N P-hard. The shunting problem
considered by Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005) is essentially a specialization of the considered
TUSP. They prove the variant to be N P-hard by a reduction from the Tram Dispatching
Problem studied by Winter et al. Winter (1999), which in turn is N P-hard.
We present a simple and informal proof, that shows that the considered TUSP is N P-hard
by a reduction from the Graph Coloring Problem (GCP). In the GCP a color must be assigned
to each vertex of a graph such that no adjacent vertices have the same color. Two vertices are
adjacent if an edge connects them. The problem is then to decide the fewest number of colors
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needed. The corresponding decision problem is to decide whether a graph can be colored using
k colors. The GCP is known to be N P-hard Garey et al. (1974).
First, the TUSP is in N P since a feasible solution can be veriﬁed in polynomial time.
The matching constraints are veriﬁed by counting the number of assignments, the capacity
constraints can be veriﬁed by looping through the events (ordered by time), and a pair-wise
comparison of all matching assignments to tracks can verify that the resulting parking is
conﬂict-free. Second, we argue that the TUSP is a generalization of the GCP. Given an
instance of the GCP, the number of colors corresponds to the number of available tracks. The
length of the tracks is set suﬃciently high, such that it is never binding. The constructed
TUSP instance is generated such that only one valid matching exists by assigning a unique
train unit type to all train units. A vertex (in the GCP) corresponds to a track assignment of a
matching, and the selected track represents the selected color. The time of the constructed
events reﬂects an ordering that corresponds to the edges in the GCP, i.e., if two vertices are
connected then the corresponding arrival time is in between the arrival and departure time
of the other, thus conﬂicting. If the constructed TUSP instance contains a feasible solution,
then a feasible assignment of k colors is given by the track assignments of the matchings of
the TUSP instance. Thus, the TUSP can be reduced to an instance of the GCP, and we can
conclude that the TUSP is N P-hard.

6.4 –

INFEASIBILITY CHECKS

A select number of eﬃcient checks can be performed independently of any solution method
to assess the feasibility of an instance of the TUSP. The problem instances considered in the
benchmark testing of Section 6.8 have all passed the checks discussed in this section. There is
no reason to consider an instance, which violates any of the following checks as it is inherently
infeasible.

Aggregated Track Capacity
At any given time the sum of all depot track lengths must be at least the sum of the lengths of
all train units that need to be parked. This aggregated constraint must hold since no feasible
solution can exist if it is violated. This property is easily checked in polynomial time. Rolling
stock schedules implicitly satisfy this constraint if depot capacity is modeled in the rolling stock
problem.
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Individual Track Capacity
The depot must have at least one feasible initial parking with respect to the capacity constraints
of all tracks. At the start of the planning horizon a feasible parking must exist, otherwise no
solution can exist to the TUSP. With a given set of initial train units, a feasible solution can
be found by solving a Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP). Every train unit corresponds to an
item, where the capacity consumption is equal to the physical length of the train unit. Each
depot track corresponds to a knapsack, where the capacity is equal to the track length. Good
algorithms for solving the MKP exist (see e.g. Pisinger Pisinger (1995)).
In this paper, we assume that the initial parking is feasible with respect to the mentioned
knapsack constraints. However, the same constraints must be satisﬁed during the whole
planning horizon, and not only for the initial parking. The same check is applied every time a
train unit arrives to the depot. Note that the individual track capacity can be violated even if
the aggregated track capacity is satisﬁed.

Feasible Matching
In the common case, multiple feasible matchings exist for the same problem instance, especially
when ignoring depot track capacities. The reason for integrating matching and parking in
the TUSP is the fact that all feasible matchings do not necessarily have a feasible parking
assignment. However, if no feasible matching exists, then the TUSP is infeasible as well.
Detecting whether a feasible matching exists is equivalent to solving the Assignment Problem
(AP) (Munkres Munkres (1957)), which is solvable in polynomial time as the resulting matrix of
the Linear Program (LP) is totally unimodular. As the number of arrival and departure events
are the same, the problem is the linear AP; this can be solved using specialized polynomial
time algorithms, such as the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn Kuhn (1955)). Again, as our problem
instances are the result of a feasible rolling stock schedules at least one matching must exist.

6.5 –

SOLUTION METHODS

In this section we describe three new solution methods for solving the TUSP. Section 6.5.1 is
dedicated to the Constraint Programming Method (CPM), while Section 6.5.2 introduces the
column generation method. An overview of the Randomized Greedy Construction Heuristic
(RGCH) approach is given in Section 6.5.3. Existing methods in the literature are described in
Section 6.6.
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6.5.1 –

The Constraint Programming Method

As the TUSP is essentially a feasibility problem, a CP approach might be eﬀective. Our proposed
CP formulation is inspired by the rolling stock composition model of Fioole et al Fioole et al.
(2006). This formulation was originally used for Rolling Stock (re-)Scheduling; however, we
can use the idea of compositions and composition changes for the TUSP. In this formulation
we attempt to assign compositions to tracks whenever an event occurs. At such times one
composition must be assigned to each track individually. Similar to the rolling stock problem, a
composition consists of a number of train units in a speciﬁc order. For instance, in Figure 6.1,
the composition caa is assigned to track one and the composition bb is assigned to track two.
Note that the empty composition, containing no train units, is a valid composition as well.
Composition changes can only occur whenever events occur. A composition change is the
transition of one composition to another. For instance, if an arrival of a train unit takes place
at a speciﬁc track, then a train unit is, in eﬀect, coupled to the composition currently assigned
to the track. Thus, a composition change consists of two compositions, the one prior to the
event occurring and the one immediately after it has taken place.
We let C be the set of all possible compositions and Q be the set of all possible composition
changes. The set Qe,s consists of all feasible composition changes that can take place just
after event e ∈ E on track s ∈ S. For instance, if event e stipulates that a train unit of type
a is arriving, then only composition changes where a train unit of type a appears on top of
the stack are included in Qe,s . Additionally, composition changes where no train units are
appended or removed are included as all unaﬀected tracks remain unchanged.
The CP also requires some parameters. First of all, is speciﬁes the initial composition
on track s ∈ S. Next, λe deﬁnes the predecessor event of event e ∈ E, i.e. the event that
occurs just before e. Furthermore, for composition change q ∈ Q, we introduce notation In[q]
and Out[q] to denote the index of the ﬁrst and second composition in a composition change
in the list of allowed composition changes, i.e. the original composition and its successor
composition. Finally, αm [q] and βm [q] specify whether a train unit of type m is appended or
removed. Table 6.6 summarizes the sets and parameters used in the CP approach.
We deﬁne two families of decision variables. First, the integer variable Xe,s speciﬁes which
composition is assigned to track s ∈ S just after event e ∈ E. The compositions are mapped
to integer values, e.g., Xe,s = 3 stipulates that the ab composition is assigned to track s after
event e. Recall, a composition c ∈ C which is assigned to track s ∈ S just after event has
occurred e ∈ E consists of all train units parked at that moment on track s, in order of arrival
time. For instance, if the composition abcd is assigned to track s after event e occurs, then it
means that train unit d was parked there ﬁrst, followed by train units c, b, and a.
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Set or parameter

Deﬁnition

C
Q
Qe,s

Set of possible compositions
Set of possible composition changes
Set of composition changes that are allowed after event e ∈ E at
track s ∈ S
The composition belonging to the start inventory at track s ∈ S
The predecessor event of event e ∈ E
The index of the ﬁrst composition belonging to composition change
q∈Q
The index of the second composition belonging to composition
change q ∈ Q
Equals 1 if a train unit of type m ∈ M is appended to the
composition on the track during composition change q ∈ Q
Equals 1 if a train unit of type m ∈ M is removed from the
composition on the track during composition change q ∈ Q

is
λe
In[q]
Out[q]
αm [q]
βm [q]

Table 6.6: List of all additional sets and parameters required by the CP model

Similarly, the integer decision variable Ye,s indicates the composition change that takes
place on track s ∈ S just after the occurrence of event e ∈ E. An example of this is the
composition change from aa to a when one train unit of type a departs track s. Again, an
integer value corresponds to a transition from one composition to another.
The construction of Qe,s models the allowed composition changes with respect to the depot
track capacity and the LIFO restrictions. Note that platform parking can also be modeled in
the construction of this set. First, composition changes that exceed the length of a track are
not allowed. All composition changes that involve a transition to a composition that has a
total length longer than the capacity of track s are removed from the set Qe,s . Furthermore,
restrictions with respect to the train unit type of events are considered. First, if event e ∈ E
is an arrival of a train unit of type a, then only composition changes where a train unit of
type a is appended and composition changes where no train units are appended or removed
are allowed. Second, the LIFO constraints further restrict the set of composition changes. If,
for instance, the composition abcd was assigned to track s just after event λe occurs, then
there are only two allowed composition changes after a departure event e ∈ E on track s:
abcd → abcd, or abcd → bcd. Train units b, c, and d cannot depart as train unit a is blocking
them. Finally, with respect to the platform tracks, it is not allowed to park train units at
platform tracks during the day, the only allowed composition change after events during the
day is empty → empty. For the last events of the day, however, platform track parking can
be considered. In such cases the platform track composition is restricted to being a subset
of the composition of the train service which will ﬁrst depart from the platform the following
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day. This can be considered by only allowing composition changes that involve transitions to
compositions which are a subset of the departing train service composition.
The TUSP can therefore be modeled with the following mathematical program, which is
used as a basis for the CPM:
Xλe ,s = In[Ye,s ]


∀e ∈ E, s ∈ S

(6.1)

∀e ∈ E, s ∈ S

(6.2)

βm [Ye,s ] = 1

∀e ∈ E dep , m ∈ M : me = m

(6.3)

αm [Ye,s ] = 1

∀e ∈ E arr , m ∈ M : me = m

(6.4)

Xe,s = Out[Ye,s ]

s∈S


s∈S

Constraints (6.1) state that the ﬁrst composition of a chosen composition change on a track
has to match the actual composition that is appointed before the composition change took
place on the track. This actual composition is the composition that is assigned to the track just
after the previous event, λe has occurred. A similar composition ﬂow conservation constraint
is used for the second composition of a chosen composition change. This composition must be
equal to the actual composition that is appointed to the track after the composition change
took place, which equals the composition that is assigned to the track just after the occurrence
of event e. This is modeled by Constraints (6.2).
Every departure event has a corresponding train unit that has to depart from precisely one
of the tracks in the depot. Consequently, exactly one composition change has to be selected
where a train unit of type me has departed; on all other tracks no shunting movements can
take place. This is modeled by Constraints (6.3). A similar requirement holds for an arrival.
The corresponding train unit me has to be appended to precisely one track; this is handled by
Constraints (6.4). Finally, the start inventory is enforced by ﬁxing the values for Xe,s of an
auxiliary source event e that occurs before the ﬁrst event.

6.5.1.1 –

Solution procedure

The proposed model can be solved using a CP solver, eﬀectively solving the TUSP by assigning
compositions and composition changes to the events on the tracks. Similar to the rolling stock
scheduling variant in Freling et al. (2005), the model does not scale well. Long depot tracks and
a high number of train unit types result in a huge number of variables in practice. A large number
of variables is needed for long depot tracks as the number of possible compositions increases
drastically in such cases. Many diﬀerent train unit types further increase the combinatorial
solution space.
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Preliminary results showed that small instances with two train unit types are practical to
solve. However, larger instances with four train unit types quickly become impractical to solve,
primarily due to the memory footprint. As a remedy, the CPM can be solved in a more practical
way. We present a variant, the Constraint Programming Method Heuristic (CPMH), that
restricts the compositions on tracks to contain at most  ≥ 1 diﬀerent unit train types. Note,
that the contained train unit types can change over the course of a planning horizon. At any
time, the number of diﬀerent train unit types is at most . In eﬀect, fewer tracks will be mixed,
i.e., contain more than one train unit type, in the solution. Keeping tracks homogeneous is
beneﬁcial as it reduces the potential LIFO conﬂicts. The main beneﬁt is the drastic reduction
of the number of variables in the CP model. If the CP model ﬁnds a solution, then clearly it
is feasible for the TUSP. However, if it fails to ﬁnd a solution we cannot conclude that the
instance is infeasible, unless  = |M |.
The minimal value of  that produces a feasible solution is initially unknown, therefore we
begin with  = 1. The strategy is to solve the model using increasing values of . A time limit
of γ minutes is set in every iteration. Otherwise, too much time is potentially spent searching
an infeasible solution space. In this paper we divide the available time, T , uniformly by the
number of train unit types in the problem instance, γ = T/|M |. In every step when no solution
has been found, we increase  with 1 and try again, until  = |M |.

6.5.2 –

Column Generation Method

Column generation is a well-known decomposition method for solving large-scale LPs. The most
attractive feature of the approach is that it only generates variables that have the potential to
improve the objective function while implicitly considering all non-basic variables included in
the formulation. In what follows, we present a column generation procedure for the TUSP. To
apply column, we decompose the problem by track, and attempt to assign each track a set of
possible matchings, termed a matching pattern. A matching pattern is a subset of matchings
that can be feasibly assigned to a given track over the planning horizon. In particular, it is
a set of matchings that satisﬁes the LIFO requirements as well as the available track length
restriction. A large number of possible matching patterns exist. Thus the approach relies on
the dynamic generation of variables that represent promising matching patterns. In this paper,
the solution method is referred to as the Column Generation Method (CGM).
The proposed formulation is based on the methodology presented by Freling et al. Freling
et al. (2005), with the exception that in our work the matching and parking problems are
not solved separately. We present a model and solution framework that simultaneously solves
both problems. For the description of the model, we introduce the set Ps , which denotes the
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set of all feasible matching patterns for track s ∈ S. Note, that platform track parking and
LIFO constraints are already satisﬁed in this set. A binary decision variable Xp,s is deﬁned
for each s ∈ S and p ∈ Ps and governs the inclusion of the corresponding matching pattern
in the ﬁnal solution. A value of one indicates that the matching pattern is chosen, while a
value zero indicates otherwise. As the majority of the constraints are embedded in the column
construction phase. The problem can be formulated as a large generalized set partitioning
problem. In the model, at most one matching pattern is assigned to each track. Further,
each arrival and departure must appear in exactly one matching pattern, otherwise it is left
uncovered. Binary variables Ye , where e ∈ E arr , and Ze , where e ∈ E dep , are used to indicate
whether an arrival, respectively departure, is matched or not. The objective of the model is
to match as many arrivals and departures as possible. Thus, the objective function simply
minimizes the number of unassigned arrivals. The binary parameter αe,p is used to indicate
whether or not event e ∈ E is contained in matching pattern p ∈ Ps . The full binary integer
program is given as follows.

Minimize:
subject to:





Ye

(6.5)

e∈E arr

M ye +







M ze
Xp,s ≤ 1

∀s ∈ S, (μ)

(6.6)

αe,p Xp,s + Ye = 1

∀e ∈ E arr , (π)

(6.7)

αe,p Xp,s + Ze = 1

∀e ∈ E dep , (γ)

(6.8)

Xp,s ∈ {0, 1}

∀s ∈ S, p ∈ Ps , (γ)

(6.9)

Ye ∈ {0, 1}

∀e ∈ E arr , (γ)

(6.10)

Ze ∈ {0, 1}

∀e ∈ E dep , (γ)

(6.11)

p∈Ps

s∈S p∈Ps



s∈S a∈Ps

The objective function (6.5) minimizes the number of uncovered arrivals. Constraints (6.6)
ensure each depot track is assigned at most one matching pattern. Constraint sets (6.7)
and (6.8) enforce the requirement that each arrival and departure appears in one of the
selected matching patterns, or is left uncovered. Finally, variable domains are speciﬁed by
constraints (6.9)-(6.11). We refer to Model (6.5)-(6.11) as the master problem.
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The Master Problem
Given the exponential number of matching patterns in any real-life example it is impractical to
enumerate all corresponding columns and solve this formulation. In our solution method, a
subset (restricted set) of the possible matching patterns is included. We relax the integrality
restrictions and associated bounds given by (6.9)-(6.11). A relaxed restricted master problem
(RRMP) is obtained. Using the optimal dual solution vector (μ∗ , π ∗ , γ ∗ ) to this relaxed problem,
a pricing problem, or subproblem, is solved to determine if any favourable matching patterns
exist. Promising variables are inserted iteratively into the restricted master problem until none
exists - implying that the LP solution is proven optimal. By iterating between the RRMP and
several pricing problems (typically one for each track), one can limit the search for the optimal
solution to model (6.5)-(6.11) to include only those matching patterns that have the potential
to improve the objective value. For a general introduction to column generation the reader is
referred to Lübbecke and Desrosiers (2004).

The Pricing Problem
The pricing problem requires one to ﬁnd a favourable set of matchings that can feasibly be
parked on a given track. In other words, given an optimal solution to the RRMP, one must
solve up to |Sd | + |Sp | pricing problems at any column generation iteration to determine if any
improving matching pattern exists. To ﬁnd such patterns we present an approach that ﬁnds
shortest paths in a directed graph.
The directed, acyclic graph contains one node for every possible matching, one node for
every arrival (corresponding to not parking the arrival), and a source and sink node. It is layered
by matchings for each arrival (including the node corresponding to not parking the arrival) and
these layers are ordered in increasing arrival time. Arcs connect matchings in one layer with
those of the subsequent layer - provided the two matchings can feasibly use the same track.
The source node is connected to each matching in the ﬁrst layer, while each matching in the
last layer is connected to the sink. The cost on an any arc entering a node is equal to the
reduced cost contributions of the associated matching. For example, if events e ∈ E arr and
e ∈ E dep are matched, the cost on any arc entering the node corresponding to this matching
will have a cost of −(πe + γe ). An example of such a network is given in Figure 6.2
As we must observe the available track length and satisfy the LIFO requirements when
generating matching patterns, a resource constrained shortest path problem must be solved.
Consequently, a standard label setting algorithm is used to identify paths in this network. The
algorithm is similar to that of Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005); however, as we must also
simultaneously ﬁnd the matchings, the proposed network is much bigger. Additionally, we
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Figure 6.2: An example subproblem network with ﬁve arrivals and ﬁve departures. Every node
corresponds to either the matching of an arrival and a departure or an unmatched arrival (gray nodes).
All paths originating at the source (O) and terminating at the sink (D) represent a matching pattern,
which is feasible if the resource constraints are respected. An example of such a path is given in
black. Note that not all arcs and costs are shown.

must also keep track of previously matched departures. This is not nice from a dominance
perspective in a label setting algorithm as it weakens the possibility of dominating partial paths
away in the shortest path solve. This has a detrimental aﬀect on the runtime of the shortest
path algorithm. For large problems it is not even practical. We implement the dominance
strategy described in the label setting algorithm of Freling et al. (2005) and include an extra
check in the extension of a partial path to make sure that we do not visit a matching for a
previously matched departure. This is a heuristic variable generation procedure, but keeps the
runtimes manageable.
To ensure exactness of the column generation, the heuristic column generation approach
outlined can be complemented with a MIP solve. For instance, one can resort to a MIP when
the column generation fails to identify a negative reduced column. This MIP, however, would
be similar in structure to that described in Section 6.6.1, with the exception that only the “best”
set of matchings need to be decided for the shunting track in question. For large problems,
this is expected to be slow.

6.5.3 –

The Randomized Greedy Construction Heuristic

Modeling ordering constraints eﬃciently in integer LPs such as LIFO constraints is cumbersome.
The proposed solution methods and all existing ones overcome this issue by either adding all
pairwise conﬂicts, enumerating all possible transition states, or by generating feasible parking
patterns. As such, all methods have scaling issues, whether it be in the number of constraints
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or the number of variables. In contrast, modelling one or multiple stacks programmatically
would not have such issues.
We propose a heuristic that greedily assigns arrivals and departures to and from tracks. The
important aspects of this heuristic are the eﬃciency of the construction and the randomization
of the greedy choice. Together these characteristics allow the heuristic method to try many
diﬀerent track assignments and extractions within a short time. The method terminates with
the ﬁrst feasible solution.
Algorithm 3: Randomize Greedy Construction Heuristic
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Input: Track set S
Input: Event set E, ordered by time
Output: Matching set M and parking plan
M ←∅
S ← InitializeEmptyTrackStacks()
for e ∈ E do
if Type(e) =Arrival then
s ← FindRandomCompatibleTrack(S)
if s = ∅ then
return ∅
else
S[s] ←Push(S[s], e)
end if
else
s ← FindRandomCompatibleUnitType(S)
if s = ∅ then
return ∅
else
(S[s], e ) ←Pop(S[s])
M ← M ∪ {(e, e , s)}
end if
end if
end for
An overview of the heuristic is shown in Algorithm 3. The input to the heuristic is the

set of events to process and the set of available tracks. The main loop processes events
chronologically. When an arrival event occurs, a random compatible track is sought, i.e., any
track that has suﬃcient remaining length to hold the arriving train unit. Many candidates may
exist, thus the following selection criteria are used:
1. A track where the existing outmost train unit has the same train unit type
2. A track which is empty
3. Any track with suﬃcient capacity
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The goal is to group train units of the same type and avoid stacking diﬀerent train unit types
on the same tracks. Recall that train units of the same type do not block each other as they
are interchangeable. In order to avoid a standstill in certain instances at depots with scarce
capacity, the ﬁrst and second criteria are skipped with a low probability. The situation occurs
when train unit types must be mixed on tracks in order to utilize the capacity fully.
For a departure event, i.e. a train unit must leave the depot, tracks are processed in a
random order. The track with the correct train unit type (on top of the stack) is selected.
Here it might be worthwhile considering a selection criteria approach based on the eﬀect of
removing this train unit. However, preliminary results show that this simple extraction rule is
suﬃciently eﬀective.
The algorithm output is a list, where every element deﬁnes an arrival event, its matching
departure event, and a speciﬁc track to which the corresponding train unit is appointed. On
arrival the train unit is parked on the track, and the speciﬁed departure extracts the train unit
from the same track. The heuristic is able to evaluate one construction path very quickly,
thus it is embedded in an iterative loop, where the heuristic is applied with diﬀerent seeds
to initialize the random number generator. Every iteration thus essentially restarts the whole
process. The loop continues until either a feasible solution is found or a predeﬁned time limit
is reached.

6.6 –

LITERATURE METHODS

In the previous section three novel methods were introduced to solve the TUSP. In Section 6.8,
we compare these methods with existing methods from literature. For completeness, we brieﬂy
describe two methods based on existing approaches. Section 6.6.1 is dedicated to the Reference
MIP Method (RMM), while Section 6.6.2 focuses on theTwo-Stage Method (TSM).

6.6.1 –

The Reference MIP Method

We begin by explaining the RMM. This model is based on the paper Kroon et al Kroon et al.
(2008). Here, arrivals and departures are linked using matchings. The matching of an arrival
and a departure event is allowed if and only if suﬃcient time separates the events, and the
train unit types are compatible. The set of all possible matchings is denoted by A:
A = { (e, f ) | te + β ≤ tf ,

me = m f ,
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e ∈ E arr ,

f ∈ E dep

}

The set of matchings where event e1 ∈ E arr is the arrival event is denoted by Aarr
e1 and
the set of matchings where event e2 ∈ E dep is the departure event is denoted by Adep
e2 . These
sets are summarized in Table 6.7.
Set

Deﬁnition

A
Aarr
e
Adep
e

Set of all matchings
Set of matchings where event e ∈ E arr is the arrival event
Set of matchings where event e ∈ E dep is the departure event
Table 6.7: List of MIP speciﬁc sets

We change the deﬁnition of X here, such that Xa,s takes a value of 1 if and only if matching
a ∈ A is selected and parked on track s ∈ Sd .
A number of constraints need to be satisﬁed in order to achieve a feasible solution. First,
each arrival must be assigned to exactly one departure, c.f. Constraints (6.12). Recall that a
departure represents an actual departure or a stay in the depot. Similarly, each departure must
be assigned to exactly one arrival, c.f. Constraints (6.13).
 

Xa,s = 1

∀e ∈ E arr

(6.12)

Xa,s = 1

∀f ∈ E dep

(6.13)

s∈Sd a∈Aarr
e

 

s∈Sd a∈Adep
f

Constraints (6.12)-(6.13) ensure a feasible matching. For the parking, the capacity of a
depot track can not be exceeded at any point in time. It is suﬃcient to ensure that the track
capacity is not exceeded at every arrival, c.f. (6.14).




{e ∈E arr |te ≤te }

a∈Aarr
e

−



{e ∈E dep |te ≤te }

Xa,s · lme



Xa,s · lme ≤ cs

∀e ∈ E arr , s ∈ Sd

(6.14)

a∈Adep
e

For each arrival, Constraints (6.14) sum the contribution of past events and ensure that
the used track length is less than the available track length; arrivals consume capacity, while
departures release capacity.
The depot tracks are subject to LIFO restrictions. Only the out-most (top of stack) can
be retrieved at any point in time. We model these restrictions by adding one constraint per
pair-wise conﬂict to forbid such assignments, c.f. Constraints (6.15). It states that any two
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pairs of matchings cannot be assigned simultaneously if they block each others’ movements.
∀s ∈ Sd , (a, a ) ∈ C

Xa,s + Xa ,s ≤ 1

(6.15)

where
C = { (a, a ) | a = (e, f ) ∈ A,
a = (e , f  ) ∈ A,
t e  < te ∧ t f  < tf ∧ t f  > te

}

Note, that the conﬂict set is not track-dependent. All pair-wise conﬂicts are therefore
repeated for every track, eﬀectively generating very many constraints. We note that the number
of constraints in the model can be reduced, possibly drastically, by replacing the pair-wise
conﬂicts with conﬂict cliques, see Kroon et al Kroon et al. (2008). In general, the problem of
ﬁnding maximum cliques is N P-hard (Karp Karp (1972)). However, a number of cliques can
be found heuristically in order to make the problem more tractable.
The initial inventory is not modeled directly in the above formulation. Recall that initially
parked train units are modeled using arrivals and that parking (at the end of the planning
horizon) is modeled using departures. Any initial train unit to track assignment can be modeled
by ﬁxing the variables corresponding to the ﬁrst set of events. In the computational experiments
of Section 6.8, an initial parking order is imposed. We note that in the implementation of the
model, all ﬁxed variables are removed to obtain a more compact model.

Extension
Due to the large number of conﬂict constraints (6.15) present in the model, we introduce in
an extension of the reference MIP, termed the Delayed Constraint MIP Method (DCMM), in
which Constraints (6.15) are generated on-the-ﬂy. The DCMM is solved as a MIP model, where
violated conﬂict constraints are added as they become violated by the optimal LP solutions.
Initially, no conﬂict constraints are added. The success of this approach depends on the fact
that most conﬂicts will never be violated in the B&B approach of a MIP solver.

6.6.2 –

The Two-Stage Method

In the Two-Stage Method (TSM) the matching and parking problems are solved sequentially.
Given a feasible matching to an instance of the TUSP, the remaining problem simply entails
assigning the matchings to tracks. A problem instance may contain multiple feasible matchings
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for which a feasible parking exists. Solving these two problems in isolation is expected to be
easier and motivates the TSM, where in the ﬁrst stage a feasible matching of arriving and
departing train units is generated, while in the second stage the method tries to assign the
found matchings to tracks. The TSM is based on the method of Freling et al. Freling et al.
(2005).
The matching and the parking problems can be solved using diﬀerent methods. For the
matching problem we use a MIP approach for two reasons. First, it is easy to formulate
and implement a MIP for the matching problem. Second, as mentioned in Section 6.4, the
resulting LP is totally unimodular. We also adopt a MIP approach for solving the parking
problem. Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005) propose a column generation approach for solving
this problem; however, the fast runtimes of our approach gave us no reason to pursue a more
complicated framework.
For the matching problem formulation we reformulate the binary decision variable Xa ; this
variable indicates whether a given matching a ∈ A is selected or not. In a feasible matching,
each arrival and departure should appear in exactly one matching. The resulting constraints of
the MIP are given below.


Xa = 1

∀e ∈ E arr ,

(6.16)

Xa = 1

∀e ∈ E dep ,

(6.17)

∀a ∈ A.

(6.18)

a∈Aarr
e



a∈Adep
e

Xa ∈ {0, 1}

There is no objective used in the MIP, since we are interested in feasibility only. Constraints (6.16) and (6.17) ensure, respectively, that each arrival and departure event appears in
exactly one matching. The variable domain is given by (6.18). We note that several solutions
(i.e. matchings) to the model may exist. It is therefore possible to guide the solution in a more
advanced approach, but we do not pursue this addition in this paper.
If a solution to the matching problem problem exists, we proceed to the second stage and
attempt to assign them to depot tracks. For this, we use the MIP described by Haahr et
al. Haahr et al. (2014), which is identical in structure to the reference MIP approach described
earlier.
The TSM is similar to what is described by Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005). However,
the matching problem we propose is slightly diﬀerent. In our formulation we deﬁne a decision
variable for each feasible (arrival, departure) pair, while in Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005) the
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decision variables focus on individual units and ensure feasible matchings are obtained through
constraints. Furthermore, the model of Freling et al. Freling et al. (2005) attempts to keep
train units together as much as possible. We are only interested in feasibility. Finally, Freling
et al. (2005) propose a heuristic column generation procedure to solve the resulting parking
problem. We instead use a standard MIP solver.

6.7 –

TYPE AND TRACK DECOMPOSITION

Some problem instances contain many events, many train unit types, or long tracks. This
results in a large number of possible matchings or track assignments, which makes the problem
impractical to solve using exact methods. For example, the CPM and RMM require too much
memory, because they contain an explicit representation of the problem.
The solution space can be reduced signiﬁcantly by decomposing the problem instances by
train unit types and tracks. In the proposed decomposition, a train unit type is restricted to
park on a select subset of tracks. The partitioning of the tracks and train unit types can be
performed such that the original problem decomposes into several independent problems, which
can be solved individually in sequence or in parallel. We consider such partitions where both
the train unit types and tracks are partitioned into K groups, such that one group of train unit
types is assigned to one group of tracks. By construction, no interaction needs to take place
across the selected groups.
The decomposition divides the problem into a number of smaller independent subproblems.
The primary advantage is that solving all resulting subproblems is easier than solving the
full original problem. A second advantage is that the decomposition is independent of the
underlying solver. The subproblems can be solved using any solution method for the TUSP. The
primary disadvantage is that the resulting framework is inherently heuristic as the decomposition
restricts the original solution space. Feasible solutions found using the decompositions are
naturally also feasible in the original problem; however, we cannot conclude that a problem
instance is infeasible if any one subproblem is infeasible. Another drawback of the proposed
decomposition is the existence of multiple partitions. Some of the partitions may contain
feasible solutions to all subproblems while others may not. Determining the partition is therefore
another problem that must be addressed.
Due to the scope of this paper, we only propose a simple method of ﬁnding eligible partitions
that will be explained and tested in Section 6.8. For the selected problem instances we generated
a number of random partitions. Partitions are rejected if they do not pass the checks described
in Section 6.4. In further research it could be interesting to investigate how to select good
partitions.
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6.8 –

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The presented solution methods are benchmarked on diﬀerent classes of instances, which originate from three diﬀerent railway networks in two diﬀerent countries. Four classes, summarized
in Tables 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10, are considered: STOG, DSB, NS, and NS-HARD. These instances
are based on the railway networks of the Danish State Railways (DSB) and Netherlands Railways
(NS) - the principal operators in Denmark and the Netherlands respectively.
All instances, except the DSB class, have been generated using a rolling stock optimizer.
The events going in and out of the depots are extracted from the optimized schedule and deﬁne
separate instances for each depot. Information about ﬂeet size, train unit types, and depot
track lengths are given by the railway operators. For the DSB class all arriving and departing
events are explicitly given by the operator.
The STOG class consists of twelve distinct rolling stock schedules obtained by optimizing
the suburban railway network in the greater Copenhagen area (DSB S-tog). This gives up
to twelve diﬀerent event lists per station. Identical problem instances have been eliminated
resulting in a total of 96 instances for the STOG class.
The DSB class consists of real-life data for a recurring weekly schedule at the busiest station
in Denmark, which is located in the center of Copenhagen. Every day in the weekly schedule is
unique, thus resulting in seven instances for the DSB class.
The NS class consists of ten distinct rolling stock schedules for the whole country. This
leads to ten diﬀerent problem instances at eleven diﬀerent stations. There are large diﬀerences
between the event lists per station; some are large and some are small. Consequently, there are
both diﬃcult and relatively simple problem instances for the NS class. In total there are thus
110 instances.
The NS-HARD class is artiﬁcially constructed from the NS class, where fewer tracks are
available at busy stations. These artiﬁcial cases are therefore more constrained in terms of
capacity, in turn reducing the number of feasible parking plans. These problem instances have
been included in an attempt to stress test the solution methods.
All computational experiments are performed on a dedicated machine equipped with two
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5550 (2.67GHz) processors and 24 gigabytes of main memory. Version
12.6 of the commercial solver CPLEX is used to solve the MIP and CP based approaches. A
time limit of 900 seconds is set for all experiments.
The following is a short summary of the solution methods proposed in Section 6.5 benchmarked in this section.
CPM A CP formulation inspired by the composition model in Fioole et al. (2006). The
formulation is solved using the CPLEX constraint program solver.
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Class

Depot

Min

Max

Tracks

Length

Types

STOG
STOG
STOG
STOG
STOG
STOG
STOG
STOG
STOG
STOG

BA
FM
FS
HI
HOT
HTAA
KH
KJ
KL
UND

12
16
26
20
2
20
36
24
6
24

14
66
58
54
22
68
78
60
66
46

4
4
6
6
1
35
9
6
3
6

936
727
020
635
173
272
753
115
558
670

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

DSB

KK

326

518

10

3 878

12

1
1
3
2
1
1

Table 6.8: Summary of the instances: The ﬁrst column indicates to which class the problem belongs.
The second column deﬁnes the station. The third and fourth columns show the minimum and
maximum number of events taking place at the station. The ﬁfth column presents the number of
depot tracks available within the station and the sixth column deﬁnes the total length of all depot
tracks combined. Finally, the seventh column deﬁnes the number of diﬀerent train unit types that
need to be parked within the station.

CPMH A variant of the CPM where the number of diﬀerent train unit types assigned to the
same track is limited.
CGM A column generation approach that assigns matching patterns to tracks.
RGCH A randomized greedy construction heuristic that is executed multiple times with
diﬀerent initial seeds.
RMM A reference MIP approach solved using the CPLEX MIP solver.
Class

Depot

Min

Max

Tracks

Length

Types

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

AMR
DDR
EHV
EKZ
GVC
HDR
HFDO
HN
NM
RTD
ZP

157
162
153
97
742
82
561
75
268
378
87

159
162
179
97
744
82
561
75
268
380
87

9
4
20
5
17
3
8
12
25
22
9

2 267
939
7 061
1 590
5 690
1 143
3 020
2 023
6 495
5 384
4 127

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Table 6.9: Continued summary of the instances.
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Class

Depot

Min

Max

Tracks

NS-HARD
NS-HARD
NS-HARD
NS-HARD
NS-HARD
NS-HARD
NS-HARD
NS-HARD
NS-HARD

GVC14
HFDO5A
HFDO5B
HFDO6
NM10
NM11
RTD11
RTD12
RTD13

742
561
561
561
268
268
378
378
378

744
561
561
561
268
268
380
380
380

14
5
5
6
10
11
11
12
13

Length
4
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

712
934
898
197
457
657
085
410
669

Types
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Table 6.10: Continued summary of the instances.

DCMM A variant of the RMM where the pairwise order conﬂict constraints are generated
on-the-ﬂy.
TSM A two-stage decomposition method that solves the matching and parking problem in
sequence using MIP approaches.
Before presenting the results in detail, we ﬁrst note that the CGM is discarded from further
analysis. The performance of this method on all instances was always inferior in comparison
to the other methods. For small cases the time it took to produce an optimal solution to
the LP relaxation was signiﬁcantly greater than the time the MIP based approaches took to
produce a feasible solution. For the larger instances, CGM was unable to solve the root node
relaxation in a Branch-and-Price (B&P) framework to LP optimality within the time limit in
most cases. These results are consistent with Haahr et al. (2014), where a similar column
generation approach was outperformed by a MIP approach for the parking problem only.
Tables 6.11 and 6.12 show a comparison overview. Table 6.11 shows the number of
instances for which a feasible solution is found per problem class per method within the time
limit. Table 6.12 shows the average runtimes per problem class per method.
In the STOG class, which contains the smallest problem instances, 94 out of the 96 instances
are feasible. All methods, except the TSM, were able to ﬁnd a feasible solution for those
94 instances. The TSM was unable to ﬁnd a feasible solution for one of the instances. The
average solution time is less than one second for all methods.
Solving the problem instances of the other classes directly proves to be impractical. We
observe that the RMM fails to solve all but the relatively small STOG class problem instances.
Signiﬁcantly more cases can be solved by using the more eﬃcient DCMM, CPM and CPMH
variants. The DCMM can solve all DSB class instances and a large portion of the NS class
instances, but only a few of the NS-HARD class instances. The time limit becomes a prohibiting
factor when using the DCMM. The CPMH is more successful in solving the NS and NS-HARD
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class instances, but unable to solve the DSB class instances due to the large number of train
unit types. The CPM performs relatively well compared to the RMM, but is clearly dominated
by the CPMH in terms of solutions found and average runtimes.
The CPMH, RGCH and TSM perform well on all realistic instances as they are able to
ﬁnd the same number of feasible solutions. Further, RGCH and TSM are able to identify a
feasible solution within a few seconds on average. However, for the NS-HARD class of problem
instances TSM proves to be the most eﬃcient heuristic. The CPMH was unable to solve
some of the larger instances (GVC), while the RGCH was unable to solve the more constrained
instances (HFDO5A and HFDO5B).
Class

No

CPM

CPMH

RGCH

RMM

DCMM

TSM

STOG
DSB
NS
NS-HARD

96
7
110
90

94
0
84
70

94
0
101
83

94
7
110
70

94
0
0
0

94
7
93
27

93
7
110
90

Table 6.11: Number of feasible instances found by the methods.

Table 6.13 shows the number of instances for which infeasibility is proven per method
within the time limit. First, we note that the heuristic method RGCH is by deﬁnition not able
to prove infeasibility. The two infeasible instances in the benchmark were detected by all exact
approaches and the CPMH. The TSM was also unable to prove infeasibility as at least one
feasible matching exists.
Class
STOG
DSB
NS
NS-HARD

CPM

CPMH

RGCH

RMM

DCMM

TSM

1.3

0.6

0.5

20.5
78.2

6.0
33.3

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.3

0.4
255.8
148.0
267.5

0.0
1.3
5.8
1.1

Table 6.12: Average runtimes for ﬁnding solutions grouped by method

Based on these results we can conclude that both the TSM and the RGCH method are
very fast and eﬃcient in ﬁnding feasible solutions. The CPMH is somewhat slower, but also
successful in identifying feasible solutions in many cases. The RMM is clearly dominated by
the DCMM, and the CPM by the CPMH. The DCMM solves fewer instances than the CPMH
and requires more runtime; however, it can, in contrast, solve some instances with a higher
number of train unit types.
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Class

CPM

CPMH

RGCH

RMM

DCMM

TSM

2
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

STOG
DSB
NS
NS-HARD

Table 6.13: Number of instances proved to be infeasible by the methods.

Track Splitting
As explained in Section 6.7, the TUSP can be decomposed into several independent problems
by partitioning the full problem by train unit types and tracks. In this section we investigate
whether this decomposition technique can improve the tractability of the exact methods.
We have randomly generated a number of partitions of a selected set of problem instances
with the following procedure. First, a random number of groups is selected, where this number
is smaller than the number of train unit types and/ or tracks available. Second, tracks and
train unit types are assigned randomly to the available groups. If any group has an empty set of
train unit types or tracks, then the whole generation is rejected. Further, it is ensured that the
maximum depot capacity required by the train unit types is less than the capacity of the tracks
in the group. Finally, if train units are positioned initially in the depot, then this naturally adds
constraints to the generation of the groups (e.g. if train units of diﬀerent types are on the
same track initially in the depot, then those two train unit types and the track where they are
parked on are in the same group).
CPMH

RGCH

DCMM

Instance

#

F

Sub.

F

I

T

F

I

T

F

I

T

HFDO
GVC
RTD
DSB1
DSB2

10
10
10
25
25

10
10
10
19
18

20
20
30
71
71

20
20
30
43
40

0
0
0
2
4

0
0
0
26
27

20
20
30
50
50

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
21
21

20
4
30
65
64

0
0
0
6
6

0
16
0
0
1

Table 6.14: Summary of results achieved when running diﬀerent methods on problem instances
decomposed by splitting tracks and train unit types. The columns respectively show the instance
considered, the number of decompositions, the number of feasible decompositions, the number of
generated subproblems, and ﬁnally the number of Feasible, Infeasible and Timed-out instances for
every method.

The DCMM, CPMH and RGCH have been considered in this benchmark as they were
unable to solve several instances in the previous section. The benchmark consists of large
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instances of the NS class that were unsolved by the RMM, DCMM and CPM. Decomposing
this class of problems reduces the size of the underlying mathematical models signiﬁcantly.
Further, we consider two cases of the DSB class that were unsolved by the RMM, CPM and
CPMH. A decomposition of these instances drastically reduces the number of variables and
constraints in the CP model since the resulting number of train unit types is decreased.
An overview of the generated instances and results is shown in Table 6.14. The average
runtimes are listed in Table 6.15. The HFDO, GVC and RTD instances were successfully
decomposed, as all the resulting subproblems were feasible. The considered solution methods
were able to solve these instances eﬃciently, except for the DCMM which was unable to produce
a feasible solution for the subproblems of the largest instance. Nevertheless, DCMM is able to
solve more instances using this decomposition technique. The DSB1 and DSB2 instances were
on the contrary decomposed into both feasible and infeasible subproblems. The DCMM is able
to solve all subproblems eﬃciently, except for one. The CPMH is able to solve more than half
of the subproblems but several remained unresolved. This is an improvement compared to the
non-decomposed results. Interestingly, decomposing the problem proved not to be eﬃcient for
the RGCH as many feasible subproblems were left unsolved. The RGCH was able to solve the
original instances of the problems. A reduction in computation time is observed for both the
DCMM and the RGCH in Table 6.15.
Instance

No

CPMH

RGCH

DCMM

HFDO
GVC
RTD
DSB1
DSB2

10
10
10
25
25

13.3
9.9
1.7
26.4
30.8

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1

83.4
3.2
18.0
42.2
32.6

Table 6.15: Summary of average runtimes achieved when running diﬀerent methods on problem
instances decomposed by splitting tracks and train unit types. The columns respectively show the
instance considered, the number of decompositions and ﬁnally the average runtime for all found
solutions.

Using a decomposition of track and train unit types is shown to be worthwhile investigating.
It is out of the scope of this paper to look further into diﬀerent decomposition techniques. We
do acknowledge that this could be an interesting future research direction.
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Overnight Parking
In the common case all train units leave the depots during the early hours and enter the depot
at the end of the day. Some train units enter and leave the depots during the day, e.g. before
and after the rush hour periods. The capacity of the depots is therefore not very limiting during
the day, which makes it easy to plan this intermediate period.
The considered problem instances do not stipulate any particular parking order at the end
of the day. Consequently, no ordering conﬂicts arise regardless of the ﬁnal track assignment,
when the depots are close to being at capacity. Realistically, a smooth transition from one
day to another is desirable, making sure that train units can leave the depot in a conﬂict
free manner the following day. In our ﬁnal benchmark, we combine the planning instances to
include the events for two days of operation, thus forcing the solution methods to consider the
overnight parking at platforms tracks.
Instance
KH
FM
EHV
HDR

Cases

CPMH

RGCH

DCMM

TSM

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

2
3
3
3

1
0
3
0

Table 6.16: Summary of results achieved when running diﬀerent methods on problem instances with
overnight parking. The columns respectively show the instance considered, the number of problem
instances, and the number of solved instances for every method.

Tables 6.16 and 6.17 show the results of the overnight parking instances. The instances
are naturally larger than the original ones, and require more time to solve as two days of
events have been combined. The results show that the considered methods, except the TSM
and DCMM, can eﬃciently solve all instances. Remember that all methods except the TSM
integrate matching and parking. The TSM ﬁrst ﬁnds one feasible matching and tries to assign
the resulting matchings to tracks. Fixing the matching in a early stage does, however, restrict
the ﬂexibility when resolving the ordering conﬂicts. In contrast to the other benchmarks, these
problem instances contain at least one very busy period, where the depots are close to being
at capacity. Evidently, an approach that ﬁxes, i.e., only considers one matching, may very
well fail to ﬁnd a feasible solution. The average runtimes shown in Table 6.17 reveal that the
CPMH is faster than the DCMM in general when considering these extended instances. We
note, however that these instances only contain 2-4 diﬀerent train unit types. The performance
of the CPMH is expected to decrease with higher numbers of diﬀerent train unit types.
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Instance

Cases

CPMH

RGCH

DCMM

TSM

KH
FM
EHV
HDR

3
3
3
3

223.0
1.1
11.9
1.0

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0

449.5
8.2
244.4
17.7

12.3
0.0
0.4
0.1

Table 6.17: Summary of the average runtimes achieved when running diﬀerent methods on problem
instances with overnight parking. The columns respectively show the instance considered, the number
of problem instances, and the average runtimes.

6.9 –

CONCLUSION

In this paper we develop and benchmark diﬀerent models and solution approaches to solve the
Train Unit Shunting Problem. Given a feasible rolling stock circulation, the objective of the
solution approaches is to ﬁnd a feasible shunting plan. Three novel solution approaches are
proposed: a CP formulation, a column generation approach, and a greedy construction heuristic.
These new methods were compared with two methods from the literature. Computational
experiments have been performed on multiple problem instances from three diﬀerent railway
operators. The benchmark highlights strengths and weaknesses of the considered approaches.
A platform track parking extension is described, as platform tracks are currently used for
overnight parking in some railway operations.
The main benchmark, consisting of multiple daily problem instances, demonstrated that
the CGM was outperformed by all other methods. Furthermore, it revealed the shortcomings
of exact models (RMM and CPM). The resulting mathematical models quickly consumed more
than 24 gigabytes of memory due to the large number of constraints and/or variables required.
Using delayed constraint generation (for the RMM) the DCMM is able to solve signiﬁcantly
more instances. The heuristic extension CPMH method (of CPM) further outperforms the
DCMM when considering the instances with a small number of diﬀerent train unit types. In
turn, the DCMM can solve the instances with a high number of train unit types. On average,
the solved instances were solved in a few minutes by these methods.
A randomized construction heuristic, the RGCH, was able to solve almost all instances
within one second. However, some harder and artiﬁcially generated instances were left unsolved
by the RGCH. In the main benchmark the non-integrated method TSM proved to be most
successful, solving all but one of the feasible instances within a few seconds. Ironically, the
unsolved instance was a relatively small problem instance.
The TUSP can be decomposed by splitting the available tracks and train unit types into
several independent and smaller subproblems. A subset of the larger instances were decomposed
in a second benchmark. In general, most of the resulting partitions were feasible. Using this
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decomposition the DCMM and CPMH were able to solve more problem instances than before,
but not all. In fact, the RGCH performed worse than before as it was unable to ﬁnd solutions
for some of the problems that were solved originally.
In a ﬁnal benchmark a number of instances were combined in order to solve two days of
operation. The results show that the integrated methods are still able to solve these problems
in reasonable time. However, the TSM was unable to solve most of the problem instances.
The considered solution approaches have both strengths and weaknesses. The results
show that no method is superior. Solving the full mathematical formulations, i.e. RMM,
CPM, directly proves to be ineﬀective. The DCMM is able to prove infeasibility in most cases.
In addition, note that the proposed feasibility checks in Section 6.4 are very eﬃcient - few
instances were infeasible in general. Very fast solutions can be found using the RGCH but
it proves to be ineﬃcient for the more constrained instances. Finally, the TSM solves more
instances using a few seconds, but has the drawback of using a ﬁxed matching, which can
be short sighted, leading to infeasibility. In conclusion, given the low runtime requirement of
the RGCH and the TSM, these approaches form a reasonable choice as a ﬁrst step in any
solution framework. If no solution is found, then the DCMM and the CPMH can be adopted
in a subsequent phase.
This paper focuses only on ﬁnding a feasible solution. No distinction is made between any
feasible solution. In future research it might be interesting to extend the models by considering
an objective in order to ﬁnd a solution with, for instance, homogeneous tracks. Furthermore,
several important restrictions have not been considered. If, for instance, the rolling stock
circulation passes our feasibility check, it might still be infeasible with respect to the available
crew members present for shunting operations at a station. Consequently, the crew has to
be taken into account in future work on the TUSP. Other practical aspects need to be taken
into account as well, e.g. detailed routing of the train units through the depot, parking whole
compositions instead of single train units, train units might require maintenance at the station,
and cyclic rolling stock circulations. In future research it would be interesting to include some
or all of these aspects in the TUSP.
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7 – Summary and conclusion
In this thesis, models and algorithms to support railway operators during and after a disruption
are developed, compared, and benchmarked. As soon as a disruption occurs, the railway
operator has to reschedule its timetable, rolling stock circulation, and crew schedule. This
has to be done fast and in such a way that passengers are faced with the least amount of
inconvenience. Current models in the existing literature are still lacking important real-life
aspects. As a result, these models have not been applicable in practice yet. Therefore, this
thesis aimed to answer the following research question:
“Which relevant operational details have not yet been included in the models for real-time
disruption management processes, and how can these white spots in the existing models be
ﬁlled?”
Five of the relevant operational details are included in the models for disruption management
in this thesis. However, there are still operational details left that have to be included. Some
of these white spots that are still left will be discussed in Section 7.2. The papers in this thesis
are a next step in bridging the gap between the existing models in disruption management in
theory and their usage in practice.

7.1 –

MAIN FINDINGS

Chapter 2 proposes a framework to solve the three diﬀerent disruption management models
(timetable, rolling stock, and crew rescheduling) in an iterative way. This framework guarantees
to ﬁnd an overall feasible solution, thus a solution that is feasible for all three resource schedules.
Three diﬀerent settings of the iterative framework have been extensively tested on instances
from Netherlands Railways. Results demonstrate that the setting where the crew is rescheduled
before the rolling stock performs best. This is due to the fact that rolling stock speciﬁc
constraints are already taken into account while rescheduling the timetable. As a consequence,
there are usually no additionally cancelled train services after rescheduling the rolling stock.
Thus, the rolling stock step can best be performed last. However, this is not always applicable
in practice due to rolling stock dependent constraints for crew members. Furthermore, the
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results demonstrate that in all three settings a solution can be found within an amount of time
that is reasonable for usage in real-time. As a consequence, the framework and the individual
rescheduling modules can be of great importance in practice.
In the other chapters, the focus is on an individual step of the disruption management
process: Rescheduling of rolling stock. First, Chapter 3 introduces and discusses two diﬀerent
models for rescheduling of rolling stock. The ﬁrst model is a path-based formulation solved by
means of column generation. In this formulation delayed transition contraint generation has
been applied: Some of the constraints are removed initially and added only when violated. This
improved the computation time signiﬁcantly. The second model is an edge-based formulation
based on a multi-commodity ﬂow model. Both formulations are compared with each other
on scheduling and rescheduling instances from Netherlands Railways and the Copenhagen
Suburban Railway Operator DSB S-tog. Results demonstrate that the two formulations are not
limited to operator speciﬁc networks. Both models can be applied within diﬀerent countries.
Furthermore, the results show that the formulation based on the multi-commodity ﬂow model
is faster. However, both models have acceptable computation times for usage in practice.
Chapter 4 includes a practical aspect required when solving the rolling stock rescheduling
problem: Scheduled maintenance appointments. Some of the rolling stock units have a
maintenance appointment at a station during the day. This has to be considered while
rescheduling, otherwise the appointment will most likely be missed. Three diﬀerent models are
introduced to solve this problem: the Extra Unit Type (EUT), the Shadow Account (SA), and
the Job Composition (JC) model. The EUT model is an extension of the known Composition
model. By adding an additional rolling stock type for every unit requiring maintenance,
constraints can be imposed upon the rolling stock units requiring maintenance such that they
are in time for their appointment after rescheduling. The SA model keeps track of a shadow
account for all units requiring maintenance. As a consequence, constraints can be imposed on
the units with a maintenance appointment. Finally, the JC model assigns rolling stock units to
jobs, thus creating speciﬁc paths for all rolling stock units. Constraints can be imposed on
those paths, making sure that the maintenance units are on time for their appointment. In
case the optimal solution has been found by all three models, they ﬁnd a solution with the
same optimal objective value. The results show that either the SA or JC model outperform the
EUT model with respect to their computation times. It depends on the characteristics of the
instance whether the SA or JC model performs best.
In Chapter 5, two other practical aspects that are required when solving the rolling stock
rescheduling problem have been discussed. First of all, in practice operators can use deadheading trips to increase the local inventory at certain stations. In this way less train services
may be cancelled due to lack of rolling stock. Secondly, the forecasted passenger demand has to
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be adapted during a disruption. The passenger demand for a trip depends on which compositions
are appointed to the (predecessor) trips (e.g. cancelling a trip increases the demand for the
next trip with the same origin and destination). Six diﬀerent versions of the model, depending
on whether dead-heading trips and adjusted passenger demand are incorpared or not, are tested
on multiple disruption scenarios from Netherlands Railways. Results demonstrate, ﬁrst of all,
that dead-heading trips are useful to reduce the number of cancelled train services and the
amount of seat shortages for passengers. Furthermore, adjusted passenger demand inﬂuences
the results heavily. The resulting rolling stock circulation after rescheduling with adjusted
passenger demand appoints compositions with large capacity to the trips between the stations
where the disruption took place. In this way, the passengers still waiting on a platform are
transported to their destination sooner. Finally, including dead-heading trips and adjusted
passenger demand have an inﬂuence on the computation times, but the computation times are
still acceptable for usage in practice.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the last practical aspect that is included in the disruption
management process in this thesis. Current rolling stock (re)scheduling models assume that
the resulting rolling stock circulation is feasible with respect to the available depots within
stations. However, in practice this is not always true. It is of utmost importance to the railway
operator to know in short time whether the rolling stock circulation is feasible. Therefore,
we have developed a Constraint Programming formulation, a Column Generation approach,
and a randomized greedy heuristic to test the feasibility of a rolling stock circulation with
respect to the available depots at stations. These methods are compared and benchmarked
against slightly adjusted existing methods which are based on a Mixed Integer Programming
formulation and a two-stage heuristic. The results demonstrate ﬁrst of all that the method
based on column generation is always outperformed by the other methods. Furthermore, the
results show that all other solution approaches have both strengths and weaknesses. None
of the methods is superior to all other methods. Very fast feasible solutions can be found by
using the randomized greedy heuristic or the two-stage approach, however both methods are
unable to prove infeasibility if a circulation is actually infeasible. We conclude that it is best to
ﬁrst use either the randomized greedy or the two-stage heuristic in an initial step and, if no
solution is found, to continue with either the method based on Constraint Programming or the
method based on the Mixed Integer Programming formulation.
Scientiﬁc contributions
This thesis focussed on developing algorithmic support for disruption management while
including important practical aspects. In order to do so, a wide variety of models from the ﬁeld
of Operations Research has been applied. This had led to complex mathematical programming
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formulations which can be solved within acceptable time for usage in practice either by a
commercial solver like Cplex, by means of a Column Generation technique, or by heuristic
approaches. In this section we brieﬂy highlight the contributions of each chapter made to the
scientiﬁc community.
Chapter 2 is the ﬁrst to develop an iterative framework that can be used to solve the whole
macroscopic disruption management process. It guarantees to ﬁnd a feasible solution for all
three macroscopic resource schedules.
Chapter 3 introduces a new mathematical formulation for the rolling stock rescheduling
problem, which is solved by means of column and row generation. This column and row
generation approach is new due to the fact that the order of train units is taken into account.
Chapter 4 includes scheduled maintenance appointments in the mathematical formulations
for rescheduling the rolling stock. To this end, three formulations are proposed and an extensive
comparison is made between the models.
Chapter 5 is the ﬁrst to take dead-heading trips and adjusted passenger demand into
account in a model for rescheduling the rolling stock. Furthermore, this chapter presents an
eﬃcient preprocessing model to select potentially useful dead-heading trips from the huge set
of available dead-heading trips.
Chapter 6 proposes a constraint program, a column generation technique, and a greedy
construction heuristic for solving the Train Unit Shunting Problem (TUSP). Furthermore,
several eﬃcient infeasibility checks are used in a preprocessing step for the TUSP. Finally, a
track and unit type decomposition approach for all models to reduce a TUSP instance to
several smaller and independent TUSP instances are proposed.
With these contributions this thesis shows the applicability of Operations Research to solve
relevant practical aspects for railway operators in various countries.

Social relevance
This thesis demonstrates that both passengers and railway operators can beneﬁt from
eﬀective models during the disruption management processes. The research in this thesis is
a next step in bridging the gap between models and algorithms in theory and their usage in
practice. The proposed approaches in this thesis were tested on instances from Netherlands
Railways and from Danish State Railways. The results demonstrate that the models are not
limited to a speciﬁc operator only and that they can be of great value to the railway operators
in practice. They can support dispatchers during disruptions to ﬁnd new feasible resource
schedules.
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The models developed in this thesis can support the dispatchers either for the disruption
management process as a whole, for the rolling stock rescheduling problem, or for the train
unit shunting problem. As a consequence, using these models in practice will reduce the time
it takes before the new resource schedules are operational and communicated to all people
involved. This results in less inconvenience for the passengers and less time stress for the
railway operators.
The objective of the developed methods is, among others, to minimize the number of
cancelled train services and to appoint compositions with suﬃcient capacity for all passenger
demand to the trips. As a result, more trains will be operated and passengers have to wait a
shorter amount of time before arriving at their destination.
Furthermore, the railway operators beneﬁt from the inclusion of certain practical aspects
(e.g. scheduled maintenance appointments in the RSRP and feasibility tests for testing the
rolling stock circulation with respect to the depots). As a consequence, railway dispatchers
can be aided by the methods during rescheduling. This will lead to a reduction of the time it
takes to reschedule the resource schedules. Moreover, the quality of the resource schedules will
most likely increase.

7.2 –

FUTURE RESEARCH

The results in this thesis demonstrate the applicability of our models for railway operators.
However, there is still much work to be done in the ﬁeld of disruption management. First of
all, before the presented models in this thesis can actually be applied, they ﬁrst have to be
integrated within the existing systems at the railway operators. As a consequence, the models
are supplied with the necessary input and the resulting output can immediately be applied.
Furthermore, there is a certain trade-oﬀ between costs and passenger service. The railway
operators should decide on the objective coeﬃcients for all models in order to balance this
trade-oﬀ. Moreover, the presented methods in this thesis should be combined into one model,
such that all presented practical aspects are taken into account at once.
Finally, several important practical aspects are still missing in the presented models. First
of all, rescheduling the timetable on a microscopic level is not considered simultaneously with
rescheduling the timetable on a macroscopic level. However, a timetable should be feasible
both on a microscopic and on a macroscopic level. Otherwise the resulting timetable cannot
be used in practice. Therefore, either an integrated model or an iterative framework should be
developed for creating a completely feasible timetable.
Secondly, station routing has not been included in any of the disruption management
models yet. The departure and arrival times of a subset of trains have changed due to the
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disruption. As a result, the originally planned schedule for the routing of trains through the
involved stations are no longer feasible. Models and algorithms should be developed in order to
secure a feasible routing for every train through every station.
Thirdly, the duration of a disruption is unknown at the start of the disruption. Currently,
the duration is estimated based on the experience of the dispatchers. Railway operators have a
lot of historical data at their disposal. As a consequence, it should be possible to investigate
whether a better estimate of the duration of a disruption can be found.
Fourthly, because the duration of a disruption is unknown, robust rolling stock schedules
after rescheduling should be created. If a disruption turns out to take longer than expected,
the railway operator wants to create a new feasibile circulation as soon as possible. As a
consequence, it would be best if this can be done without rescheduling the rolling stock
circulation completely as done after the occurence of the disruption. This should be taken into
account when rescheduling by creating robust rolling stock circulations.
Finally, the researchers within the railway sector should keep an eye on the developments
to come. For instance, the railway sector will develop rolling stock units which drive on their
own in the near future. As a consequence, this will bring new challenges to the ﬁeld.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)
Verstoringen zijn helaas een dagelijks probleem binnen spoorwegnetwerken. Tijdens een
verstoring moeten de dienstregeling, de materieel planning en de personeelsplanning opnieuw
gepland worden. Dit moet zo snel mogelijk gedaan worden en zodanig dat de passagiers zo min
mogelijk hinder ondervinden van de verstoring. Voor dit proefschrift zijn bijsturingsmodellen en
algoritmes ontwikkeld om de spoorwegvervoerders te assisteren gedurende het herplannen. Deze
modellen en algoritmes zijn zowel met elkaar, als met de modellen uit de bestaande literatuur
vergeleken. Daarnaast zijn ze gerangschikt naar kwaliteit. De modellen in de bestaande
literatuur missen belangrijke practische aspecten, waardoor deze modellen niet toepasbaar
zijn in de praktijk. Daarom richt dit proefschrift zich op het beantwoorden van de volgende
onderzoeksvraag:
“Welke relevante operationele details bevinden zich nog niet in de bestaande bijsturingsmodellen en hoe kunnen deze ontbrekende aspecten wel meegenomen worden?”
Vijf van deze operationele details zijn meegenomen in de in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde
bijsturingsmodellen. Dat betekent echter niet dat alle operationele details op dit moment
meegenomen zijn. In hoofdstuk 7.2 worden suggesties voor verdere verbeteringen behandeld.
Hopelijk is dit proefschrift een volgende stap naar een groter gebruik van bijsturingsmodellen
in de praktijk.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een framework voorgesteld om de dienstregeling, materieelplanning
en personeelsplanning op een iteratieve manier op te lossen. Dit framework vindt altijd een
toegestane oplossing voor zowel een nieuwe dienstregeling als voor een nieuw materieel- en
personeelsplan. Drie verschillende versies van het framework zijn uitgebreid getest op instanties
van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen. De resultaten demonstreren dat het eﬀectiever is om eerst
de dienstregeling, dan het personeel en als laatste het materieel te herplannen. Dit komt
doordat er materieel speciﬁeke constraints zijn meegenomen tijdens het herplannen van de
dienstregeling, daardoor worden er vrijwel geen extra ritten meer gecanceld tijdens het bijsturen
van het materieel. Helaas is het niet altijd toepasbaar in de praktijk om eerst het personeel en
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daarna het materieel te herplannen. Dit komt doordat er soms materieel restricties zijn voor
personeel. De resultaten laten verder zien dat het mogelijk is om snel genoeg een toegelaten
dienstregeling en materieel-personeelsplan te vinden voor gebruik in real-time. Concluderend
kan gesteld worden dat het framework van grote waarde kan zijn in de praktijk.
De focus ligt op een van de individuele bijsturingsmodellen in de andere hoofdstukken:
het bijsturen van het materieel. In hoofdstuk 3 worden hier twee verschillende modellen voor
geı̈ntroduceerd. Het eerste model is gebaseerd op formulatie met routes voor een individueel
treinstel. Deze formulatie wordt opgelost met behulp van kolom generatie. In deze formulatie
worden sommige restricties in het begin verwijderd en alleen later toegevoegd als ze geschonden
blijken te zijn. Dit heeft de rekentijd aanzienlijk verbeterd. Het tweede model is gebaseerd op
het multi-commodity ﬂow model. Beide formulaties worden met elkaar vergeleken op zowel
plannings als bijsturings instanties van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen en van de Kopenhaagse
Spoorwegen DSB S-TOG. De resultaten laten zien dat beide formulaties toepasbaar zijn
op spoorwegnetwerken van verschillende landen. Daarnaast laten de resultaten zien dat de
formulatie die gebaseerd is op het multi-commodity ﬂow model sneller een oplossing vindt.
Beide modellen hebben een rekentijd die toepasbaar is in de praktijk.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een operationeel aspect toegevoegd aan het bijsturingsmodel voor het
materieel: geplande onderhoudsafspraken. Sommige treinstellen hebben een onderhoudsafspraak
op een speciﬁek station gedurende de dag. Dit moet meegenomen worden tijdens het bijsturen,
anders mist het treinstel zijn afspraak hoogstwaarschijnlijk. Drie verschillende modellen zijn
hiervoor ontwikkeld: het Extra Unit Type (EUT) model, het Shadow Account (SA) model, en
het Job Composition (JC) model. Het EUT model is een uitbreiding van het al bestaande
Composition model. Door middel van het toevoegen van extra materieel types voor elk treinstel
dat onderhoud vereist is het mogelijk om speciﬁeke restricties op die treinstellen te zetten.
Op deze manier zijn de juiste treinstellen nog altijd op tijd voor hun afspraak. Het SA model
houdt een schaduwboekhouding bij voor alle treinstellen die een onderhoudsafspraak hebben.
Daardoor kunnen er restricties op de juiste treinstellen gezet worden. Het JC model wijst
treinstellen toe aan taken in plaats van aan ritten. Op deze manier worden speciﬁeke routes
gecreëerd voor alle treinstellen en kunnen er restricties gezet worden op de treinstellen met een
onderhoudsafspraak. Alle drie de modellen vinden dezelfde optimale oplossing. De resultaten
laten zien dat het SA en het JC model het best presteren met betrekking tot de rekentijden.
Het hangt van de karakteristieken van de instanties af of het SA model of het JC model het
beste presteert.
In hoofdstuk 5 worden twee andere operationele aspecten toegevoegd aan het bijsturingsmodel voor het materieel. Ten eerste worden dead-heading treinen toegevoegd. In de praktijk
kunnen de spoorvervoerders gebruik maken van dead-heading treinen om de voorraad op
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bepaalde stations te verhogen. Op deze manier vallen er minder ritten uit doordat er geen treinstellen beschikbaar zijn. Ten tweede moet de passagiersvraag aangepast worden gedurende een
verstoring. De passagiersvraag voor een rit hangt af van welke trein er wordt toegewezen aan de
voorgaande ritten. Bijvoorbeeld, na het uitvallen van een rit zal er een grotere passagiersvraag
zijn op de volgende rit. Zes verschillende versies van het model zijn er getest. Deze versies
verschillen in of dead-heading treinen en/of een veranderde passagiersvraag is meegenomen in
het model. Alle versies zijn getest op verschillende instanties van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen.
De resultaten laten ten eerste zien dat dead-heading treinen het aantal uitgevallen treinen
reduceren en daarnaast ook het aantal zitplaatstekorten voor passagiers verminderen. Daarnaast
laten de resultaten zien dat een veranderde passagiersvraag een grote invloed uitoefent op
de resultaten. De nieuwe materieel planning zet treinen met grote capaciteit in op de ritten
vlak na een verstoring om het aantal zitplaatstekorten voor passagiers te minimaliseren. Het
toevoegen van dead-heading treinen en een veranderde passagiersvraag heeft invloed op de
rekentijd, maar de rekentijd is nog altijd goed genoeg voor gebruik in de praktijk.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het laatste operationele aspect in dit proefschrift meegenomen. De
huidige bijsturingsmodellen voor het materieel nemen aan dat de gevonden materieelplanning
toegestaan is met betrekking tot de rangeerterreinen binnen de stations. In de praktijk
daarentegen is dit niet altijd waar. Het is van uitermate belang voor een spoorvervoerder om
in korte tijd erachter te komen of een materieelplanning daadwerkelijk realiseerbaar is. Daarom
worden er in hoofdstuk 6 verschillende modellen voorgesteld om dit te testen: een constraint
programming formulatie, een kolom generatie methode, en een randomized greedy heuristic.
Deze nieuwe methoden zijn met elkaar en met (licht aangepaste) bestaande modellen (een
mixed integer programming formulatie en een two-stage heuristic) vergeleken. De resultaten
laten ten eerste zien dat de kolom generatie methode altijd slechter werkt dan de andere
methodes. Daarnaast blijkt dat alle andere methoden zowel sterke als zwakke kanten hebben.
Geen van de andere methoden is superieur. Toegestane oplossingen kunnen heel snel gevonden
worden door de randomized greedy heuristic en de two-stage heuristic, maar beide modellen zijn
niet in staat om aan te tonen dat een materieelplanning niet realiseerbaar is. Concluderend kan
gesteld worden dat het het beste is om eerst de randomized greedy heuristic of de two-stage
heuristic te gebruiken en na na verloop van tijd verder te gaan met de methode gebaseerd op
constraint programming of de mixed integer programming formulatie.
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift heeft laten zien dat operationele aspecten eﬀectief
meegenomen kunnen worden in de bijsturingsmodellen. De modellen zijn getest op instanties
van zowel de Nederlandse Spoorwegen als de Deense Spoorwegen. De modellen zijn toepasbaar
in de praktijk, omdat de oplossingen in een korte tijd gevonden kunnen worden.
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How to deal with a disruption is a question railway companies face on a daily basis. This thesis focusses
on the subject how to handle a disruption such that the passenger serviec is upheld as much as possible.
The current mathematical models for disruption management can not yet be applied in practice, because
several important practical considerations are not taken into account. In this thesis several models are
presented which take important practical details into account: (1) creating a macroscopic global feasible
solution for all three resource schedules, instead of focussing on one individual resource schedule.
(2) Scheduled maintenance appointments required by certain rolling stock units are included while
rescheduling. (3) Dead-heading trips to transfer rolling stock units from stations with a surplus of inventory
to stations with a shortage of inventory. (4) Adjusted passenger demand, the passenger demand is not
static, but depends on the capacity appointed to the previous trips. Finally, (5) checking whether a rolling
stock circulation is feasible with respect to the available depot tracks (the shunting yard) within a station.
We make use of different techniques to solve the models, for instance, mixed integer linear programming,
column generation, constraint programming, and heuristic models are used in this thesis. The results
demonstrate that these ﬁve practical considerations can be taken into account in the disruption
management models.
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